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FOREWORD

This report is the principal product of the research project entitled
"Land Tenure Issues in River Basin Development in Sub-Saharan Africa,"
funded by tneAfrica Bureau of the U.S. Agency for International
Development under a Cooperative Agreement with the Land Tenure Center of
the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

The purpose of the project was to assesstneextent to wnicn land
tenure considerations have played a role in the success or failure of river
basin development efforts in Africa, especially those involving
irrigation. TO accomplish this, the Land Tenure Center initiated an
extensive review of the literature available in the United states, Europe
and Africa, and carried out field visits to eight countries* of a total
duration of approximately four months. Six of theeigntcountries yielded
information of sufficient quality and interest to enable the participants
to write country studies, which are included in this report. In addition,
another LTC research and training project in Mauritan~a nas enabled the
report to include a chapter on that country's nascent irrigation efforts
along the Senegal River.

The Project Coordinator was Peter C. Bloch, who was the author of the
Overview chapter and the Senegal case study. Senior collaborators are
James C. Riddell and Lucie Colvin Phillips, each of whom wrote two country
chapters. The Zimbabwe chapter was co-written by Bloch and Mrs. 'Jayne
Stanning of the Department of Land Management, university of Zimbabwe.
Thomas K. Park contributed the Mauritania chapter. Lual Deng and Cordelia
Fuller served as research assistants in Madison. Very constructive
comments were given by John W. Bruce, Program Coordinator for Africa of the
LTC, who also was the contributor of Section 0.5. of the overview chapter.
Additional valuable input was given by Davia Atwood, S&T/RD, and by Patrick
Fleuret, AFR,!DP, on previous drafts of the Overview cnapter, a preliminary
version of which was discussed at a seminar hela in WaShington in April
1985.

* Gamoia, Kenya, Madagascar, Mali, Niger, Senegal, Sudan, and Zimbabwe.

-vii-
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I. OVERVIEW.· AND POLICY ANALYSIS

by Peter C. Bloch

A. Introduction

Africa's rivers have been used less intensively than those of any other
continent. until the recurrent droughts of the past fifteen years,
population-to-land ratios were low enough that, even with primitive
agriculture and animal husbandry, Africa could feed itself using rainfed
farming almost exclusively. Due to accelerating population growth on one hand
and the seerninglyinexorable widening of the drought-affected area on the
other, this is no longer true. The increased interest in river basin
development, especially for irrigated food production, is a result of the
decrease in the productive potential of many parts of the African continent.

Most of Africa's large rivers originate ~n tr.opical uplands. The west
African mother of rivers is the Fouta Ojalon in Guinea, where most of the
headwaters of the Niger, Senegal and Gambia Rivers lie. The Ethiopian
highlands and the East African lakes give birth to the Nile and the Jubba,
among others. Since there are substantial intra-annual variations in
rainfall, there are also large fluctuations in river flow which, except on the
Nile and tne Zambesi, are essentially uncontrolled. Much of the water simply
flows out to sea, unused, past land Which, altnough tightly controlled, is not
very productive. Along the river valleys in the sahelian and sudanian savanna
zones, tne annual flooding of the rivers is exploited for flood recession
agriculture. In a few zones, such as Northern Nigeria and the Bile valley,
there has been long and continuous experience with traditional forms of
water-control irrigation along major rivers. In the uplands of Ethiopia,
Kenya and Tanzania~ single farmers or groups of farmers have built diversion
ditches from small streams, using technologies and metnods of organization of
limited applicability to irrigation in river basins. Most African rivers (and
most peoples) ·are, however, for all intents and purposes untouched by
irrigation.

There have been numerous attempts to harness African river systems. The
massive modern efforts to regulate the Nile to make year-round irrigation
possible began in the early part of tne century, culminating in tne Aswan Dam
more than twenty years ago. Smaller early efforts were undertaken on the
Niger in Mali, where the MarkalaDam diverted water for the Officedu Niger
irrigation project, and elsewhere. Many of the projects that have been built
have failed completely; 1 many have been very disappointing;2 some have
been mbdestly successful for at least a few years;3 unfortunately there are
none known to us whicn can be considered unqualified successes. 4

Differential success is not explainable by a single factor. Faulty design of
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the works, inappropriate economic incentives given to participants,
insensitive or incompetent management, Uncertainty of input supply and
markets, ana various forms of land conflict, have all contributea to tne
uneven performance of irrigation projectsS •

In spite of the fact that the rivers' water has not been exploited very
intensively, virtually all of the land with access to river water is held and
used. Designers of irrigation projects have been misled by two propositions
which, although they are generally valid, are insufficient: first, that in
most countries the state is the sole legal owner of land; and second, that in
traditional African "communal" land tenure systems, duraole private rights do
not exist. While in projects to develop and intensify dryland farming the
difference between this perception and reality may be slignt (because users of
the appropriated land can simply move a few kilometers away, perhaps witn a
newly-dug well as cOlnpensation6 ), there is a· fixed supply of river-bank
land, and its scarcity value is well known to the holders and to those who
covet it. Tne government's ability to enforce its legal right to appropriate
land without compensation is usually very limited and· the attempt is always
very costly politically. Thus whetner or not the oft-heard statement that
"there is no land tenure problem in Africa" is correct anywhere on the
contjnent, it is surely untrue in river valleys.

The Nile is the only major river in Africa whose water is being used at,a
rate close enough to capacity that major engineering efforts· (e.g. the Jonglei
Canal) are being undertaken to increase capacity by reduci.ng upstream water
losses, and that strenuous international efforts are needed to ensure
equitable allocation of the water. Highly seasonal rivers, both small ones
such as the Sabi in Zimbabwe and large ones such as the Niger and the Senegal,
have a substantial average annual flow, much too great for current or
anticipated uses during·the three months. or so that it is raining at the
headwaters and too little for substantial inc.reases in irrigation the rest of
the year. Such rivers will require regulatory structures in order to exploit
the riverine land's potential for year-round irrigation. These regulatory
structures will affect current uses of river water (recessional cultivation,
fishing, livestock) ina negative way unless provision is made within river
basin planning exercises to mitigate the consequences by, for example,
developing "within river basin development agenci.es the ability to model the
range of development options, and to formulate plans for consideration by
decision makers." (Scudder 1985, p.45)

Thus the current perception that water is superabundant will not oe true
for long, as it has not been true on the Nile for decades (Waterbury 1979).
For example, the Senegal's flood will be reduced by about half (and the
dry-season flow correspondingly increased) following the completion of the
reservoir behind the Manantali Dam in 1988 or 1989. This will reduce the
potential area to be farmed by floOd recession· techniques substantially,
altnough tne actual area so·farmed in recent years has averaged only ten per
cent of the potential (Lericollais 1981). Much of the land whose recessional
potential will oe eliminated is the <best irrigable land; requests for such
land have increased all along thevalley.at a rapid rate, ana in many areas
applications exceed the available. supply (Mathieu·1985). Many of the
applications are from strangers to the region: religious leaders,
nonagricultural entrepreneurs, civil servants, and multinational
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agribusinesses. It is clear that allocation criteria for water at the
national level should be anticipated simultaneously, and in coordination, with
allocation criteria for land. The result of not doing so can be seen in the
Western united States, where water projects designed to promote small and
medium-scale irrigated farming have benefited disproportionately (in fact,
made possible) large corporate farms. with some countries, including Senegal,
in active debate over the privatization ofirrigable land, tne distribution of
water between pUblic projects and private farms in years of low river flow
should be decided immediately.

B. Desirable and Feasible Land Tenure Arrangements in Irrigation Systems

There is a wide range of land tenure arrangements that have been
instituted on irrigation projects in Africa. A typology is given in Table 1,
which shows the diversity of a) security of tenure, and b) holdings size.
Together with management responsibilities of farmers, these two are tne
principal dimensions along which land tenure arrangements vary in irrigation
systems, and are those upon whicn this report focuses.? Security has two
dimensions: assurance of access to some land within an irrigation project, and
stability of tenure on a specific plot of land. The aifference between the
two is best illustrated by an example: in the Office au Niger inM~li, farmers
are guaranteed access to a plot as long as they compLy with their contractual
obligations, but they are not guaranteed to remain on the same plot from year
to year (see Mali chapter). Security of holdings on a specific piece of land
ranges from freehold with fully marketable or transferable title to total
absence of rights. Holdings size ranges from O.lila. or less to several
hundredha., with the largest being independent privatefarms,8 ana on
public projects between 0.1 and about 5 ha. 9 On many projects, such as
Mwea,farmers have few responsibilities, being expectea only to provide labor
power to the scheme (cnambers ana Moris 1973); on some, such as muon of the
fadama (floodplain) irrigation in Northern Nigeria, farmers have complete
control over tne entire irrigation system, from water diversion and management
to cropping decisions (Carter and Kay 1984). The range is wide on all these
dimensions, and in many cases the choice of tenure arrangements is appropriate
to the project. In others--alltoo many others--the land tenure system is a
major constraint to proJect success.

There are three principal reasons why there is no single set of land
tenure guidelines that is best for every irrigation project at alL times.
First, the cultural traditions of farmers from different etnnic ,groups and tne
legal-institutional traditions of countries vary. Second, irrigation projects
have been and will continue to be undertaken for different, sometimes
contradictory, purposes. Third, the tenure arrangements instituted at the
outset ofa project may not be appropriate once the project has matured. In
this section, the rationale for our concentration on tllese themes is given;
the succeeding sections demonstrate the way in which these issues affect the
design of irrigation projects, with emphasis on land tenure.

1. Traditional Socioeconomic Systems and National Legal/Institutional
Systems

In virtually all parts of Africa traditional land tenure is secure, but
without individua~ ownership rights other than, in most places, heritability
(Gasse 19~1, West and Grove 1981). underlying this outward uni~orrnity,
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TABLE 1
'lEE VARIETY CF LAND 'IENJRE ~EMENI'S ON

AFRICAN IRRIGATION PRIJECIS

1. freeOOld

2. cClltll.1l1al tenure (secure use rights,
IX> transferability ootside .·fanily

3. fixed-term, J.m:rterm lease

4. rrEdium-term lease (e.g. 4-10 years)

5. stDrt-term lease (1 year) but with virtually
guaranteedr~ arxt inheritability.

6. stDrt-term lease (1 year) with
virtually guaranteedr~ wt l'X)

guarantee of inheritability

7. sOOrt-term lease (1 year) with 00

assuran:e of remai.n:i.nJ on sate plot
fran yeax· to year

B. PIDr SIZE

1. Cbmnercial-s=ale (3 ha. ard aI:ove)
a. Inieperdent canneICial faons

primarily expatriates arrl,corporatiCJlS
b. settlers assa::iated with. core estates
c. P1ctholders 00 private p.mp s:::hanes
d. - Plottx>.lders on large-s=ale cannercial

proje=ts

2. Fanily farm-scale (ab:xlt 1 ba.)
a. Q'l arr:l size snal..]ix).lder s::hane

b. Imividual or snall-group ~rks

3. Below fanily farm-scale

a. Dle to frcgnentatioo

b. ~ to ~ation co:ordinJ to
eqlity criteria

* Exanples are discussed in text.

~LES*

~: large-s::ale cannercial
famers
~aa::ar: Antsirab: OOR areas
Slrlan: Northem Provi.rce private
larDs

senegal: Bakel snail. perimeters

ser£gal: sugar plantaticn

zirnbat:Me: ARm snall settler
cootra:ts
Slrlan: private punp schares.

Slrlan: Gezira
~: M-lea

8eneaal: SAED large perineters

Mali: Office du Niger
~: SAED large per.umters
(formerly)

z~: AIDA

Sldan: Nxthern PrCNi.n:e
St.xian: Gezira
M:lli: OfflCe du Niger

Se!$al: large p=rimeters
Z~: M:micalarrl camunal area
schanes
Kenya: M,..ea

M§rla;Iaa::ar: micro-h.Ydrauliqu:s

Sndan:. Nxthern Provirx:e private
lan:is
Eeneaal: snall villcge
perimeters
z.i.nDabwe: M3svinp Provirce cClIlt1..lIBl
area supplaEI1tary schares

.-
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however, are wide differences in socioeconomic structures that can nave a
major impact on land tenure decisions when irrigation is introduced. In some
ethnic groups, communal farming is practiced to some extent; in otners, all
farm operations are tl1e responsibility of individual housenolds. lO Some
societies are highly stratified, with a small ~lite controllingmucnof the
land and frequently receiving tithes and rents from tneir dependents; other
societies are very egalitarian. 11 For example, the refusal of SAED to
permit a collective field in the Soninke irrigated perimeters near Bakel in
Senegal was a major cause of friction and slow progress within that
AID-financed project (A. Adams 1977 ana 1981). On tne otner side of the coin,
irrigated state farms in Ethiopia have had little success in inducing farmers
to work collectively (Mogus 1982).

Sometimes projects are very consciously designed to confront a
traditional society perceived by national governments and donors to be
anti-developmental or inegalitarian. For example, when plot allocation is
determinea on the basis of household labor availability rather than previous
holdings, large landholders may lose not only land, but also political power.
The proolem is that sometimes the local elites win, ana projects fail; even if
they lose in the end, it is frequently true that progress is delayed. 12

2. The Divergent Purposes of Irrigation Projects

River basin development is never undertaken for a single purpose, nor
could its expense De so Justifiea {MaJor ana Little, 1985). unfortunately,
the m~ltiplicity of objectives is usually attached to each irrigation
subproject within the overall development scheme, and what is useful or even
necessary at the aggregate ~evelis confusing, harmful, even fatal, at the
project level. Objectives which appear complementary within a country's
development strategy often conflict when the same agents and the same
facilit1es are expected to perform several functions at once. Also, a set of
policies which encourages farmers to respond positively toone oOJectivemay
encourage them to respond negatively to anotner. The potential for this kind
of conflict is obvious if one considers the following list of objectives, all
ofwnich have been enunciated on African irrigation projects (not all are
sought on every project, but major subsets often are):

- Food production
- Agricultural production
- Saving foreign exchange
- Earning foreign exchange
- Halting the rural exodus
- Initiating regional growth poles for rural nonagricultural activity
- Rural development and modernization
-Redistribution of income potential to small farmers
- Feeding the 10cQl population
- Feeding the national population
- Generation of a marketed surplus
- Resettlement from overpopulated areas
- Drought-proofing the economy
- Increasing the productivity of land
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The objectives of farmers,wnich may or may not be compatible with
project objectives, can be summarized as follows:

- family income and consumption
- leisure
- protection and perpetuation of family wealth (including land}
- risk-avoidance, implying the satisfaction of basic interannual

survival before taking any risks on non-consumed crops

The national obJectives can be grouped into several larger production
strategies: cash crops for export, which might be labeled a "comparative
advantage" strategy; casn crops or food production for the domestic market, an
"import substitution" or national self-sufficiencystrategYi and food
proauction or cash generation for the farmers themselves, a "self-
consumption" or local self-sufficiency strategy. All of these have been
enunciated as priorit~es in irrigation projects in Africa. TheGez~ra Scneme
in Sudan, the largest in Africa, has as its principal purpose the production
of cotton for export; the SAED perimeters along the Senegal River ana tne Lac
Alaotra project in Madagascar, among many others, are intended to produce rice
for national consumpt~on,replacing imports.athigh domestic resource cost;
the Communal Areas village perimeters in Zimbabwe and many similar schemes
tnrougnout Africa have oeen establis!led for the primary purposes ofdrougnt
relief, alternatives to outmigration, and local food consumption (see
respective country chapters).

Irrigation projects can, of course, satisfy several 9bjectives at once.
For example, a food crop for farmers· own consumption can be grown during one
season (if double-cropping is possible) or on one part of the land, and cash
crops during the otner season or on the rest of tne land. But it is unlikely
that such a mixed-objective project will look· as good from a single-objective
eva.luation criterion,tne most commonly observedofwhicn is yiela per hectare
(Rydzewski 1984); farmers who have produced a good crop of staples in one
season may not be highly motivated to maximizeyie.1ds of tne cash crop in the
next season. The project.will not look as good to national planners as one
which produces cash crops alone, even thougn from the farIIlers' point of view
it is a better project because it guarantees their food security. Evaluation
criteria must tnerefore be more sopnisticatea on mUJ.ti-goal than on
single-goal projects, under the assumption that the former will continue to be
those funaed by internat~onal aevelopment agencies. If AID and otner donors
feel that they must respond to many constituencies, and to think that they
must satisfyal.1 of them in eacn project undertaKen, tnenthis assumption
appears to be a reasonable one.

The design of irrigation projects, including tenure arrangements, will
inevitaoly vary sUbstantially according to the objectives of the nation and
the donors, and will also vary as a balance is struck between national and
farmer oojectives. Theprincipa.L tenure issues Whlcn are considered here
(security, plot size, and relations with management and outsiders) are
important elements in design, ana different packages will be most liJ<ely to
lead to better results on different dimensions. The discussion in Parts III
and IV il.Lustrates the ways in which conflicts in objectives reduce
achievements on some or all of the project's dimensions, and suggests that
desirable tenure arrangements can be more confidently prescrinea if objectives
are clearly stated and supported.

.-
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3. Tne Need for D~p~rissement (Withering Away of Central Control)

Most irrigation projects launched with government and donor support in
the past nave estaolished a system of profess~onal management, generally unaer
parastataldevelopment authorities such asSAED in Senegal, the National
Irrigation Board in Kenya, the Gezira Boara in Sudan, etc. Tne typical
presumption of irrigation designers is that farmers are incapable of
organizing and operating ~rrigation systems oy themselves. In many proJects
farmers are merely farmlaborersi 13 in fact they are even worse off tnan
industrial workers because they do not even have the security of aperiodic
wage. Centralized management of river basin development has engendered
insensitivity to differences in local social organization (A. Adams 1981,
Moris 1984), and authoritarian management of individual schemes by frequently
incapable or unmotivated staff (Tiffen 1984a) has Lea to corruption
(Palmer-Jones 1984) and demoralization of both farmers and managers (MaKadho
1984).

The watchword of the 1980's in rural development and agricultural
production is the freeing up of the latent, repressed energ~es of farmers ana
entrepreneurs; their liberation from the dead weight of government regulation
and parastatal institutions organizea over the past thirty years. In Senegal,
the gradual phase-out of the regional rural development agencies has been
labeled deper~ssement, the Frencntranslation of Marx's forecast of the
withering away of. the state under socialism. We adopt the term here to evoke
what we consider a necessary process: centralized coordination of. many aspects
of irrigation development is probably required at the outset, but it
inevitab.ly oecomesa liability later on. All aspects of lana tenure
arrangements are subject to change during d~p~rissement, including plot size,
security and the divis~on of responsibility for farm management decisions
oetween farmers and professional managers. The key issue is how to design a
strategy for d~sengagement that is unlikely to oecome stUCK in sucna way as
to call into question the continued success of the project. Senegal also
provides a mode1 for the means by whicndeperissement could occur -- tne
disengagement of its regional rural development agencies, notably SAED in the
Senegal River Valley, in a graC1ua.i ana progressive manner from most of the
responsioilities it had previously been assigned at tne project level. 14

We begin from the premise that in early stages of irrigation schemes,
some degree of superv~sion ana training is necessary. Tne principal reason
for this is that for most African farmers, water control is not part of the
traditional technology. While there are interestingexampies of
farmer-initiated irrigation (Kraatz and Stoutjesdijk 1984,and other examples
in Blackie 1984), such as ca1abasn or snaduf irrigation of small gardens
around cities such as Dakar and Ouagadougou, in Northern Nigeria and Northern
Sudan, and furrow-based systems in up1anoEtniopia, Kenya, ana Tanzania, tney
are the exception in Africa (Moris and Tnom 1985, p. 20). It takes time and
exper~ence to learntne techniques, interrelationsnips and obligations
peculiar to a water-control system of production (Mrema 1984, Mphande1984).
Irrigation farming is very different from extensive drylana farming, intnat:
a) infrastructure and its maintenance require new skills and make significant
claims on farmers' time anaresourcesi b) timing of the crop ca.Lendar ana
water distribution iscruciali at the very least it must be synchronized with
the rest of the farmers; c) there .are potential economies of scale in
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production (unlike traditional dryland farming), but probaoly also
diseconomies of scale in management (asondryland); a) farmers may not be
familiar witn some cropping options that become'viaole under~rrigation; e)
farmers may have to master new techniques of production, marketing
arrangements, and so on.

All of these factors point to a need for supervision of some aspects of
irrigation at least during a transitional period during which farmers increase
their ability to handle the various tasks that irrigated farming requires
(Wood 1984).15 They also suggest that this phase be of finite duration, so
tnat those providing the supervision and training do notoecome entrencned
"managers" in a bureaucratized system that frustrates talented farmers. The
extent of supervision however, will vary·according to proJect oojective.
projects with a local self-sufficiency objective have no particular reason to
constrair! farmers to prouuce certain crops with specified tecnnologies or to
sell and buy at specified places. Projects aiming at caSh crop production,
either of domestic fooos or agriculturaJ.exports, may wiSh to retain
supervision of some aspects of the production system, such as maintenance and
accounting, for a longer perioa to help insulate farmers from the vagaries of
world and domestic prices.

One of the more difficult tas.ks of a deeerissement strategy is to ensure
that local institutions, ranging from village councils to water users'
associations to private entrepreneurs who will provide inputs, credit and
markets, gain legitimacy with the affecteapopulation at approximately tne
same rate as the supervision and training functions diminish. It is probably
better to err on the side of a too-rapiaevolut~on otlocal institutions,
however. A power and services vacuum16 couladiscourage farmers from
irrigating·, because they would perceive the complex network of interactions
that irrigation requires as unreliaoJ.e. Thusdeperissement is an active
operation: farmers must be assured from the outset that they can expect to
take an increas~n9 role in management overtime. Project management, regional
parastatals, etc., must be held to their conunitments, first to perform the
services expected .of tnem in the initia.L stages, and then to disengage in an
orderly, constructive manner.

One of the best ways to ensure disengagement before management becomes
bureaucratized is to fund staff positions for a limited duration. This would
imply, for externally-funded projects, that donors finance tnelocal staff
salaries, rather than making governments do so as is standara practice in AID
projects (e.g. USAID 1983). Then it would be the bureaucrats rather than the
operat~on and maintenance ouaget whose external support woula cease at the end
of projects. Development projects should never be the cause of an increase in
the number of tenured civil servants, as they too often have oeen in countries
like Senegal (Bloch 1985).

This analysis and set ofrecornmendationspresumes that competent, trained
tecnnicians are avai.Laole for worK on tnepro]ect. All too often, they are
not (Tiffen 1984a). If they are not (and project designers must verify their
ava~laoility), proJects should include training as dn integra.!. part of the
development effort and/or be scaled down so as not to outstrip technica.L
capacity. There is no reason why·loca.l people could not Oe among those
trained to be technicians; there is also a need (see below, section III.E.) to
train the farmers tnemseJ.ves in water management and financial management as
well as irrigation farming techniques (underhill 1984, Belloncle 1984).
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C. Holdings Size and Plotholder Selection Criteria

This section evaluates the relationship between holdings size and the
success of irrigationpro]ects. Individual holdings of land on African
irrigation projects vary greatly in size. Apart from the unified estates,
both private and puo.Lic, tne observaole range is from over one hundred
hectares in the cases of tne white settler farms on tne ARDA estates in
Z.lmbabwe and some of tne private pump schemes in the Suetan, down toO.l
hectare on many village schemes in Zimbabwe, Senegal, Gambia ana Kenya. The
largest farm sizes are ~nvariably associated wj.tn intensive commercial
farming. These farms tend to be highly mechanized, and to use a large amount
of niredlabor. The smallest plots are usually devotea to~ooetgrain crops,
very little of which is marketed, or to vegetables. Little if any machinery
and hired lacor are employed on suCh plots, and worK on them rarely represents
a majority of family labor time (Boutillier 1980, Rukuni 1984). In between
the extremes, where most African irrigation projectho1a~ngs lie, there is a
great variety of technologies in place in each size class.

The question of who has access to land is just as important forpro]ect
performance as the question of how much land each farmer receives. plotnolder
se..lect~on criteria on projects involving resettlement should log~callydiffer

from those used on projects primarily targeted at existing populations. In
the former, the people tooeresettled may be tnose displacedoya dam,> by
drought in overpopulatea dryland-farming areas, or by pOJ..itica..lconcerns. 17

Selection is therefore predetermined by the population being moved, although
it is possible tnat not all those who are moved will be accommodated on newly
ir-rigated land. In the case where irrigation is established among and for the
benefit of an existing population, it is essentiaL to recognize the
pre-existing patterns of land use, labor availability and notions of equity
and authority, because if a significant part of the local community -- the
intended beneficiaries -- disagrees with the allocation criteria,theprojectl

is likely to face aifficu.tties rignt from the start.

1. The Appropriate Size of .Holdings

There is evidence from many countries that if irrigated agriculture is to
be the principal economic activity and/or the principaJ.sQurce of foodgrains
of the household, whether for the production of cash crops or as the family's
pr incipal source of foodgrains, the minilnum plot size wnicn would generate
adequate income is about 1 hectare (.84 in Sudan; approximately 1.2 in
Maaagascar. See the respective country chapters). This is, of course, a
rough approximation and in any planning exercise the relevant minimum plot
size must be-estimated on the basis of empirical evidence.on productivity on
existing irrigated areas nearby, on family labor availability, and so on. On
the other hand, irrigation is frequently intendea not to replace, but merely
to complement,drylandagriculture;also, nonagricultural income of farmers is
sometirnes substantial. The lower limit on plot size can be substantially lesB
than Iha. in such cases.

The African evidence on productivity and holdings size on irrigated land
follows the worldwide generalization reported oy Berry and Cline (1979) that
there is a negative correlation between yields ana farm size18 • In tne
Zimbabwe communal areas, the perimeters with the smallest average plot size
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(the "comma-oneil plots, of 0.1 na.) have the highest yields ot corn (cotton is
more mixed, beans uniformly low), and within one perimeter (Nyanyadzi) the
smallest holdings generated the highest incomes per hectare, althougn still
the lowest incomes per holding (Rukuni 1984). But small plots were more
likely to be unused during the rainy season in places where drylana farming
was possible (Zimbabwe chapter). In Senegal, the smallest plot sizes have the
highest rice yields (see Senegal chapter); they are also generally located on
small-scale village scnemes,whereas the .lower-yield, larger plot sizes are
found on the larger schemes in the Delta. There is at least one exception to
this rule, noted in the Sudan: larger plots in the Northern province seem to
have higher yields, at least within the legal range upwards of .84 ha. (see
Sudan chapter). It is probable that both plot size and technology playa role
in this relationship, and tnat fora given project type and for a given crop,
yields vary inversely with plot size.

Labor productivity may not vary in the same direction as productivity of
land. Intensification of labor use, with multiple passes of hand-weeding and
careful harvesting, may increase yields per hectare on small holdings while
decreasing the returns per person-hour or at best holding them constant (See
Carter 1984 for an explanation of this with Indian data). There are no data
available on labor input into Zimbabwe irrigatea farming, but thenumoer of
peopl~ living partly or entirely off the proceeds of irrigation is much higher
on the small than on the large plots (Zimbabwe chapter). In Senegal, labor
input per hectare was 50-100 per cent higher on small perimeters (small plots)
than on large perimeters (large plots), whereas yields were only twenty to
thirty per cent higher. 19 What we may be observing on the "comma-one" plots
in Zimbabwe and the village perimeters at Bakel and Matam in Senegal is a
situation like the "agricultural involution" noticed on Java by Geertz (1963)
over twenty years ago: population pressure on ·theland does not "induce"
technical progress (Hayami and Ruttan 1971,Boserup 1965), but in fact works
in the direction of "technological regress,"witn labor suostituting for
capital. The decreasing acceptance of both animal traction and unsuosidized
tractor-plowing on the Bakel village perimeters is an indication of this.

Most African irrigation projects have upper limits on holdings size,
usually for equity reasons. 20 In some of the countries, notably Sudan, the
upper limit is large enougn that individual farmers can capture the economies
of scale from pumping and some mechanization (Sudan chapter). Thus botn
yields per hectare and output per worker may be large. In most other
countries, maximum holdings are one to two hectares on smallholder sche~es, a
size whicn constrains the extent to whicnfarmers can "go commercial.,,2.l. AS
Tiffen (l984a) points out, such limits on holdings size may be "hampering the
best use of farmer resources and limiting initiative (p. 71)." While marketed
surpluses can be achieved at this holdings size, the surplus is secondary to
the farmer's own consumption requirements. Farmers wno wish to expand their
farm size to be able to increase their cash incomes substantially must opt out
of the smallholder scheme and setupa private perimeter elsewhere. AS
Mathieu (1983) observes,· however, this is only possible if farmers possess
irrigable land. In many river basins, inclUding the Senegal ana the Niger,
such people are likely to be from the traditional nobility (Weigel 1982b,
Cisse 1980). Thus the upper limit on holdings, instituted for equity reasons,
may have the unanticipated negative consequence of preventing the formerly
landless from significantly iluproving their situation in life, while not J

putting the same constraint on traditional landowners.

.'
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2. Dynamics of Holding Size and D~p~ris5ement

The Zimbabwe communal-area schemes allow farmers to hold from one to four
plots, each of 0.4 na. The Mwea scheme in Kenya permits holaings of 1 to 1.6
ha. In the Senegal River valley, plot sizes range from 0.05 to 0.1 ha. per
active adult in most of tne small perimeters to 0.5 ha. in some of tne large
perimeters in both Mauritania and Senegal. project Inanagement (whether
centralized or hands of local organizations) is usually permittea to adJust
the size of holdings upwards or downwards as family circumstances change,
subject to both maximum and m~nimum limits. There is little hard evidence
that thisflexinility in fact leads to reallocation, however. There has been
a remarkable stability of mean holdings size and of wJ:licn families have plots
over the fifty-year history of the Manicaland schemes (Zimbabwe chapter), and
over the even longer history of theGezirascnelne (El Hadar i 1971). Still,
given the life cycle of individual farmers and the ever-present lure of
outmigration, it is liKely that there has oeen a consideraole amount of land
reallocation within existing schemes, much of itaccoloplished without legal or
administrative procedures.

When irrigation development is just beginning, farmers' inexperience with
irrigation means that: a) they will be unable to manage very much land;
blthey may be unwilling to give up dryland farming or other economic
activities before tney are confident of their ability to earn a livingf.rom
irrigated farming. Both of these observations point to the desirability-of
allocating very small plots to start, on tne order of 0.1 ha.per household,
like the "comma-one" plots in Masvingoand Midlands Provinces in Zimbabwe and
some of the smallvilldge perimeters in the Miadle Valley of the Senegal. In
tnese cases and elsewhere, this type of plot is invariably very popular
(Makadho 1984), even where no tenure guarantees are given. On the other nand,
small plots can rarely satisfy farmers' total need for food or cash
income22 , so that a risk of disenchantment or aoandonment begins to emerge
after several years; outmigration may become attractive once again, especially
in regions where the climate is hostile to dryland farming.

AS farmers become luore competent at irrigation, they are likely to be
more willing to forego off-project activities if their holdings are large
enough to provide adequate family incomes, although they areunlJ.Kely to
aoandon outside activities completely (Roder 1965). More land should be made
availaole in a timely manner for farmers who are ready to make the commitment
to essentially full-time irrigation. As we have stated elsewhere, the
evidence from many parts of Africa shows that tne nl~nirnum plot size consistent
with adequate family income and employment is in the neighborhood of one
nectare at 100% cropping intensity. The transition from the learning p.lots of
0.1 ha. to the sustainable ones of 1 ha. or so probably can be made rapidly,
as long as evaluators will be satisfied with less tnan full-capacity
performance in the first few years. The land needed for the transition may
come in small part from tne holdings of dropouts, outmost of it will nave to
come from an extension of the irrigated area, in a manner similar to the way
SAED has phased the construction of village perimeters at Diatar ana Danoye,
near Podor. There would be no need for all farmers to make the transition at
the sametirne if some are not ready. The fl.nancial and economic costs of such
a phased approach would very likely be higher than those of atypical
all-at-once perimeter, but it is possible that tne oenefits would be, as
well. 23
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3. Different ProJect Objectives Require Different HoldingsSl.zes

If the major purpose of the project is to produce a marketed surplus, the
average plot size will have to be larger than if farmers' own consumption is
the goal. While a one-hectare plot may provide an acceptable level.of living
for the farm household, much of the output is self-consumed or oartered
locally and the food-deficit areas of the nation, especially the cities,
benefit little. The experiments on the ARDA estates, where African "settlers"
have 3 to 10 ha., show that they fairly quickly achieve yields and marketing
percentages similar to those of the core estates witn which they are
associated, which in turn compare favorably to those obtained by white
commercial farmers (Zimbabwe chapter). In Madagascar and Sudan, the nignest
productivity is found on middle-size holdings of 3-20 ha. (see the respective
country chapters). By the time the move to lha. plots has been consolidated,
some farmers may express the desire to "go commet:cial," whereas others will
not, and a few may not even manage the transition from tne learning plots
successfully. Allocation of lands beyond I ha. should be on the basis of a
clearly-written performance contract for the first severaJ. years and a ban on
suoletting or sharecropping thereafter. 24

We wish here to emphasize a point that has heretofore been neglected: the
obJectives of a proJect may change. over time. Schemes begun as basic-needs
initiatives, for example for drought relief, reduction of rural-urban
migration, and so on, may evolve intocasn crop projects as farmers'
expectations change from a mere desire for survival to substantial improvement
of the standard of living. The lana distribution mechanism must enable the
capable farmer to make this transition, while not. forcing the less skilled or
less upwardly-aspiring or aeterminedly part-time irrigation farmer to do the
same (and while not permitting land-grabs by traditional or newly-rising
elites).

4. The Allocation of Land

In most irrigation projects"there is an excess demand for irrigated
plots, with waiting lists of more or less formality being Kept. 25 Frequently
there is not enough even for the residents whose village's land is oeing taken
for the project. The typical order of priority for allocation is:

1. farmers who had use rights on the land taken for the perimeter
2. other farmers from theloca..l community
3. immigrants to the community who are experienced farmers
4. non-farmers from tne local community
5. non-farmers frum elsewhere. 26

At first glance, this priority ranking appears sensible and
straigntforward. There are problems, however,tnat arise to complicate the
allocation procedure to a greater or lesser extent on most schemes. First,
most projects which taKe land from identifiaole farmers give those farnlers
first priority in the allocation of irrigated land. This is true in Niger,
Zimoabwe (even in the cOInlnunal areas, where ind.ividual claims are not
supported by law), and in the Sen.egal River Valley. This does not solve tne
proolem in all cases, however. If' the lana to be irrigated ~s the most
fertile bottom land, where recessional agriculture has been profitable ~n the
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past (even if, due to drought, it no longer is), those wno must give uptneir
J.andare likely to be dissatisfied with their allocations on the irrigated
perimeter. In the Senegal and upper Niger River valleys, at least, nobles and
religious leaders possess a disproportionate share of the river-bank land.
Dispossessing them means changing the social structure of the v~llageand

region in.ways that are obvious to everyone but project planners, it seems.
The Bancoumana polder in Mali, to oe rehaoilitated oy USAID, nasfailea for
this reason, but also for a more subtle one: the village leaders apparently
fear that, if the first perimeter succeedS, the government will come bacK and
take more land, and distribute it to outsiders (Mali chapter).

A second difficulty is that marlY ot the applicants in the second, fourth
and fifth" priority categories are merchants, religious leaders, and civil
servants, some or all of wholn are explicitly excluded from access to lana on
various countries' irrigation schemes. The argument for excluding them is
that tney axe unlikely to do any of the farming themselves, but ratner will
rent or sharecrop their land and take benefits without doing any of the work.
It is better, goes the argument, to allocate the Land to those who would be
tenants or sharecroppers directly. An alternative view points to the possible
modernizing influence of sucn groups, wno are better eaucated than most:
farmers and will therefore be more receptive to innovation and cooperative
effort in making irrigation work. They are also more likely to possess
capital or access to credit than other groups (see Sudan chapter). It is
prooably not desirable to have an absolute ban on, say, civil servants, but
rather to grant land subject toa provision that the grantee reside on ~nd

work the plot himself. The means of enforcing sucna provision are not
onvious, but the development of a mechanism to do so could be one of the early
responsibilities of local irrigation committees estaolisned to take over as
d'p'rissement proceeds.

A third type of dif-ficulty is that irrigable land frequently has
overlapping claims and use rights. Along nearly every river, herders have
used· the riverbanks for grazing and watering their livestock during the dry
season (HarOeson 1975, Bennett 19,84). Their rights to do so nave been
recognized in traditional lana allocation systems, but only exceptionally do
they ootainthem on modern irrigation projects. Some projects, notaoly Gezira
and the Zimbabwe communal area schemes, give permits for. theplotholders to
stOCK a limited number of head on and around the perimeter, and formally
forbid others to encroach. On the Sene9a~ and Niger Rivers, bothtransnumant
and relatively sederttary herders wil~ have increasing difficu~ty in ga~ning

access to the rivers as development proceeds (and, as of the completion of
Manantali in 1988, no good way to cross the Senegal at any time during the
year). There are some compensations, nowever~ ~n the SAED perimeters along
the Senegal a thriv~ngunofficial market in rice straw for animal feed exists,
so that even in that desertified region a substantial number of cattle and
small ruminants can be supported.

Even with such compensation, some herders' means of livelihood have been
eliminated by the drought, and others' will be reduced by irrigation's eftect
on their access to water and grazing land. Some of them may want to become
irrigation farmers. In the above priority list they would fall in category
4., hence not having a very good chance of acquiring land. In Ndombo and
Tniago,two villages near Ricnard Toll in Sene9a~ wnich had obtained
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Inodest-sized irrigated perilneters l.n the past few years, funds were made
available to extend tne works. Both villages put in their claims, and so, to
their surprise, did the herders, of a different etnnic group, who haa always
lived on village lands but never had done very much crop production. The
elimination of rainfed pasture possibilities ana the closing off of river and
lake-bank land to livestock had wiped outtneir herds, and not wishing to
migrate tney requested land. A three-year admini$trative-legal wrangle
recently ended in a compromise in which herders and both villages got some
irrigated lana (see Senegal chapter). But to resolve the dispute SAED haa to
divert money from other projects to increase the total acreage for Ndombo and
Thiago to satisfy all parties.

A fourth problem is the effect of irrigation development on the division
of houserl0ld wealth and responsibilities. women's rights to land vary wiaely
across Africa (Dey 1981, Jackson 1~84,Tiffen 1984b); in some societies they
have the same rights as men, though (for example in areas where Is1alnic law is
observed) usually in smaller shares than men, whereas in some societies they
cultivate land at the sufferance of tneir husoands or fathers. On irrigation
projects in zones where rice-growing is traditional, thereha.s rarely been a
recognition of the fact that a) women are usually responsiolefor swamp rice
farmingiand b) the land taken for irrigation is likely to have been women's
land (Sale~Murdock 1985, pp 190-194). Lest one thinK that the solution to
this problem is simply to allocate holdings on the irrigated perimeter to
women rather than men,· tne Jehaly-pacharr·experience in the Gambia disaouses
us: there individual plots were required to be registered in women's names,
but men both controlled the marketing ana·hence.the money, ana also managed to
have their names added to the plot registry above those of tneir wives (Lucie
Phillips and Vanda Herzog, personaJ. communication). In Ndombo ana Thiago,
womens' requests for irrigated plots for vegetaole production were used to
outtress eacn village's demands for a larger snare of the new proposed
perimeter, but none of the women were in fact allocated land once the division
among the villages had been made.

Access to land on smallnolder perimeters should ideally be decidea oy
local people. As Ndombo-Thiago shows, though, the definition of local can not
be made exact. In addition, as has been noted elsewhere in this report,
leaders in hierarchical and casted societies may use irrigation to reinforce
their superior positions, thereby defeating the equity goals (if any) of the
project. The conclusion must be that project management is bouna to play a
role in initial allocation of plots, to avoid egregious abuse of local power
positions by the traditional elites and to ensure tnat groups like herders,
women, and perhaps in-migrants ar.e treated fair ly. Whetner herders are
allocated irrigated plots or not, however, the existence of cattle must oe
taken into account in the design of. irrigation projects. Cattle need water,
forage and space, and their owners wil.1 see to it that they are fed and
watered somehow. Better that fenced access paths be provided in advance than
that litigation over crop or bund damage arise.

On the other hand, tne extent. to which irrigation is accepted in the
first place may depend on the project's willingness to reach an accommodation
on some points with the traditional hierarchy. Irrigation projects are likely
to cause tremendous social stress, especially l.n stratified societies. Toe
resulting change may at first be more apparent than real, however, as the
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folLowing case shows. The election ofacaptit ("former" slave) aSheaa of
tile cooperative on a Toucouleurvillage irrigated perimeter near Bakel on the
Senegal River caused a big sensat~on in project management headquarters in
Bakel in earlyl985. The excitement died down when it was learned that the
new l1ead was the captif of the village chief, who had recentlyoeen told oy
the administrative autnorities that he could not be both village chief and
head of the cooperative. The chief managed to retain de facto contro..l by
installing a reliable proxy instead of permitting another high-status person
to establish a competing power base. In tile longrun, however, if the needs
of the irrigation project diverge from the interests of the chief, it is
unclear how reliable the proxy wili continue to be.

5. Including Local Viewpoints in Irrigation Planning and Operations

'l'hereappears to be a broadly-cased consensus that irrigation schemes are
more likely to function well if the participant farmers have beeninvolveet in
planning and operating the system, than if they are excluaed from decision
making. Design and management problems cannot, nowever, be solved by a
blanket statement that farmers should decide the shape of the irrigation
project and how best to run it. Operationaliz~ng the notion of
"participation" is more complicated.

Most of the experience witn partial or total success in improving
performance of irrigation projects via farmer participation comes from Asia,
not from Africa. In fact, nearly all tne most "successful" (see p. 2)
irrigation schemes in Africa with more than a few hectares of land have been
quite authoritarian in most aspects of operation ana management (Cnamoers and
Moris 1973, Gaitskell 1959, Zimbaowe chapter). On the other hand,
authoritarian schemes tend to stagnate at best, ana deter10rate at worst,
after no more than ten to twenty years of operation. To ensure a continuation
of initial success where it has occurred, therOe must Oe a transition towards
greater farmer participation in management. TO improve the chances for
in~tial success of new proJects, tnere must be greater involvement from the
outset of the local population i~ planning both tne physical and managerial
aspects of design. These two topics, project design and management, merit
separate treatment, because the former is only relevant during the design
phase of new projects or rehabilitation exercises, wnereas tnelatter issue
relates to all projects at all stages of their life cycle.

a. Design

If an irrigation scheme is built on land where previous claims to the
land are well-defined, tne rights of prior holders wil..l nave to be taken into
account if project success is to be assured. The failure to do so has been
conunon in Africa (Wallace 1979, Biro 1984, Beckman 1985, Senegal cnapter, Mali
chapter), but even in Asia, wnere irrigation experience is botn longer and
broader than 1n Africa, there are many examples of tnis. Antnony Bottrall
(1983, p. 1) points to Iraq's designs of "neat, standard-sized farms which
totally ignore both legal realities and the diversity of existing family
rights, capabilities and needs." He also notes that in North Yemen, farmers
reacted to the announcement of the impending visit of an irrigation
prefeasibility study team by making "very suostantial investme.nts in barbed
wire. The single strand self-evidently did not serve to keep animals or
vehicles off the crops (in many cases there had been no crops for several
years for lack of ra~n) but had been nastily erecteet to define ownersnip."
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Martin Adams (1983, p. 2-8) outlines a procedure to incorporate existing
tenure into the design of the tertiary works. The procedure, which included
"walking" the boundaries with village officials and nolding meetings witn a
future water users' associations before finalization of design, was tested
successfully ona project on Sumatra, in Indonesia. Cooperation among
engineers, agronomists, construction contractors, local government and, farlners
was requirea at each of three stages: site selection, design of the tertiary
water distribution system, and actual construction. It workea well on the
pilot scheme of 90 hectares, partly because {as Sedaon 1983 notes} landholding
boundaries were uncomplicated and undisputed and title individualized, and
partly because farmers' associations fit welJ. into the existing social
structure: village chiefs and professional irrigators shared influence at the
tertiary level, with democratically-run subunits of 50 or fewer farmers
managing water on the quaternary systems. Seddon's own report, on Morocco,
demonstrates what happens when the pre-existingtenurialsystein is more varied
and complex than project designers assume: effective irrigation is delayed;
the state incurs political costs that most countries can ill afford; local
social tensions are aggravated, probably much more than they would have had to
be if farmers had been involved in layout from the start. The village elaers
in Bancoumana, Mali were able to draw a sketch of a perimeter that they would
find acceptable as a replacement for the unacceptable one that lies virtually
unused ·on their village's land (see Mali chapter).

Much of the positive Asian experience witn farmer invoJ.vement ~n other
aspects of irrigation project design is drawn from areas where farmers already
have sOlne familiarity with irrigation. In Sri Lanka, for example, it was
evident that "farmers' knowleagebased on years offiela exper~ence was
essential to tne success of the rehabilitation of the Gal Oya proJect"
(Widanapathirana and Perera 1984, p. 419). In Africa, as we have seen,
farmers' experience witn irrigation is limited in most river basins; the
implication is that farmer input should not be counted on to contrioute
suostantially to the appropriateness of worKS design in the planning of most
irrigation projects. 27 This is not to say that existing land tenure
arrangements should be ignored --' on the contrary, all eVidence suggests that
it is very important to consider them. Neither should designers neglect to
consult local people about many aspects of designwitn which they have a long
and intimate familiarity, such as soil and river flow characteristics dnd past
history of efforts at local development. Rather, we argue· that the wisdorrl of
local people on irrigation design is not innate, but rather learned from prior
exper ience'.

b. Management

Farmer organizations of greater or lesser autonomy have been established
or have emergea spontaneously on most irrigation schemes. In Asia, water
users' associations have conducted most of the day-to-day operations on small
and large systems for a substantial amount of time (Cowara 1981, KatnpalJ.
1984). Much evidence points to the need for the size of the management unit
to correspond to that ot the water control. unit, with. the appropriate tertiary
unit therefore having between 20 and 50 farmers:

There are many circUIDstances in whicn a scheme only oecomes economically
viable if most of the smaller canal, drain and bundmaintenance is
carried out oy the farmers themselves, if irrigation efficiencies are
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kept above a certain level, if cre6it rep~yments are kept up, etc. This
may only be possible if farmers accept a high degree of responsioility
for disciplining themselves and one another, and is seldom achievea in
groups which are either too big or too small. There are schemes where
the tertiaries supply several hundrea farmers. There is no way sornany
people can form a tight.Ly knit self-nlanaging, self-disciplinary unit,and
no scheme management can manage as intensively as is tnen required. At
the other end of the scale, groups of a dozen or so farmers can seldom
provide the degree of leadership ana diversity of experience to develop
much independence. (comment by Paul Devitt, 1n Jurriens, p. 19)

Deciding on the optimal size of management (and irrigation) subunits is
not, however, tne end of the story. Farmers wno have- no exper ience in the
management of water or finance must obtain it before they can be successful
irrigation farmers (Tiffen 1984b). Based on his exper1ences in four African
countries -- Senegal, Mali, Niger and Ivory Coast, Belloncle observes that
"peasant farmers' 1naoility to come to terms with management accounting
systems is one of the biggest obstacles to any real grass roots participation
in producer organizations. (1984,p. 2)" He outlJ..nesa simple method for
accounting reform and training which will ensure tnat at least "a hara core of
literate officials within each group of peasant farmers (p. 5)U wi1~ be
developed relatively quickly.

Developing such a "hard core" mayor may not lead to increasing
democratization of participation. Depending on the social structure of the
local population, deliberate efforts to tar'get the acquisition of managerial
skills to a small subset of farmers may merely reinforce an a.Lready
inegalitarian society. In projects where water users I associations or other.
types of administrative conunitteeshave oeen created to take over from
centralized management, their success in assuring equitable distrinution of
water and redistribution of land seems to depend crucially on the leadership
of the association (Undernil.L 1984,Pazvakavambwa 1984, Steinberg 1983). If
the leaders are members of the elite or those whose plots are closest to the
canals, water is unlikely to flow as readily to distant plots or those held by
suborainate-class farmers (commen'ts by Lenton and Shaikh in Jurriens, p. 16).
It is also likely that if plot allocatJ..on and reallocation decisions are left
to traditional nierarchies, land distribution will likely be inequitable, and
socioeconomic differentiation may increase, as it did on the New HaIfa Scheme
in Sudan (Salem-Murdock 1985, p. 187). On the other nand, it ispossiole that
the elite group will tend to control management committees regardless of
whether or not they are trained; nence training them may at least render their
control better informed.

The best illustration of the effect of socioeconomic structure on
irrigation perforlnance is, unfortunately ,not an African case. Chisholln
(1984b, p. 3-5) describes the performance of four deep tUbewell pw~groups
(averaging 60 members and 60 acres, or about 25 ha.) in Northwest Bangladesn
over their first five years of operatJ..on (1978-82). Even though this isa
case involving groundwater rather than surface water, the fact that it
involves pumping makes it similar to many of the small perimeters found along
the Senegal, Niger, and Sabi Rivers, perhaps more similar than many of the
large,gravity--f1ow perimeters such as Gezira). Two of the groups had
management controlled by large landholders, ana two were small-farmer
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dominated. In all four cases a single family quickly gained control of
management, but in the two large-farmer dominated pump groups the manager
systematically excluded small farmers from participation in management and to
some extent from access to water, whereas in the small-farmer dominated pump
groups no sucn discrimination was practiced. The latter groups scored
consistently better on yielas per acre, cropping intensity, and willingness of
farmers to irrigate than did the former. Acceptance of local social realities
therefore has econOIn~c costs which must be taKen into account in consider ing
the appropriate degree ana democratization of farmer participation.

D. Security and Conditionality of Tenure

In most countries in Africa, individual ownership of rural lands is rare
or nonexistent, and title is officially vested in the State. On the otner
hand, in most countries in Africa, almost all land is claimed by someone, for
some purpose. The principal exceptions to "the absence of individual ownership
are some of the former British possessions (Zimbabwe and Kenya, for example)
where freehold in limited areas has been possible and, in Kenya at least,
increasinglyencouragea28 • In many irrigation projects about which we have
information, the state did not feel the need to recognizeanycampeting land
rights, because none were sanctioned by national law. In others, notably in
the Kana River area of Nortnern Nigeria (one of the most densely populatea
areas of the dry parts of the continent, wnere the land surplus has long since
disappeared, even in un-irrigable·places), the state was ob~igeato

expropriate the existing holders of land, witn(inadequate) compensation
(Wallace 1979 and 1981,BirdI984). In permitt~ng farmers to use the
irrigated land, therefore, governments have felt entitled to expect certain
behavior fraln the grantees, and have also felt that they shoula retain
ultimate authority over the land in order to enforce compliance.

Among the conditions to which farmers have had to adhere in order to
obtain and retain land use rights are compulsory marKeting of specific crops
at given prices, planting and·harvesting timetables, participation in
maintenance, and rules on water distribution and land reallocation (Cnamoers
and Moris 1973, Mrema 1984). The mutual benefitsofa common crop calendar
are generally not an issue, because they are· soon recognized by farmers as
being critical for success. The other conditions, however, are not necessary
for proper performance in irrigated farming, and may in fact be
counterproductive, insofar as they induce farmers to expend eiforts to avoia

"them and oblige the project to expend scarce managerial skills ana time on
enforcement. To some extent sucnregulations may be valuable tools for
teaching farmers how to be irrigation farmers initially, as long as the
regulations wither away as the farmers learn. All too frequently, however,
tne compulsion remains in force. Tous the constructive use of promisee tenure
security as an incentive evolves into a destructive use of tenure insecurity
as a weapon (palmer-Jones 1984).

1. pricing, Marketing ana Crop Mix Regulations

Nearly all African governments set producer prices for some or all of the
crops produced on irrigation schemes; many require compulsory delivery of all
or part of some or all of the crops; and some governments require farmers to
grow specific crops. Tnere is generally some kind of sanction, including
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eviction, for noncompliance (Barnett 1977 on Gezira). The extent to which
such regulations make a positive contribution to project success aepends first
of allan the project's oojectives, and second of allan the Willingness of
farmers to conform. If the objectives are not clear, or if they conflict with
one another or witn farmers' goals, tnen the regulations are unlikely to
produce the desired results. Incentive structures -- appropriate prices of
both crops and inputs, efficient lilarketing channels, ana crop mixes compatible
with farmer interests -- should be tailored to make farmers willing to
comply. On the otner hand, if it is made worthwhile for the farmers to comply
without coercion, does one still need the regulations?

Compulsory marketing through parastatals at prices fixed by decree has
been quite general in Africa for all agriculture, whether dry.Lana or irriga-ted
(CILSS/Cluo du Sahel 1977). The parastatal and the administration have little
leverage over dryland farmers, nowever, other than threats (generally
unenforced) of credit and input cutoffs next year. On irrigated land,botn
denial of water and the ultimate sanction of eviction arefeasiole, and farms
are smaller and more easily watched; therefore farmers are more likely to
comply. still, farmers might be just as likely to "vote with their feet,"
abandoning irrigation altogether if the prices at whicnmarketing agencies
purchased tha crop were unattractive.

In Sudan, the government requires irrigation farmers to grow cotton in
specified rotations (generally cotton-fallow-fallow, with otner crops being
permitted on part of one fallow), and to sell it to the government in order to
keep their land. Farmers nave apparently operated at a loss on cotton, but
still comply because they can grow uncontrolled crops on other rotations (see
Sudan chapter). In Kenya, Mwea scheme tenants are required to grow rice
exclusively and to marKet it through the scheme at pr ices deterln~ned by the
national irrigation board (Kenya chapter). In neither of these two countries
do farlnershaveany choice -- noncompliance is clearly understood to imply
eViction. In Zimbabwe, the government has no crop mix regulations for the
communal area irrigation schemes, although it has had some at-various times in
the past. Farmers on these schemes tend to grow more food and less cash crops
than the estates or large commercial farmers do, wnicn presumably makes them
better off in terms of their own goals but contributes less to the nation's
export earnings (see Zimbabwe chapter). In Senegal, the parastatal in charge
of Seflegal River irrigation has never been able to purchase the entire
existing marketable surplus of rice. Even though it has had a marketing
monopoly, ana sets prices reasonably close to tne (suOsidized) farmer's cost
of production, arid even though tenure security is conditioned 9n official
marketing, the existence of hign demand in Mauritania and Mali leads to
substantial parallel trade, and hence themonopo.lY is ineffective (see Senegal
chapter). In Madagascar, the recent liberalization of rice trade was applied
evet"'ywhere except in the large parastatal-run Lac Alaotra Scheme, where
compulsory deliveries remain the rule. Producer and consumer prices for rice
were raised, andtne supply response of marketea surplus has been dramatic,
except at Lac Alaotra (see Madagascar chapter).

Theconc.Lus~on that can be drawn froIn these cases is that the enforcement
of pricing, marketing, and crop mix regulations has not been very effectively
supported by the absence of security. Evictions for violating them have been
very infrequent, in spite of widespread evasion of, especially, monopoly
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marketing arrangements. The compulsion that seems to worK best is the type
found in Gezira, where farmers are given wide latitude on part of their
farming operation in return for compliance witnrigid controls on another
part. Elsewhere, appropriate prices have been more effective than
administrative controls in generating marketeasurplus. Thus the element of
cOlnpulsion is at best reaundant along this dimension.

2. upgrading and Maintenance: Obligations and Incentives

Maintenance should be divideC1into two parts: maintenance of the plot on
which the farlner has use rights and perhaps also the tertiary distr ibution
network (weeding, aredging, maintaining fertility of the soil and retentivity
of the bunds), and maintenance of the common works, from tertiary distrioution
systems to main canals, p~mps and dikes. It is probable that the first of
these will be better performed by farmers who have security of tenure over the
plot than by those who have none. Evidence from early experiments in the SAED
perimeters in the Senegal River Deltasuggesta that the practice of rotating
farmers from plot to plot led to substantial deterioration of plots and
surrounding bunds within a brief time (OMVS 1980, p.C.VII.4). Also, the
insecurity of tenure on specific plots characteristic of tne Office du Niger
-- totally consistent.with guaranteed access .tosome lana somewhere in the
perimeter -- has given strong disincentives.to maintenance and upgrading of
plots (Mali chapter).

There is, on the other hana, no evidence to show that securlty has can
increase farmers' willingness to perform the second type of maintenance. Tnis
is a case of a true externality (Palmer-Jones 1984, p. 103). In suell a ease,
no individual farmer has any incentive to participate in common works
maintenance unless all do. On mediuInor large perimeters, lt is especially
difficult for farmers to perceive that their personal efforts 00 much to
influence the state of upkeep of the cornmon worKS. Thus either farmers must
be required to participate or they will try to be free riders on the efforts
of others. 29 The alternatlve solutlon, which is by far the most frequent
means of handling works maintenance, is to charge a fee whicn covers the costs
of maintenance, and make farmers· pay their share at tne same time as they pay
for the other services provided by the project. Tnen tne project management,
insteaC1 of counting on farmers to cooperate or using threats of water cutoffs
or even eviction, could instead either handle tne maintenance itself or
contract it out toa private firm.

On small-scale, vi..llage-level schemes, no matter what the tenure
arrangements, it may be that peer pressure is sufficient to enforce
participation in works maintenance (pazvakavambwa 1984). Users' associations
are frequently establisned to organize work crews for maintenance, among other
things, and perform well in Madagascar on non-government supported schemes
(see Madagascar chapter). If, however, "the most productive or politically
powerful participants choose not to' participate, the small project is really
powerless to enforce the rule without de.stroyingthe project itself." (see
Mali chapter) Also, if farmers get the. impression at the outset that the
common works are the government's responsibility, they have generally been
unWilling to participate in mainten.ance. 30 · In ·both the Gambia and Niger,
most of the small village perimeters are already in need of a second
rehabilitation, due in large part to improper upkeep, since their
establishment less than twenty years ~go.31

,.-
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Investment in improvements is somewnat different from maintenance,
although it is equally sensitive to tenure security. Evidence fronl many
countries shows that farmers without security will not invest in land
improvements at all, but rather in off-project activities such as livestocK,
commerce, and housing (for examples, see Sudan chapter ana Kenya cnapter).
There is notning inherently wrong with this -- it may stimulate peripheral
economic activity and thereby increase the multiplier effects of the project:
the town of Wad Medni, in Gezira, is a thriving example. But there is the
risk that the most successful farmers, the ones who generate the largest
investible surplus,wili become less involved in the irrigated plot because
their outside interests become increasingly important. This has certainly
been documented at Gezira and Mwea (El Hadari 1971, Kenya chapter). Secure
tenure (together with incentives for reinvestment, such as a formula for
valuing the improvements which a plotnolaer makes in his la11d) is therefore
even more important if ,it is hoped that farmers will upgrade their land rather
tnan merely keeping its product1vity constant.

3. Differentiation of Security Criteria by project Objectives

The three types of project purpose that we have distinguished above may
be optimally served by different types of tenure conditionality. Under the
local self-sufficiency obJective, the nation IS expectations of farIoersare
limited. No marketed surplus is required. Farmers are free to take advantage
of irrigation farming in ways that are consistent witn their own objectives.
The government has little reason to hold onto its claim that it owns the land,
an~th.erefore to impose farming practices on farmers, once the project has
been estaolishedand running for a short time. It should tnerefore not delay
in transferring responsioility for land allocation to local community
organizations {if tnis is the means by which deperissement is to occur) or
alternatively to grant title directly to plotholders. Since virtually all of
the projects with this type of "farmers first" focus are small-scale, the
integrative functions of centralizea management are fewer and easier to assume
by local institutions as well. (Moris and Thorn 1985, Chisholm 1984a).

The other two broad national: objectives require farmers to produce a
marketed surplUS. The difference between them is that the marKet signals
reaching farmers are likely to be different. Unless the country has a
comparative advantage in foodgrains,it will be necessary for subsidies to
enter .the system somewhere in order to make it profitable for farmers to
produce them. 32 If export crops are the objectl.ve, all thatmayoe required
is a mechanism to insulate farmers from the (genuinely cyclical) fluctuations
in world marketprices. 33 The intrusiveness of the government will therefore
be greater in the foOd self-sufficiency case (yet another argument against
it), and it maybe justifiaole at the project level to abridge farmers'
freedom of action to a greater extent in return for the SUbsidy. On the other
hand, a food self-sufficiency strategy does not need to have str1ct control
over marketing, because parallel trade will get the food to consumers too
(unless there are porous nearby borders, a proolenl along the Senegal River ).

Governments are likely to argue that export crops do require suell marketing
control, however, because the foreign exc11ange will have more value to the

-.. nation ( its snadowprice) if it is cont.rolled ana allocated by the government
ttlan if it goes to satisfy tne import wants of what it perceives to be
exploitative private traders. Thus we find tne Gezira Scheme with very rigid
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requirements for the export crop, including farming practices, and its sale,
at stabilized prices, through the marketing boardlbut there is little control
over farmers' production and marketing decisions on the rest of tneirfarming
operations. At Mwea, tile monopoly of rnarketingis inappropriate and perhaps
counterproductive, since the national objective is rice production, not
government-marketed r ice (Kenya cnapter). The ultilnate lesson is that the
conditionality of tenure should be limited to the minimaJ.. set which will
induce the farmer reactions that are appropriate to meet proJect goals.

The sanctions to beinvokea must be progressively more s~vere if farmers
persist in noncompliance. Only a long pattern. of abuse of tile priv~lege of
having access to irrigatea land should justify evict~on. Long before,
warnings, possibly fines, loss or reduction of irrigation water flows, and
seasonal suspension snould be attempted. In addition, farmers should be given
due process -- opportunities to justify their behavior in recognized fora. It
is more than just a little bit possible, even if only a few are not complying,
that it is they who are right and the project management that is wrong.

To reemphasize the point we have been trying to make about project
purpose: it WOUld be better for oothdonors and governments to choose
objectives more carefully, attempt less and hopefully do it more effectively.
In "soft" states with limited administrative skills and will, rules ana
regulations often simply become an opportunity for corruption at best, and a
creator of a generalized sense of insecur~ty among farmers at worst. One
option is simple restraint, even in legal~circumstanceswnich permit (and
tempt to) greater attempts at control of farmer activities. The alternative
is to foreclose or seriously limit the possibility of sucncontrol by giving
land titles which are less conaitioned and more secure. The argument for such
an approach is not simply the ineffectiveness of such control in the past, but
the potentially invigorating effect of greater security of tenure and greater
freedom in management decisions. It has important implications for project
planning assumptions and cost/oenefit analysis, in terms of requiring a more
rigorous look at what farmers will find it in their interest to do.

4. Changes in Tenure security During D'p'rissement

In the initial stages of irrigation development, project management
should be able to control land use rights, using the promise of security as
motivation to induce farmers to learn rapidly, with access to larger plots as
an eventual reward. The aosence of security on toe learning plots (see above,
Section III.A.2) would also facilitate regrouping as farmers graauate to the
minimum-viable-size plots, because those farmers who hold unusually
high-quality land on their learning plots might resist giving it up when
reallocation takes place.

When farmers obtain the one hectar'e plot wnich will permit them to
specialize in irrigation farming, there should bea well-understood set of
preconditions for obtaining eitner title (as in· Madagascar) or long-term
leases or otner assurances of secur ity • The .·Zimbabwe communal-area schemes,
for example, require that farmers fulfill certain perforlnance standards: ~nput

use, cooperation in maintenance and soil conservation, ana demonstratea
yields, before they can be assured continued use of their plot by obtaining an
indefinite "permit to cultivate." The contracts between management and farmers
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that are already wiaespreaa on the continent (for example, at Mwea, tne Office
dUNiger, and SAED) could be rewritten so that the rights and responsioilities
of management are pnased out,and tnose of farmers "pnased ~n" over a
predetermined schedule. The end result of tne process would vary, but in all
cases tenure would oe significantly rnore secure ti1anin the early stages.

At all stages of the deperissement process, farmers must have some
recourse against management. projectswhicn fail to provide tnecontracteu
services during the early phases of development shoula be made accountable.
One means of anticipat~ng tnis in the farmer-management contract is to
guarantee to farmers that if the project does not fulfill its part, they will
not have to, either. We can prObably anticipate tne types of noncompliance
that projects are likely to experience: wrong scheduling of water,
non-provision ot promised inputs and services, unavailability of markets, and
soon. It would be relatively easy to design (in' cooperation with user's
groups) a set of penalties for management -- reductions in tne amountfarrners
were, for example, Iequired to market through the scheme or even reoates on
water cnarges. IntheSAED perimeters, for example, irrigation committees
already meet to determine whether farmers' output shortfalls are due to acts
oeyona farmers' control (pumpbreakoowns, etc.); if the finding ~spositive

farmers are absolved of their requirement to pay for inputs. Tnemajor
difficulty witn tnis sort of procedure is the possioility of collusion between
an all-tao-corruptible gr,oup of project managers and farmers.

5. Enhallcing Secur ity: The Role of Transactions, Success ions and Loc'al
Registration Systems

security of tenure is directly related to adequate records of rights ~n

land, wh~lebotn are very mucn affectea by the roles to be playea by land
transactions and successions.

In the first place, good and authoritative records of rights in land are
a necessary condition of security of tenure. Tney are, however, nota
sufficient condition. In Senegal" for example, tne colonial government
maintained a mission in the J..920·sana 1930's to register landholdings in the
Senegal River Valley (Vidal 1924, 1935). When SAED began its operations in
some villages, elders brought out fifty-year-old copies ot tne relevant pages
of Vidal's surveys. SAED ignored the documents if tney conflictedwitnthe
engineering ana equity decisions made at heaetquarters (Senegal chaptf:r). The
experience in the Gezira was very different: longstanding, written land rights
\vere respected, and owners compensated by long-term leases witn annual rental
payments by tne government. 34

If the title itself is limited and highly conditional, it is questionable
whether it is wortnwhiJ.e reg~ster~ng it. Short-term leaseholds, for exampJ.e,
are generally not registered because the costs of survey and other
preliminaries to registration exceed the benefits of registration. Typical
short-term leaseholds in irrigation schemes are not as conditional nor as
insecure in practice as tney appear on paper, nowever. Renewal of tne
one-year tenancies exemplified·bythe Gezira Scheme's early years and adopted
oymany other projects was conditional on satisfactory agriculcural practices
(Barnett19Bl, p. 320). Yet evictions have been rare everywhere,35 and
renewa~ thus essentialLy automatic since the 1950's. Tne farmer and the
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scheme sign only a single written agreement at the onset of a tenancy, wnich
in reality has been very secure. Registration.of such a title would therefore
be sensiole even thougn it is very ~imiteainappearance.

If a title is itself substantial in terms of duration and security, it
can be rendered 1nsecureby a failure to authoritatively recora it ana
subsequent transactions and successions affecting it. The recording of
transactions and successions is particularly important because it is tnrougn
these that disputes and insecurity arise. So long as the land is held by
virtue of an orig~nal grant or concession from tne State, insecurity of title
arises only if a conditional or short-term title is conferred by the State;
tne state generally nas a clear title to conier, if it wisnes to do so. It: is
later, when the title has been passed on to others, that questions arise; it
is then that it ~s important that each step have been autnoritatively recorded.

The necessity of registration of titles in allocations thus dependS to a
maJor extent on tne role it ~s anticipated tnattransact~ons and succession
will play in the progress of the scheme. Transaction control is often
introduced in sucrl circumstances to avoid speculation in nold~ngs ana to
preserve access to project benefits by allottees from disadvantaged groups,
who might be persuaded relatively easily, out of imprudence or Short-term
needs, to alienate their holdings. 36 Sucn control is appropriate, we
suggest, only in the early years of the scheme,ano.should be SUbject to,the
same deper1ssement as other controls. Once tnere has been time for tne true
value of the irrigated holding to be appreciated by all holders, they should
hold on the same terms as other landholders in the society, and with tne same
ability to transfer. Insofar as we view it as desirable and natural that
larger holdings should eventually emerge, transferability of holdings has an
important role to play.

Mortgageability is virtually ensured once a secure and readily
transferaole title exists (provided, of course, that the land has economic
value and there is effective demand). It is perhaps a matter to wnich great
attention need not be paid in the early stages of irrigation schemes, oecause
so Inuch of the major, long-term investment is undertaken by the State. 37 It
is sufficient tnat free mortgageability come, together with free
transferability, once the farmer has gainea irrigation experience.

Successions, however, may arise at any point in t~me and there is little
tnat the state can do on policy grounds to postpone them. It is considerea
important, whatever the title may be at a given point in time (however
short-cerm or conditional) ,that that title be inheritable. Such
illheritability is a far more important element of African notions of
"ownersnip" than freedom of alienation, ana its acceptance in principle can
have an important effect on farmers' attitudes. Mwea tenants, for example,
insisteu on tne right to name a successor as compensation for their acceptance
of the one-year renewable leasehold (Tiffen .·1984b,p. 34).

The position taken here is ·that any restrictions OIl succession beyond
those provided for in the general law·of succession should be adopted only
temporarily, and should be liftea as soon as possible. Tnis position reflects
a strong sense that it is futile, over any long period of time, to attempt
legal restrictions on succession. The only real solution to the proolem of

.:
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excessive suodivision is new economic opportunities for other heirs.
Historically, attempts to legally limit subdivision of holdings (SUCh as those
in Kenya and tneSudanl see the respective country cnapters) have not only
failed,but have undermined tne system of records of rights in land. Because
successions are beingiraplemented wnicn violate restrictions on suodivision,
successions are not registered and land is increasingly shown on the register
in the names ofdeceaseo persons. The Gezira Scheme is welL known for this
practice (Barnett 1977). Disputes have time to build in complexity and
difficulty of resolution, and security of tenure is undermined.

6. Some Implications for National Land Law and policy

In order for current or potential new farmers to acquire sufficient
security that they are willing to devote themselves fULl time to irrigation
and to invest time and resources in maintaining and upgrading their holdings,
th~landlaws of many countries will have to be modifiea. If freehold is
anathema to the sociopolitical philosophy of the government, there will still
have to be some form of very long leasehola arrangement, perhaps 99 years or
the holder's lifetime plus ten years (to enable inneritance while maintaining
recourse to evict unproductive descendants of productive farmers). Even if
the title or the lease is not itself freely marketable, tnereshould oe
provisions to permit th~ valuation of ana compensation for any improvements
made to the land during occupancy.38 All this should oe establisned before
the project is at the final design stage, and communicated to potentiaL
plotholders in writing_ Here as elsewhere, it is essential that as many as
possible of tne administrative provisions requirea for title, registration,
valuation, and so forth be laid out in advance of the construction of
irrigation works. It is possiole that the envisagea structure of landtenur1e
in the mature project will dictate different proJect layouts (eSpeciaLLy of
secondary and tertiary works) than those implied oy the startup tenure
arrangements.

Another issue involves the possible means of spreading the costs of river
basin development by permitting purely private development of irrigation. As
of 1984, Senegal has been debating ways of permitting private interests to
gain secure access to land in the Senegal River valley, something which is
impossible under current land law. The potential impact of privatization of
land ownership is tremendous once the two dams are completed and several
hundred thousand hectares become irrigable year-round. There are already over
one thousand applications for land in the Delta, ranging from a few hectares
to several thousand. Many are from marabouts (religious leaders) of the
~los1em Mouride brotherhood, who have been successful groundnut farm.ers furtner
south and now find their source of income literally drying up. Some are civil
servants WhO, feeling .trappedin dead-end, low-paid jobs, see irrigated
commercial farming as a way to self-improvement (see Senegal chapter). Some
international agribusiness corporations have recently been exploring sites
near the existing sugar plantation. Thus far the government and SAED have
hesitated to grant land to private individuals, bU~ the pressure is increasing
as the OiamaOam nears completion. The sugar plantation's agreementwitn the
Senegalese government cannot serve a~ a model, first of all because ~t was a
highly personalized deal, and second because its rights to land and ~ater are
not at alL wellacceptea by tne local population.
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There are fundamental differences among the legal and institutional
structures affecting river basin development in> different countries in
Africa. Few if any countries will be able to adopt land tenure arrangements
as we have suggested without some modification of the legal framework and of
the roles of governmental and private institutions. The guidelines indicated
in this paper are general, but the specific implementation will require
additional work as part of river basin planning exercises, before new
irrigation design takes place.

E. Summary and Conclusions

Some of the most intense land tenure problems in Africa arise during the
development of river basins. River-Dank land is the most tightly controlled
and the most valuable in the arid and semi-arid regions, and its value rises
by an order of magnitude with irrigation. Thedifficultiesexperiencea by
many African projects, a sample of which are documented in the country
chapters, frequently stem from or are compounded by conflicts among claimants
to the land or misunderstandings between projects and farmers about the
meaning of ownership and control. This paper has concentrated onthedes~gn

questions: the situations in which tenure conflicts are likely to occur and
the negative consequences of non-optimal tenure arrangements on the success of
projects. In each project area under consideration for irrigation
development, there is a need for d detailed assessment of land use ana land
rights, and in areas to be affected by works a survey of wno owns and uses
each plot of land. Annex 2 of this report is an exhaustive outline of the
guidelines needed for such an assessment.

Three dimensions of land tenure nave been emphasized here: security; size
of holdings and qualifications of holders; and the individual and collective
responsibilities of farmers. All three vary Doth by the purposes of
irrigation projects and by the degree of maturity of projects. The objectives
of irrigation efforts must be clarified ana prioritized at tneproject level
to permit adequate framing of tenure arrangements. This may imply a
recognition of the element of subsidy inherent in one or another purpose (such
as food self-sufficiency), and better understanding of possible multiplier
effects. What is important is the identification of a reasonably attainable
and internally consistent set of objectives. Insofar as large river basin
development projects may have mixed objectives, individual irrigation
perimeters should have simpler subsets of them.

Security of tenure snould be maximized in all situations, and tenure
should increasingly be used as an incentive rather than as a sanction. Where
conditionality of tenure is frequently arguea to be necessary, in complex
irrigation schemes with farmers inexperienced at irrigation, the conditions
should be minimized and well-defined initially, ana tnen reduced as soon as
farmer progress is evident. The extent of conditionality will depend on
project objectives ana on potential for farmer participation in management and
for privatization. Yet security is two-edged. Farmers who have no
constraints placed on their behavior as a condi.tionfor access to irrigated
land may resist participation, either personally or financially, in the
necessary common effort to operate, and maintain the irrigation system. If
this happens, the project is likely to suffer deterioration of the common
works. Therefore the ideal of the independent yeoman farmer, beholden to no
one, cannot apply on irrigation schemes.

.-
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Holdings size appropriate in a particular perimeter will be affectea by
production objectives, competing uses of household labor, scheme types (the
extent of common servicesJ,and crop choice. Plots shoula belarge.c on
commercially-oriented farms than on subsistence-type family farms, and both
should be of viable size. The approximate boundaries are: for commercial
farms~ at least 3 hectares per family; for family farms, at least 1 hectare.
The only justifications for holdings sizes below, say, 0.5 11ectares are: 1) to
ease farmers into irrigation slowly, so as not to require all their family's
labor whil~ tney are learning the techniques; 2) to provide an income
supplement to families with otnerreliable economic activities; 3}to
undertake fruit ana vegetable market gardening in areas well-favorea by access
to reliable markets. This may seem obvious from our perspective, but we have
observed no evidence that production objectives are taKen into account in the
plot sizes designed into projects. Equity dictates that given a production
objective, the land should be divided as broadly and as fairly as possible.
Thus equity is more valid as a justification to impose maximum holdings sizes
than an argument for dividing the available land among all the eligiole
applicants. Inheritance and subdivision remain problematic, but we consider
it preferable to restrict subdivision and live witn single-manager
co-ownership rather than with postage-stamp-size parcels.

Plotholderselection will be affected by a numoer of factors, but:

a. Relatively intens i ve user s of land taken "for per imeter s should have
priority. Seniority of rights must also be considered to meet
locally recognized standards of fairness.

b. As regards disadvantaged social groups (includ~ng women), se.tection
should be inclusive and set the economic basis for their emergence
froIn disadvantaged positions in soc~ety.

c. AS regards civil servants and other entrepreneurs, the objectives
should be to avert land speculation and landlordism, wnile allowing a
limited number with management and agricultural skills, and serious
intentions to farm, to participate.

It is vital that donors insist upon a fair compensation regime for those
who lose land and access to resources as a result of the proJect.
Compensation must be imaginative and flexible, and timely so as to facilitate
relocation. Since it is not always the case that ail those affectedoy a
project will be accommodated on the irrigated holdings, especially relatively
unintensiveusers, there is a need for land use plann~ng on a broaascale to
provide viable alternatives.

Consultation and participation of local people in design is essential,
althougtlwe do not underestimate how problematic ana time-consuming it will
be. site selection, for instance, is not a decision to be based only on
physical data -- there are physical options. The process legitimizes the
claims of tnose included, leaving them less likely to resist project
implementation. There are no easy solutions, and detailea gUidelines on how
to involve farmers in design are probably not useful. But it is important
that thesedecis~ons about participation be made consciously, however
constrained they may be.
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Farmer responsibility for managing farming operations and irrigation
works should also vary by project objectives. Farmers on subsistence projects
should relatively early be given wide latitude.· in farming operations and
encouraged to take over water management and maintenance, whereas those
producing casn crops should continue longer under a regime of central
management coordination. Devolution of responsibilities of all kinds should
go hand in hand with increasing plot size and.~ncreasing tenure security.

Because irrigation is a dramatically different form of production in
regions whicn have relied almost exclusively on rainfal~ (ana floods) for
centuries, some degree of persuasion (the softer French word encadrement is
more appropriate) of farmers to assimilate proJect methods and purposes to
their own goals will be necessary. Just as surely, however, the encadrement
which begins as a positive influence on project development will turn to a
negative influence, as farmers become more aole, more confident at their new
socioeconomic activity and WOUld be innovative if only tney could. If
management is given the chance to become bureaucratized, farmers will quickly
become alienated, leading either to the pathological situation of the Office
du Niger or the mere stagnation of Gezira,Mwea and the Sabi Valley conununal
areas.

The changes we suggest above will gradually shift land users on
irrigation schemes into the realm of general law. Land law reform will be
necessary to achieve an adequate legal regime in many countries, as will a
process of land tenure policy dialogue.

:
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I I • SENEX;AL: SENB;AL RIVER BASIN

by Peter C. Bloch

This cnapter is the firsto~ three that examine nations which have both a
good deal of experience in river-basin development and strong AID interest in
assistance to irrigation. The other countries are Nali ana Mauritania, whicn
share the Senegal River valley and membership in OMVSl with Senegal. Some
of the lessons learned from the experience of these three countries can be
applied within the same countries, with no need for the sort of cultural
translation that would be required to learn from, say , 1V!adagascdr or
Zimbabwe. On the other hand, the national ana ethnic context may constrain
the extent to which failures in design or management of projects, noticed at
one place, can be avoided at another.

The principal focus of this chapter is tne Senegal River Basin. Other
parts of Senegal, SUCh as the Gambia and Casamance River Basins, also have
substantial potential for irrigated agriculture, but have had much less
experience thus far than has the Senegal. In evaluating Senegal's experience
with land tenure issues in irrigation development, emphasis will oe placed on:
a) the legal-institutional context; b) pre-existing lana use and claims; c)
conflicts arising as projects are implanted; and d) security, plot size, and
other tenure dimensions on ongoing projects.

A. The Legal-Institutional .. Context

The 1964 Loi sur Ie Domaine National (national land law) and the 1972 Loi
Relative aux Communautes Rurales (rural local government law) together
constitute the national legislation affecting land in river basin
development. The 1964 law declares categorically that the state is the sole
owner of all national land2 , and that all traditional ownership claims are
dissolved. On the other hand, the law authorizes continued occupancy and use
of the land by those who had occupied and used it before. the law was enacted.
There are four categories of national land: zonesurbaines, zones classees
(classified, especially~ for national forest preserves) ,zones pionnieres
(settlement zones), and.zones de terroir (occupied village land). The latter
two categories are those in which all agricultural development takes place.
The zones pionnieres are those jUdged to be so lightly used with respect to
their potential as to be considered fair game for any state purpose witnout
local rights of any kind being recognized. In the Senegal River Basin, this
category applies to the Delta (the region downstream from ROSSO) and tneareas
of the two perimeters of Dagana ana Nianga in the Middle Valley. These zones
are the location of al.L of the large- and medium-scale perimeters developed
thusfarbySAED3 , the regional ruraldeveloprnent agency. SAED has been
given a monopoly with respect to land development and attribution in the zones
pionnieres under a series of government decrees •

In the zones de terroir, tne rural communities are responsible for land
allocation under the 1964 law. The means by Which they do so is determined
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under the 1972 rural local government law, which provides for elected rural
councils representing populations up to several tens of thousands of people.
These councils must give their approval to any use of any land in their
bailiwick, with tne principal criterion to be the capacite de mise en valeur,
or ability to exploit the land effectively, of the applicant. While the law
has been in effect since 1972, application decrees have come slowly,region by
region, and only in 1980were the rural councils elected in the Fleuve (river)
Region.

It is only since 1980, then, that the rural communities have in fact been
empowered to allocate use rights in a legally recognized way. In the two
rural communities of Ross-Bethio and Mbane, around the Lac de Guiers near
Richard Toll, there was from 198J. to-1983 a floOd of applications for land,
and applications have been made for nearly all of the irrigable land near the
lake by individuals or groups, many of them outsiders and/or non-farmers.
Further up the river, in the Fouta Toro region of the Middle Valley, there has
thus far been little land-grabbing, mostly because of more intensive use and
control of riverine land in that region. AS a rural council president told
Mathieu, "Au Fouta, il y a la loi sur Ie domaine national, mais il y a aussi
les faits.,,4

The facts will shortly be changing, however~ the completion of the Diama
Dam in 1986 and of the Manantali Dam in 1988 will reduce salt intrusion and
seasonal fluctuations in the Senegal's flow consideraoly. Year-round
irrigation will be possible on upwards of 250,000 hectares on the Senegal side
of the river, and also several thousand hectares now devoted to
flood-recession agriculture will be rendered unusable for that purpose. By
earlyl985, nearly every rural conununity and SAED case station had been
visited by people who, anticipating the dams, wished to secure lana which will
be irrigable. Many of these weremarabouts, religi9us leaders of the Mouride
islamic sect, who have had long experience in dryland agriculture in the
Groundnut Basin of Senegal but whose livelihood has been threatened by
drought. They and their talibes (disciples) hope to be able to move to tne
river valley and start again on irrigated land. By January 1985, SAED had
received applications from more than one. thousand individuals for amounts of
irrigable land in the zones pionnieres where SAED has authority, ranging from
a few hectares to several thousand. There are no data on the volume of
requests in the zones de terroir, but it is known that inquiries have been
made by marabouts as far upriver as Bakel ana Senoudebou. There were rumors
in early 1985 that one response of the government would be to declare the
entire flOodplain a zone pionniere, but, as one village leader in the Faleme
region expressed it to the present writer, "that would lead to revolutlon."

B. pre-existing Land Use and Claims

The sharp contrast drawn by the law between the Delta and the rest of the
valley is overstated. The Delta was not totally unused, merely used less
intensively than was the case upstream. Herders from both Mauritania and
Senegal grazed their cattle in the Delta, ana Moors haa locally-recognizea
senior claims to the area. 5 There were very few agriculturalists, as
rainfed cultivation has not been viable for a long tirneana flood recession is
impossible because salt water replaces the fresh as the annual flood recedes.
Projects therefore had little difficulty in appropriating and assigning land
in the Delta.

.-
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The Middle ana Upper Valley are different. The extent, intensity, and
overlapping nature of the uses of and claims to the land in these regions have
been well documented for ove~ fifty years (Vidal, 1924 and 1935; Bouti11ier
1962; and then, inter alia, Minvielle 1977; Adams 1977, 1981 and 1985; Weigel
1980; OMVS 1980; Lericol1ais 1981; Mathieu 1983b, 1983d). A simplified schema
of the systemprevai1ing between, say, Podor and Kayes is:

a caste structure of society, with the highest castes, nocles and
religious leaders, naving effective (though not undisputed) control
over land use ana receiving tribute from users;

flood-recession agriculture on the walo land (see fig. 1), with
holdings unequally distributed among housenolas;

dryland farming on the uplands away from the river (dieri),with few
or no social constraints on the amount of land householas may farm;

herders and fishermen, from the same or different etnnic groups as
the farmers, with access rights either seasonally or year-round;

at least until 1975,the major source of regional income was
remittances from outmigrants, notably those going for several years
to France.

FIGURE 1

cross-Section of the senegal River Valley
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This system prevails in botn the section dominated by the Toucouleur
ethnic group (roughly from Podor to Semme, tne Fouta Toro), and that dominated
by the Soninke, from Semrne to Kayes, with Bakel as the cent.er).6 The
principal difference between the two~ones is that in the latter, rainfall is
still sufficiently reliable to make dryland farming a worthwhile endeavor in
most years; thus -- unlike the Middle Valley --there is a strong alternative
local demand for labor during tne rainy season. During the early part of the
dry season, flood recession cultivation occupies a small proportion of the
labor force, but otherwise during the dry season the local economic activity
is limited to commerce, livestock, and construction.

The current possessors of land ~in the Middle Valley date their claims
from three different eras:

1. occupation and clearing before the Futanke, Kingdom of tne seventeenth
century, either by donation byPeuls in 15th- 16tn centuries or oy
autnorization of local chiefs;

2. Donations by the Saltiguis in first half of 17th century;

3. Assignment without security ("titre precaire") oy the almamys who
ruled from the mid-17tncentury until the early 20th. (Vidal 1935)

A.S. Kane (1935, p. 450) argues that there has been no change in the
"Fetiere Fouta" (division of tile Fouta lands» since 1790. But Vidal (1935, p.
444) suspects that a lot of "pretenaus donataires" clai~ed that Alrnarny,Abdoul
gave their ancestors the land because a) he was the most illustrious of the
moslem sovereigns: "je me doute un peu qu'il nefaut voirla que la simple
manifestation dlun sentiment de gloriole, ..7 and b) that mucn of th1s land
was in fact attributed Ita titre preca~re" rather than being a "donation" f.rom
the almamys. The importance of this is that the only claim the owners have on
the users on precarious land (bayti) is the assakal (zakat in Arabis, a tithe
on production), not the n'dioldi(land rent} or the tiottigou (something like
an inneritance tax). There are two implications~ first, different farmers pay
widely different amounts of rent;' second, some people may be collecting rents
they have no right to collect. NO written records exist to prove anyone's
claim. Only village acceptance matters.

'Iici, c'est Ie regime feodal dans toute sa laideur morale que nous
avons laisse subsister •••Je trouve par exemple inadmissible qu'un
individu quelconque, parce que son aieul dlil y a deux ou trois
cents ans aura gueri de maladie, parses maraboutages, un parent
du saltigui, ou confectione une amulette porte-bonheur dont i1 a
fait cadeau a son souverain ou rendu a ce dernier des services
personnels ou politiques, pas toujours tres·avouables au enfin,
pour toute autre cause profitable a l'hegemonie royale, puisse
encore, aujourd'nui, apres que notre conquete a fait table rase de
toutes les attacnesde l'ancienregime,beneficier de preoendes
d'une source aussi desuete que peu compatible avec nos idees de
libert~ indiviauelle."

8(Vidal 1935, p.445)



c. Land Tenure Conflicts During Project Implementation

without irrigation, the economy and society of the Senegal Valley would
have been much weaker by now, due to the drought. Emigration would have been
even more massive than it has been, and more of it WOuld have l>eenpermanent.
Even with irrigation the Fleuve region is still experiencing net outmigration
as local incoIue-earning opportunities literally dry up. The drought has made
possible the major social change implied by irrigation development:

"Quand quelqu'un se noie, si vous lui tendez un objet,fut-~l un
couteau, iIs'en saisit pouravoir la vie sauve et c'est dans cet
esprit qu'on avait acceptela SAEO.,,9

This attitude was confirmed by several village leaders and SAED officials
during a field visit in early 1985. Local elites wouia have permittea no
rural development activity to occur if the rains and the river flood had
continue~. with the drought, their income from the land was reduced virtually
to zero, and since land was a principal base of their power, the traditional
rulers yielded to the inevitable.

The drought may have made irrigation possiole, but it did not make it
easy. River basin development projects have run into social clashes of every
sort, all along the Senegal River. There have been conflicts (illustratea by
the listed villages, the information about which was obtained in January 1985):

a. between two or more villages over location of irrigation works
(Diatar!Donaye, 5enoudebou!Gitta)

b. between villages and SAED
(all Bakel villages, especially Goudiry)

c. between villagers and private enterprises
(CSS, SOCASlO )

d. between SAEDand private enterprises or religious groups
(C55, Mour ides)

e. between villages and local governments
(Senoudebou!Gitta, Ndombo-Thiago, versus the sous-prefets)

f. amongcastes
(all the Toucouleur and Soninke villages)

g. among ethnic groups
(Ndombo-Thiago)

h. among personalities within villages
(riiatar)

Most of these conflicts did not originate with the irrigation project
they were focused upon, but rather carne out into the open or were accentuated
by the project. The Senoudebou-Gitta inter-village conflict, for example, had
its roots in the fact th~t Gitta had been established less than a generation
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before oy residents from Senoudebou who had more or less seceded from their
native village. ll Gitta's village landholdings aaJo~n S~noud~oou's, and
have no good irrigable land near the river where water is available
year-round. When SAED expressed its willingness to construct small perimeters
for both villages, Gitta requested permission to have its perimeter built on
its neighbor's land. At the prefet's request, Senoudeoou's leaders gave
permission, apparently without coercion fromSAED, and the works were
constructed. After a'year of apparently productive cultivation on both
perimeters, the following events occurred in an order that is not totally
agreed upon locally: Senoudebou's perimeter was virtually aoandoned (because a
hippo had wreaked destruction, according to one account); SAED shut down
Senoudebou'spump because the village had not repaid its input debts; cattle
belonging to Senoudebou residents began eating crops and trampling bunds on
Gitta's perimeter; Gitta irrigation farmers capturea and held for ransom some
of the "invading" cattle; Senoudebou asked for its land back; one of the two
villages gathered up its. firearms and threatened to do battle with the other
village, which also gathered up its firearms, over the cattle ana the land;
the sous-prefet was asked by one village to become involved, and managed only
to outrage both villages. SAED resolved the problem, in part and probably
temporarilyl2, by constructing a new perimeter for Gitta on Gitta's land,
larger than the original one because the water is only sufficient for
one-season irrigation. Senoudeoou did not inunediately take over the former
Gitta perimeter, nor has it yet paid its debts. In the meantime SAED is using
tne old perimeter as a seed farm. Both sides blamed tne law and the
intervention of the authorities for the intensity of the problem, and both
claimed that it would have been better if the dispute had been settled
locally. After all, both said, we are cousins ana our women marry their men.

The difficulty here is clearly related to tne national law. Senoudeoou's
claim to the land on whicn Gitta'sperimeterwas .built had no legal basis, and
Senouaebou's Village leaders did not recognize the right of the administrative
authorities to intervene. The prefet apparently tried to be legalistic where
he should have been attempting to negotiate, wnich is a likely response of
authorities when they sense that.precedent is being set. A similar
intervention by autnorities further downriver, in the Ndombo-Thiago-herders
dispute, was similarly disastrous for both the dynamics of the situation and
the future prospects for constructive contributions by local government
officials.

Even though in the Senoudeoou-Gitta saga SAED played a constructive role,
it has not always done so. In fact, most westerners' introduction to SAED has
corne from the writings of Adrian Adams (1977,1981,1985), who portrays SAED's
takeover of locally-initiated village irrigation perimeters in the Bakel
region as bureaucratic, uninformed and destructive. SAED was establi~hea with
a mission to bring irrigation to the entire valley, with little
differentiation of its responsio~lities accoraing to the socioeconomic
situation it found when it arrived. In the Delta, bulldozers may be
appropriate for both the physical and the social engineering, but in the
Middle and Upper Valley they are generally appropriate for neither task.
SAED's biggest problems arose in the Bakel region, wnere a French PVO had
catalyzed the collective interests of the soninkevillages to undertake small
perimeters, constructed witn local labor and resources. When USAID was
approached t.o prov ide pumps, it dec ided not only to do so, bu t also to expand
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the project to include better water control, bigger areas and more villages.
until this, SAED had ignored Bakel, because it was too small and too far away
from SAED's main activities in the Delta. The USAID project, then, enabled
SAED to intervene, and it did so with an arrogance that nearly caused the
collapse of the village perimeters. It imposed crop rotations, technologies,
input supply and marKeting arrangements that were not only new to the farmers
but misguided as well. For example, rice was the required crop, even though
it was not an important part of the local diet in most parts of the valley and
had previously been grown only sporadically, in bas-fonds, by women. It was
to be grown everywhere, even on sandy soils which would not hold water
properly. It was to be sold to SAEDat unattractively low prices for
processing and resale in cities outside the region. The vi.Llages die not
accept all this passively. A local part-developmental, part-political,
part-ethnic organization, called the Soninke Farmers' Federationl3 , was
founded under the leadership of Diabe sow, a migrant returned from France, to
act as a countervailing force againstSAED. The Federation (which has never
received official sanction in a country priding itself on its ethnic harmony)
has attempted to exert pressure on SAED by conducting its own pUblic and
international relations: having attained the affiliatl.onof nearly all the
Soninke villages it encouraged aPVO, whicn had had success in the Upper
Casamance region (as Sow 1983 showed), to promote alternative crops (bananas)
and production techniques, and it obtained a direct grant of two tractors from
the French government, in defiance .0fSAED's policy of promoting animal
traction. All this was happening during the first few years of the
deperissement(withering away) of SAED mandated by the contrat-plan
(performance contract) imposed by the government for 1982-1984. The
combination of the contrat-plan's requirements and the Federation's pressure
has drastically reduced SAED's presence on the irrigation perimeters in tne
Bak~l region. Crop choice is now left to farmers, and input provision and
marketing are no longer a SAEDmonopoly. Yet the Federation has not succeeded
in taking SAED'S place. The PVOwasrejecteet when it was realized that their
methods were not feasible without enorlnous subsidies; the tractors have barely
been used in the year or more since they arrived; and villages have begun to
consider dis-affiliation with the Federation. According toSAEDofficials,
the Federation servea a useful purpose in forcing SAED to confront its errors
and to disengage; according to the Federation leadership SAEDhas come a long
way towards meeting the objectives of the Federation but snould have done so
long ago.

Ethnic and occupational rivalries have putSAED in the position of
mediator· further downstream, in the ··Ndombo-Thiago ·.per imeter near Richard
Toll. 14 The Violof villages of ·Ndombo and Thiago had each been allocated
irrigated land on a Frencn eCCE-financed perimeter, but the money had run out
with one of the twelve casiers undevelo~ed. Two years later the money became
available, and the two villages both claimed that they should get the land (70
hectares). Ndombo was originally supposed to have this land, but it was on
Thiago's traditiona~ terroir. Meanwhile, a group of Peul he~ders# who nad
lived for generations on Ndombo's terroir but had never farmed, put ina
request for the entire easier; theirherdshaa been wiped out by the drought
but they had no interest in emigr\ation. Ndombo refused to consider that tne
Peuls had any right to irrigated farmland. To irritate Ndombo, Thiagopointed
out that it had allocated one of itscasiers to "its" Peuls, and had admitted
them to the village cooperative. Intransigence on all sides was aggravated,
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as it had been in the Senoudebou-Gitta situation,· by .the .ill-tirned and
insensitive intervention of the sous-erefet,.who assigned all 70 hectares to
the Peuls. SAED eventually resolved the problem by sweetening the pot: it
allocated 50 ha. to the Peuls, and 20 ha. each to Ndombo and Thiago. The
three groups thus shared 90ha. rather than the originally-planned 70, so the
compromise was not costlessto SAED. The controversy is continuing up to the
present: the next stage is a l30-hectare extens~on, which in principle will be
divided 65-65 between the two villages. AS long as Ndomborefuses its Peuls
membership in the cooperative, however, SAED is unwilling to begin the
preparations for construction.

In the same region, tnere is another important source of conflict which
may hold lessons for the future development of irrigation in the valley. The
largest agribusiness firm in Senegal, ess (the sugar plantat~on and mill,
privately owned by French interests), has been granted land by the government
on a 99-year lease. Most of tne land had been a rice proJect established
during the colonial era, anosome was in the zone 'de terroir. AI.L of it was
c.laimed by one village or anotner. lS Tne official estimate of the firm's
total holdings is 6,000 ha., or about 20 per cent of the irrigated lana on the
Senegal side of the river. The villages surrounding ess have never had easy
relations with the firm since the latter's establishment in the early 1970's.
First of all, the residual claims· to much of the land have never been
recognized, and therefore the villages have never been compensated in any
way. Second, the firm has preferred to hire workers from other parts of the
country for the higher-paying mill jobs, leaving only the field work: for local
people. Third, the firm has consistently tried to expand the area over which
it has control, in a very "traditional" way: staking claims to larldby marking
it off with concrete balises without authorization from either the government
or the rural councils.

On the other hand, farmers do notmake·lt easy for CSS, either. Tney
siphon water out of the border canals to irrigate "pirate plots,"whichCSS
estimates to cover 2,000 ha. on·or adjoining<the firm's land. Herders have
let their animals graze on the young cane, and cut cane to feed their herds.
If ess tries to evict the squatters, either by paying them to leave or by
bulldozing their plot, it rarely gets help.fromtheauthorities who, for
personal reasons rather than official ones, favor the farmers. When the
bulldozers have left, the farmers· return. ess complains that the huge amount
of pirated water constrains their ability to expand ana meet the national goal
it is expected to fulfill, i.e. self-sufficiency in sugar. It also observes
that the pirates have put a strain on the system's drainage capacity, thus
threatening the future quality of everyone's land.

Clearly the example of ess is not onewhicn anyone wishes to generalize
without major modifications. Few other entrepreneurs would be satisfied witn
the informality of ess' s arrangement with the governntent. No other
entrepreneur would accept the same set of relationships that CSS has witn the
surrounding villages. The principles tnatmustbe incorporatea into future
private land development in the valley are, first,. identification of sites for
private development in cooperation with SAED and the relevant rural councils;
second, establishment of formal procedu~es for the settlement of disputes
along boundaries; third, enactment of legal provisions for titling or secure
leasehold, for compensation of those who have residual claims to the land

:
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appropriated, and for transferability of the land; fourth, development of a
system for water allocation. SAEDhas recently been working on a master land
use plan for the valley, one component of which will be the designation of
certain areas exclusive~y for private development. This is a necessary ~irst

step, but is hardly sUfficient.

A final story has a tragic dinlension, but an optimistic conclusion:
economic imperatives can overcome even the most entrenched opposition of a
traditional leaaer. The village of oiatar, near podor, was one of the first
in the region to be offered a small irrigated perimeter by SAEDwhen SAED
changed from building large perimeters (Nianga is neacoy) to small ones. The
village chief attempted to obtain it all for his faction within the village,
which of course was unacceptaole both toSAED and the other faction. A
village youth group composed of members of the chief's faction, hoping to
smoothe over the differences, purchased a pump. unfortunately, the faction
opposing the chief controlled the riverbanK where the pump would have to be
placed, and refused to let tne pump be installed. Tne stalemate was
punctuated by violence, and there .. was one death and several people were
imprisoned. SAED tried to mediate, and developed tne perimeter as a
demonstration of the benefits of settlement. SAED failed to reconcile the two
sides, but the pr~fet succeedea. Costs were spiit fifty-fifty between the
groups, and the SAEoingenieur delegue (district manager) proceeded to
allocate the land (30 ha. for 'about 400 farmers). But tne chief refused to
accept the distribution. The prefet was obliged to divide the Diatar
perimeter into two parcels of equal size, one for each faction, and to assign
plots within each to farmers by lottery. A year had been lost.

A further delay fol~owed when the chief tried to retake control of the
pump as a means of reinfor.cing his still-active claim for the entire
perimeter. Meanwhile, however, the villagers noticed that the neighboring
village of Donaye had not only had a successful year on their small perimeter,
but also had received a significant extension, from the original 18 ha. to 150
ha., all while Diatar was squabbling. The two factions finally got together,
bypassing the chief, and began farming the perimeter. The chief did not
accept his marginalization, however. One night he mobilized his family, and
went to the perimeter and destroyed some of the canal earthworks. He was
arrested, imprisoned for-a week, and died (of humiliation, the story goes) two
months after his release. Now that the last oostacle has been cleared, the
village will get its own extension, to 200 ha., in 1985-86. 16 The symbolism
of this epis~e is obvious: irrigation was destroy~ng the chief's absolute
authority over land use and allocation, as well as his influence over the
village's politics. His destruction of the irrigation works, following
repeated efforts to control the perimeter, was a desperate attempt to stop the
inevitable~ when he failed, his socioeconomic status was greatly devalued and,
apparently, the only way he could give up the struggle was to die.

The drought was a key actor in this story. Tne f~ction led by the chief
would never have challengea his authority if they nad had alternative means of
growing food, either by rainfed or flood recession agriculture. SAED woule
never have been able to intervene in the village's affairs as it did; even the
opposing faction would have supported the chief against the outsiders if the
people had not been in such need of the irrigation works. The.silver lining
in the dustcloud of the drought is, therefore, that the traditional
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hierarchies, which oppose any type of development which threatens their power
and socioeconomic status in their communities, cannot resist when there are no
viable alternative means of survival.

The impact of irrigation projects on local systems of authority over land
tenure and land use has been shown by ~he above examples to be dramatic. The
incompatibility of hierarchical, . inegalitarian traditional·control of land
with the essentially egalitarian organization and use of land on irrigation
schemes is clear-cut. The successful startup of irrigation depends crucially
upon the resolution of local conflicts concerning authority over land, whether
between or within villages. SAED will<not be able to bulldoze viable and
harmonious communities; the prefets will not be able to throw leaders of
thriving and unified villages into jail for resisting development (nor, we
feel, will they have to). When communities' traditional economic base is
devastated, however, their social structure isrnore amenable to change,
especially if, as in the three cases citea here, the change is in a direction
that is appropriate for everyone other than the traditional leadership.

D. Land Tenure Arrangements in Ongoing Projects

The dimensions to be considered here are security of tenure and holdings
size. There has been broad experience along these dimensions in Senegal, and
some straightforward, unambiguous conclusions can be drawn. First of all,
insecurity of tenure is disastrous for maintenance and thus for long-term
productivity. Second, both smaller perlmeters and smaller plot sizes tend to
exhibit higher yields per hectare than larger perimeters and plot sizes. The
perimeter size effect may be a consequence of the plot size effect, nowever,
rather than of any diseconomies of perimeter scale.

In the early 1970's SAED experimented with different degrees of security
of plotholding. In a well-documented experiment, discussed in OMVS (1980),
several perimeters in tne Delta were organized. in sucn a way that farmers were
rotated from plot to plot every year. The motive for .doing this was to be ·as
equitable within the perimeter as possible: since land varies in quality and
reliability of water, farmers should be permitted to have equal access to the
better land. Tne results were~isastrous, however. Yielas fell as farmers
paid no attention to levelling, weeding of the bunds and canals, and
maintenance of soil fertility. After two or three years the condition of the
plots which were rotated in this way was abysmal, and required
rehabilitation. Some of the small village perimeters near POdoralso shift
farmers around from year to year or from season to season, although there the
reallocation process is control.led locally rather tnan by SAED. There are no
data available to verify whether or not rotation leads to the difficul_ties
faced in the Delta, but anecdotal evidence suggests that the village
perimeters have thus far not experienced major trouble. When the village
perimeters expand from 10-30 ha. to 150 ha. or more, as they are in the
process of doing at many locations in the middle valley, the increase in plot
and scheme sizes may introduce-a lessening of feelings of soliaarity, and
hence a larger desire on the part of individuals for more permanency of tenure.

Most other irrigation perimeters in the valley permit more security than
this. SAED does not establish official relationships with individual farmers,
but rather with groupements de producteurs (GPs, or proaucer groups). The GP,
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not the individual, signs a contract witn SAED,and is therefore responsible
for fulfilling the obligations it contains. 17 Nonpayment of debts, to use
the most frequent case where contract problems arise, may result in SAED
suspending or removing land use rights from the GP (as happened in Senoudebou,
whereSAED shut the village perimeter down). Tenure security thus depends on
behavior of the group, rather than that of eacn individual. The uncertain
legal status of individual holaings is called "quasi-definitive" ("sort of
permanent") by the OMVS Socioeconomic study (1980, p. C.VII.4), whicnwe
interpret to mean "never been tested."

On the small village perimeters there has generally been only one
producer group formed, whereas on the medium and large perilueters in the Delta
and at Dagana and Nianga there are many. For example, at Nianga Pilote in the
late 1970's there were 35 groups, of an average size of 21 members,farming a
total of approximately 600 hectares. 18 AS the village perimeters grow
toward middle size, as in Donaye and Diatar, they will probably have to have
severalGPs as well. However, it is safe to agree with Fresson (1980, p. 137)
that "numbers are less important than homogeneity of melnoersh~pwitn~n each
group." The four groupements which she studiea near Matam ranged in size from
26 to 77mernbersi·the largest and smallest functioned smoothly but the two in
the middle (with 45 and 66 members) were riven witn contentiousness between
families, castes, political factions, and so on. Ndombo, Thiago and Diatar
each have several hundred members in their GPSi the internal cohesion of the
former two appears strong and Diatar may be on the road to harmony as well.

The holdings size issue is among the most contentious in Senegal, the one
which best illustrates the conflict among object~ves that has bedeviled the
development of irrigation in the Valley for more than a decade. For a given
amount of money one can irrigate a given number pf hectares given a set of
physical features and a choice of technology.19 But that area can be
divided among a larger or a smaller number of farlners. The equi ty objective
dictates that the land be divided up among all those wishing to participate
(subject, of course, to some minimum plot size below which diseconomies are
too great, say 0.1 ha.) in equal amounts. The marketed surplus objective
generally associated with, for example, the CILssnational food
self-sufficiency strategy, dictates plot sizes large enough that farmers will
be able to produce sUbstantially more than theirsllbsistenceneeds; this
probably requires minimump10t sizes of at least one hectare for a family with
two or three active workers. A privatization objective, building aconunercia1
farming sector by encouraging entrepreneurial activity either by dynamic local
farmers or outsiders (individuals or corporations) would imply holdings sizes
upwards of five hectares, based on.experience from other countries such as
Sudan (see Sudan chapter). The range of about ten toone in the number of
plotholders per hectare between the first two objectives, and fifty to one
between the first and thira, demonstrates tne strong impl~cations of a choice
of strategies.

The facts, shown in Table 1, indicate that there ~s a bimodal
distribution of plot sizes, with the village perimeters having substantially
smaller plots (0.1-0.2 ha.) than the medium and large perimeters (aboutl

•. ha.). The three existing agribusinesses range in size from 110 ha. to 6,000
or more, and approximately thirty small private perimeters amounted toa total
of 205 ha. in 1983 (Mathieu 1985). The issue of greatest concern to AID and



TABLE 1

SAED IRRIGATED PERIMETERS BY SUBRmION AND PERIMETER SIZE
(Area in hectares)

SUBRmION (DELEGATION)

DAGANA PODOR MATAM BAKEL
Large Large Small & Large Small Small Small

(Delta) (Dagana) Medium (Nianga)

Total Irrigated Area 6,403 4,463 647 1,220 3,001 2,571 656
(July 1, 1983)

Area Planted Total 6,466 1 ) 3,459 372 973 1,995 1,702 562
1983-84 Rice 6,466 3,459 372 973 1,742 1,416 418

Rainy Season Maize 0 0 0 0 253 235 87
sorghum 0 0 0 0 0 51 57

NO. ·.of Plotholders 4,606 3,841 853 n.a. 14,316 7,974 3,863

Average A2) 1.40 0.90 0.44 n.a. 0.14 0.21 0.15
Holdings Size .83 ) 1.39 1.16 0.76 n.a. 0.21 0.32 0.17

Average A2) 4.9 4.5 6.1 4.3 5.1 6.3 6.0
Rice Yield B3 ) 4.9 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.4 4.1 5.3
(tons/ha. )

TarAL

18,961

15,579
14,846

575
108

35,454 4 )

o.414 )
o.504 )

5.0
4.1

I
~
o
I

NOTES: 1) On one perimeter (Boundoum Debi) the data reported show that 200 more ha. were planted than
existed in July 1983. It is possible that tnis land carne into use between July lana plantlng
time (later that month).

2) Variant A .is average holdings size using planted area as the numerator, and calculating rice
yields on the area planted in rice.

3) VariantB is average holdings size using total irrigated area as the numerator. Rice yields
are calculated as tons of rice produced divideri by total irrigated area, except forPodor
Small Perimeters, Matam and Bakel, where Variant A yields were mUltiplied by the ratio of
total planted land to total irrigated land.

4) Excludes Podor Large Perimeters

SOUl~E: SAED, Situation d'Ensemble des Amenagements en Rive Gauchedu Fleuve Senegal et de .la Fal.enu:~.
E9ition 4, June 1984.
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other donors, however, is the difference in plot size implied by tne first two
strategies outlined above, equity and marketed surplus. As is true in other
parts of Africa, farmers on the small perimeters, which have smaller plots,
get higher yields. In Table 1, rice yields on planted area (Variant A) are
all above 5 tons per hectare on the small perimeters, and all below five tons
on the large. On the other hand, the gap between small and large-plot yields
is much narrower than in, for example, the Zimbabwe communal-area perimeters
(see Zimbabwe chapter).' Furthermore ,since the rate of util1zationof
irrigated area is generally lower on small than on large perimeters, tne rice
yields calculated on the basis of total irrigatea area (Variant B) are not
very different on the two types of perimeter. 20

Small perimeters look evell less favorable because they use substantially
more labor per hectare than large perimeters, so that the returns per unit of
labor are smaller (Boutillier 1980, p. 10). In the early days of SAED's
intervention in the middle and upper valley, it expectea the village
perimeters to produce a marKeted surplus in spite of the small plot size (they
had to, to finance their debts and amortize their pumps). The difficulty that
mostGPs have had in paying their debts was one of the main reasons why SAED
no longer pushes the marketed surplus objective on the small perimeters. It
sUbsidizes farmer operations at a rate estimated at 50% of production costs,
thereby requiring farmers to pay only half the rice equivalent of the cost.
SAEDnow is awaiting the arrival of year-rouna water control after the
completion of the ManantaliDam to make a serious effort at achieving a
marketed surplus. Thus SAED has abandoned multiple-oDJective projects,
althougn donors still specify them as such (see, e.g., AID 1983, pp. 35-36)
and the government still wishes it could have them (GOS 1984, p. 65).

In most discussions of the future of the Senegal River Basin, the small
perimeters are seen as transitional ratner than permanent organizational
structures. The original proposals for the Bakel village perimeters envisaged
that after farlners had made the transition from traditional rainfed to
organized irrigated farming on village perimeters, they would be ready to make
the further transition from subsistence-based to cornmercial farming by moving
from small to larger irrigation $ystems (Adams 1981). The phasing of
operations at Donaye and Diatar (though in the latter case the pace was slower
than intended) progressed as if SAED had this pattern in mind. 21

Medium and large perimeter development throughout the valley will be
increasingly possible in the next decade: in the Delta, Diama will permit
double-cropping on about four times as much land as is now single-cropped
(essentially none of the existing 12,000 ha. is double-cropped now); upstream,
Manantali will provide enough water for one to two hundred thousand hectdres,
much of it the land whicn used to be cultivated in £1000 recession agriculture
wnen the flooas came. Most of the irrigable lana 1S eitnerphysicaJ.J.y or
socially inappropriate for small perimeters (AID 1983, p. 143), so that the
social, financial and economic arguments which in general favor them over
medium and large perimeters are not relevant to future irrigation
development. Too little attent~on has tnus far been devoted to a
justification of the plot size assumptions in new irrigation projects; AID's

'economic analysis of the medium perimeter at Podorana the small perimeters
around Bakel both assume the same farm size -- 3/4 ha. for manual ana I 1/2
ha.for animal traction -- even though the Bakel area currently has an' average
below 0.2 ha per farmer and there are no indications of how the project will
manage to make the changeover.
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III. MALI: NIGER RIVER BASIN

by JamesC. Riddell

A. Introduction

It would be useful if one could design a fairly detailed checklist of
things to do ana things to avoid when dealing with lana tenure issues.
Unfortunately, this is impossible, because each irrigation scheme presents
unique technical, social, cultural and historical facets that are snared by no
other irrigation effort. Thus, while we are able to make a set of
generalizations about land tenure considerations to which project developers
should pay attention, we cannot make precise a priori descriptions of the best
set of tenure arrangements to apply in all cases.

Let us start with land tenure as it relates to the technical dimension.
From a strictly tenure point of view, an appreciation of the use made of the
river basin land prior to the onset of the project is critical. As is true in
the senegal River valley, in Malifs Haute Vall'e, the upper valley of tne
Niger River, control of the river valley·hasbeen associated with the history
of the great families and tenure history dates~ack to the founding of tne
Mali Empire hundreds of years ago. The most valuable lanas are those that are
assurea of receiving a good watering eacn flood season, and these have
belonged since thel6th century to the most powerful families. This means
that tnose lands that are easiest to irrigate are those Inost tightly
controlled by the few at the top of local social hierarchies.

This situation is all tne more intractable given 'the "soft" politicaL
nature of these states. "soft" state is a concept that describes those
governments that cannot rely on instituted processes to carry out desirea
actions; rather, they must resort' to brute force (Myrdal1968). Tnis is an'
unpleasant reality, wtlichcreates situations that a project must deal with on
a continual basis once it is implemented. In those drought-affected regions
of Afr ica where ir r igation is most despera tely needea to overcome long terln
production problems that will not improve on their. own in the future, we can
expect little else. This means· that these governments cannot control the
enforce what they seek to impose on beilalf of the project. This concept of
the soft state seems sUfficiently descriptive of the situation in Mali to be
part of any planning exercise. The state can seize land and nationalize it
for a project, but this leaves the project witn.allof tne administrative and
policy follow-through problems and resulting costs. Who decides compensation
for the land lost, etc.? Who really determines access to tne new resources?
Who guarantees the security in the new tenure arrangements? The project lacks
the power to do any of this and the state lacks t.ne capacity to 00 so on a
large enough scale or on a continual basis.

Project purpose: Large projects in Mali are plagued by the problems
-general to most irrigation schemes in Africa. The major one seems to be a
mixed or unclear idea of purpose. The Office dUNiger was originally
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conceivea of as a profit maker in the early 1930sand now is expectea to do
much more. On the one hand, a large project is expected to address social
needs, food shortages and low rural incomes, as well as provide an alternative
to rural-urban migration. On the other hand, the EEC and world Bank
personnel, ana representatives from the Frencn Caisse Centrale were to a
person concerned with the return on any new investment, on both financial and
economic grounds. They were critical of large-scale projects because they
invariably lost money, but unsure of whether small-scale projects \iereworth
the trouble.

Size of Project: Given the problems found at Office dUNiger,itwould
be tempting to suggest that USAID consider developing a project whose purpose
is to facilitate a large number of small self-nelp projects, rather than to
put all its efforts into one or two large schemes. The Mali experience shows
tnat the latter approach has a couple of land tenure dimensions that pose
serious problems.

Projects in Mali's Haute Vallee date from the late 1940s. They are
modest in size and organizea arouna local community groups; ali have been
failures, nave been resurrected numerous times and still are failures. Why?
I think the proolem lies mainly in the area of land tenure and is related to
the fact that the river basin land is already occupied; tnis presents an
interrelated knot of dilenunas. It is a situation that will have to be
investigated in each case. This is an area where participation and local
institution building will have to take place.

There are several common approaches that have been taken in the effort to
bring irrigation to this region; eacn has produced its own insoluble
problems. The government, in order to free its hand for development
activities, nation~lized the land. It then took the lands most favorabae to
irrigated rice and specialty crop production, and made them into development
zones. Once the physical oasefor a project was in place, the land was
distributed, with parcel size determined by the amount of land a family could
farm using the new technology. This had the effect of making the formerly
unequal distribution of land much more equal, thereby negating the base of
local political.. institutions. Secondly, all security of tenure was removed.
Formerly, access to land was based on birth in tne appropriate landholding
kin group. Now it was determined oy outsiders, who, in addition, could remove
you from the assigned parcel if you did not fulfill the obligations of proper
lana managelnent ana farming practices. Thirdly, the farming system was alien,
being based on new techniques to grow new crops. All the existing
institutions of cooperation were, as far as irrigation was concerned, negated.

Why not work then within exis.ting the social structure and institutions?
unfortunat~ly, this approach has avery serious land tenure nut that must be
cracked before it will work. Several efforts of this type have been made il"l
the Haute Vallee, and their success nas oeen in inverse proportion totne
intensity of the efforts of government to help.· The reason Why this is the
case is rather straightforward if oae views the situation from the perspective
of the village rather than from that of the capital.

... It is eviaent to everyone who studies traditional agriculture in tne
region that there are significant numoers of farmers who are much worse off
than average, especially in drought years. The best-quality soil resources
have been fought over and jealously guarded by the winners because their value
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is known. The more any outside agency, government or other, invests in these
soils the strongerlJecomes the outsiders' claim.tosome interest in the land.
If success is both spectacular ana visi.ble, tne idea will be copied and the
local people realize this. Those who have historically been excluded from
riverine resources are also just claimants to tne attention of national
governments. If a tecnnology is found to work that will allow many more
farmers to utilize existing scarce resources along rivers, a settlement scheme
has normally been the next step.

Thus the landed minority's attitude is that the sooner the new technology
has been demonstrated to tne outsider to be a failure, tne sooner the outsider
will go home and tne sooner the danger of losing their land to a settlement
scheme will disappear. The issue is security of tenure, nut in a dimension we
normally do not look. The problem is that every·· square inch of Afr ica' 5 major
river basins has its owner and these ownership claims will not be relinquished
willingly.

B. Size of Production unit

The field work affirms that our way of thinking about this is still
backwards. On the one hand we thinK of the household in terms more
appropriate to Euro-Mediterranean cultural history, which ignores the very
different kinds of rignts possessea in the Malian family. Wives marry in with
their status confirmed through the payment of bridewealth. They retain
important legal rights in their father's housenold and never can "become a
member of their husband IS ki'nship group. Therefore, fields and other
resources allotted to the husband dO not necessarily also go to the wife. The
fact that women frequently lose their former limited tenure rights on
lOW-lying swalup rice plots once the area is placed in an irrigation project is
a demonstration of this. On the other hand, there is the equally erroneous
view of the degree of collectivity within the kinsnip group. African
production has always beena.family affair, and any attempt on these projects
to alter- this fact has lead to failure. The many experiments witn Nortn
Korean-style collectives in recent Malian history should serve as an adequate
warning. Production cooperatives have been Just as unsucces'sful. In cases
where the project provides input5~, production decisions must st'lll rest with
all adult members of the participating family. Attempts to do differently in
the Office du Niger corroborate the futility of treating settlers like wage
labor.

The generally successful Mwea scheme in Kenya, for example, enters into a
contractual relationship wi th tne whole domestic •• group. The f'amily must have
at least three economically active mature adults and each must demonstrate
that they understand tne rules of the project Defore they can sign tne
contract agreement. The plot that is assigned by the contract cannot be taken
away from the family, nor can the family alienate it witnout permission of the
project. Also, no claims can be taken against the plot without all the active
domestic group members being present.

The land can only be lost if there is a<breach of contract on the part of
the farmers (reciprocal actions available to the farmers if the scheme does
not fulfill its side of the bargain are apparently non-existent--ana indeed
are a source of friction.). Today, if a farmer ·isfound in violation of tne
rules, he is first taken before a council of peers who are his neignbors. If
this fails to change behavior, the next step is.a hearing oefore a committee

w-
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made up of fellow farmers andproject.;.g~rsonnel. This committee can then
reconunend dismissal. The latter action is rare, according to current scheme
administrators.

In tl1e projects which I vis~ted in Mali, tne size of the plots appears to
be determined by the technology and crop chosen, rather than by any other
consideration. Where the emphasis is on rice, the type of technology reqUired
to achieve five to six tons per hectare means that a family with three to five
actives cannot bring much more thana single hecl:are into production. On tne
Office du Niger, a person can have more than one hectare. unfortunately, this
does not lead to more efficient producers oringing their management and
technical skills to ever larger chunks of land. Rather, production suffers
because these farnlerssimply sharecrop tne excess to inunigrants from the
drought-affected regions. The economies of scale are relatively fixed by the
project and tney are small. Small plots may be desirable in areas of land
pressure.

This raised two unanticipated issues on botn the BancouInanaand Selingue
projects in the Haute vallee and on the Office du Niger. If the project is to
help solve the problem of landlessness, there nlust be no prior restr ictions on
who can acquire land, because, for example, the cultivators seeking access to
land do not always have accompanying family units with a minirnum of three
actives. The second issue is a related one. AS a participant's sons come of
age and want the project to assign theln their own plot after they marry and
form their own family unit, they do not have enough labor power to qualify.
This means that they nave to eith~r (1) pull further labor from their fatller's
household, endangering the effectiveness of that unit, or (2) bring in
relatives from outside tile project.

c. Security of Tenure

Security of tenure is vital to an irrigation scheme because large scale
irrigation will only work if everyone does the right thing at the right time.
That is, how one farmer uses the plot that has beell assigned will have a
direct bearing on how his neighbors are able to use their plots. Overflooding
my fields overfloods those contiguous to mine, and so forth. The labor
necessary for adequate land management is so great in intensive irrigation
that somesecur ity of tenure would seem necessary to nlake such investmerlts
worthwhile. *

* One of tne reasons I spent so much time visiting spontaneously developed
irrigation schemes is that they would, at the very least, show us what types
of tenure thepeopie would create if left alone. .~s the following vignettes
demonstrate in these cases, local communities seem very capable of designing
their own tenure regimes. This may indiCate tllat wnere cOIIUllunities already
exist along water courses they be allowed to determine their own policy in
this regard. This could not hold, ot course, wnere there are institution
alizedforms of group exploitation, such as on the Senegal River. In such
cases (the Haute Vallee should really be included) control overt.he resources
by theconununityshould be contingent on an effective plan presentedbythem~
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Several large-scale projects in Africa have been established at
propitious moments when large areas of a river basin suitable for irrigation
have had their land tenure claims left in a state of doubt due to major
political conflicts taking place in the region. This was the case in the
Gezira Scheme in Sudan, and also for the MweaanaOffice du Niger schemes.
The Mwea scheme in Kenya was established in a swampy grazing land that was in
an unsettled tenure status position due to population displacement associated
with settler land expropriations and with the MauMau Land and Freedom movement
and its aftermath. The British colonial government tried to ease the
situation by creating an intensive irrigation zone. After many ups and downs,
Mwea has emerged as the oldest and perhaps the most successful irrigation
schemes in East Africa in contrast with the situation in the Office du Niger.

The Office du Niger demonstrates the results of not doing this. The
Office began in the early 1930 1 5 on what was said to be largely open range
land. It was seen initially to bean economic enterprise relying on wage
labor. In recent times it has changed to rice production and settlement
scheme. Although there is a debate in the French literature over whether or
not it was minimally profitable as a cash crop enterprise, there is no
argument whatsoever about its dismal economic performance today. Of the 40
thousand hectares only a few hundred, at best, are producing at potential,
levels of six tons per hectare. The vast majority are producing yields of
around one ton to the hectare. The Office is bankrupt and seeking refinancing.

The major plans currently being debated for the reorganization will be
covered elsewhere. The prime tenure issue to emerge from my visit to the
Office was a most interesting one. Farming families have been viewed largely
as hired labor for the project. They can be moved, or removed, at will.

The next part of the equation is the fact·· that the marketing board
associated with the Office pays a fair price for the rice production, unlike
many such parastatals in Africa. This means that there is the possibility of
making a relatively good return by following the recommended farming
practices. This consists primariJ.y in labor intensive land leveling and
preparation.

The best yields were observed to be spatially and temporally random.
That is, a field woula be good one year and deteriorate over the next couple
of years back to the norm. What the Dutch agronomists found was that the more
powerful individuals, often those who were administrators of the Office, were
evicting farmers as soon as they created a good plot and taking it over
themselves to profit for a few years on the other person's.!abor inputs. This
created a situation where the surest way to loose one's field and be forced to
move was to follow the recommended farming system. The upshot is that donors
now require that any future refunding of the project is tied to legislation
that will force the Office to give certificates of occupation, much like those
in effect in Mwea.

D. Building a Dynamic Land Distribution System

Irrigation projects in Africa do not tend to be part of an on-going
evolution of the existing agrarian system. They introduce Asian crops with
Asian technology, along with an administrative system that is anything but
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African in its basic paradigm. It is not surpr~s~ng, then, that on all the
projects visited there is so little dynamism emerging from the participants.
The best insight to resolving this dilemma of external donors trying to
establish foreign production systerns,when the associated producers do not
have any institutional way of dealing with the new problems, is perhaps
indicated by the success farmer groups have had in adjudication procedures on
the Mwea project. Conflicts over timing of inputs, tasks,etc. are all
handled by·a conunittee elected out of the families that make up that section
of the project. Land distribution problems will eventually have to be handled
by that process. Such a group would need to approve each parcel transfer in
its area. In this way they could block purchases by land speculators, etc.
This will only be successful, however, if it is built on an adequate
institutional base. The idea works quite well in France and Switzerland at
present.

Because the use restrictions on irrigated land are relatively numerous,
it is usual that those who want to work more plots are allowed .to use
adjoining drylandsoils. It has been my experience on the Officedu Niger and
Haute Vallee projects to see rice paddies ignored while drylandsorghumplots
are well tended. The implications should be obvious.

E. Controlling Costs Through Local Control

If both cost escalation and the recurrent-cost financing problem are to
be avoided, more of the expense in all phases of the project must be borne by·
the local community. Here we need to rethink our paradigm. The historical
record is replete with examples of low energy consumption technology,with
village-based economies designing, implementing and maintaining complex
irrigation systems. Without belaboring the point, one need on~y recall those
of Sri Lanka or, even more to the point, the Philippines. Also,. we need to
remember that the Gezira Scheme (the proof that the prize is worth the game in
Africa) was initiated at a remarkably low cost, even by the standards of the
day (Gaitskell1959).

In all river basins in Africa where the use of recessional flood plains
has been part of the local political economy the local communities have borne
the costs of land tenure adjudication, administration and policy
implementation for centuries. The problem is that often1butnot always,
these indigenous institutions are marked by forms of unacceptable social
inequality. It would seem, however, that we make the wrong offer when we try
to negotiate a change to more equitable social structure in exchange for an
irrigation works. For the most part, the elite are not suffering unduly from
the existing situation. The high out-migration from the Senegal and Fal~m~

valleys is not the result of dissatisfaction of the "grands chefs" but because
of a lack of opportunity for almost everyone else (Adams 1977).

Amore effective exchange relationship is available. Equal opportunity
is the price these traditional leaders would have to give in exchange for
continued local autonomy in making day to day decisions in resource
allocation. The communities \-Iould be expected to provide their own mechanisms
of guaranteeing rights, procedures to be followed if participants feel that
they have not been treated fairly and the kinds of sanctions that will have
meaning in the local context. Land tenure and land administration rules
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would, therefore, have to be part of the participation and evolution of
village level development. This is institution building as opposed to
creating organizations. Institutions are needed that provide the legal and
predictable frame of reference that protect the members of the community that
make new uses of land resources.

~

Where the river valley is not tied to the local political economy the
project is fairly free to establish any land tenure situation it thinks is
dictated by the technology imposed. The problernis again that the
administration costs associated with the day to day social organization
quickly become high. This is evinced by the larger projects such as Office du
Niger which are financially bankrupt. They cannot meet the normal costs of
project personnel, let alone effective management at the plot level.

Could not some of the expense of administration be borne by the
institutions developed by the participants? Mwea and Gezira have·been able to
accomplish a good measure of this by creating a sense of community within the
project, on the one hand, and turning over real decision making power on the
other. In both Mwea and ~ezira, the project administrations are very much
concerned with watering sequences, cropping techniques, timing and control.
They are, in short, doing what they are paid to do.

F. Including Local Viewpoints in Irrigation Planning

From the very beginning in Gezira, the most troublesome land tenure
questions were left in traditional hands. This may seem a strange statement
on a project characterized by a very strict plot allocation, crop rotation and
marketing system. However, when the project was initially set up, the land
and riparian rights were rented from the recognized holders. Allproblems
associated with inheritance, residual rights, familial politics, etc. were in
the provenience of the local institutions. In short, the scheme was free to
do what it set out to do: grow irrigated crops. The' overall success did not
happen overnight and was associated with gradual deperissement in overall
policy making areas as well.

The sense of community has to go further, however. Beyond the strictly
land tenure concerns, one of the things that characterizes the successful
projects like Mwea and Gezira is the actual communities that have grown up on
the boundary, towns like Wad Medni. River basin development, if it is at all
successful, quickly transcends local community boundaries (e.g., recent
developments on the Senegal River). As it does so, it must also be a stimulus
for local supplementary development. Successful project participants need to
have investment opportunities in commerce, transportation, small scale
manufacturing, etc., since on-project earnings are limited by the nature of
project design.

Again, as more of the recurrent costs are born by these emerging
commercial centers, the project. staff will be able to pursue more strict
production issues. (For an interesting critique of TVA failures in developing
local economic capacity, see Jacobs ··1984. Fora strong impression that African
river basin development may have the same shortcomings, see the bombast in
Platon 1981). ",.
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G. Participation

In the development community we speak of participation much like we speak
of mom and apple pie. We all love moms and we all feel good aoout apple pie.
Yet few of us have ever been moms and hardly more of us could make a good
apple pie. The point of this is tnat in each of the projects I visited I
found that the participating men and women who were working in the canals,
etc., all had opinions on 110W the project should be run. Only in the case of
Katilu and the spontaneous irrigation developments in Kenya did the
participants have the< right to be wrong as well as right. In the others,
participation is allowed only as long as it conforms to what project personnel
know "to be rigllt. n That they are not always "right" would seem to be borne
out by the fact that most large irrigation projects on the continent are great
places into which to pour money for growing social problems.

This brings up the question of how, when and in what capacity should the
farmers be involved in the design of the projects. It would seem that this is
primarily a concern in those river basins where land and water control are the
basis of the existing political economy. Much of this has been referenced
above. Let us start with the observation that it is possible to sit down with
a map and draw out an irrigation system that the people feel is better than
the one they had put in for them. For example, the people at Bancoumana have
very definite ideas about irrigation, now that they have experienced three
unsuccessful attempts to force it upon them. It would seem, therefore, that
in those river basins that are already ef

1

fectively occupied it is absolutely
necessary for the agronomists, agricultural engineers, irrigation engineers,
agricultural economists and anthropologists to sit down with the village
councils and plan the system over a long enough time for the real issues to
emerge. If an irrigation system does truly emerge as being sociologically
impossible, why try to push water up hill? It shoula be abandoned until a
later time. The most important point is that an environment of "arm's-length"
negotiation be established and maintained. We have so far failed in almost
all of our attempts to do what is Rbest" for these people. Since we obviously
don't know, we had better start working toget11er with them.

This would argue for social science studies being initiated at the same
time as hydrological, engineering feasibility, etc., investigations. It would
also seem to argue for the studies being carried out simultaneously and
jointly so that exchange and consultation can characterize the whole process
of planning. Tenure questions will be at the core of any project. We tend to
make the mistake of thinKing that we are somehow placing a project on a tabula
~. What we fail to realize is that we are asking people to give us their
land, labor and trust, all items of very high transaction costs in the local
economy. They are paying very dearly for irrigation as they will have very
little left to call tneir own once the project is in place.

H. Access and Transferability

How should a project design handle the traditional claims to land by
farmers in the area, those outside the area, 'part time users, such as herders,
etc.? The question cuts to the heart of. the tenure question. The project
aims at an exclusivity of use and responsibility of designated plots. From
the point of view of the indigenous land tenure systems, the more arid the
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region the more numerous will be the claims to use of riparian resources. The
rights of herders to seasonal access are often as old and established as those
of the people we find in the river bank villages. And as the Western Sahelian
data warn us, at times the rights of the pastoralists are senior to those of
the cultivators. In addition, we can, as in Mali, have communities of
individuals who have fishing rights, or in Southern Sudan, congregation rights
for annual religious ceremonies.

When the design of a projec;t is drawn up, whose rights do we recognize as
having priority of' compensation, of access and of participation? It will do
us little good to rely on the fact that the national government has
nationalized the project area for exclusive use. This in no way meets the
needs of the prior users, nor does it enlist their cooperation. Traditional
claims should be handled along the dimensions of inclusivity and intensity of
use prior to the project. Inclusivity refers to identifying all those groups
and persons having rights to use the project area. As was intimated above,
these can range from rights that are exercised everyday to pasturage rights
that are available only during droughts or other abnormal situations. What is
important to realize, is that these claims .are the result of past
negotiations, exchanges, wars, etc. They may not be modern, but they are
recognized as legitimate by all involved. If they can be simply swept under
the project table, what possible meaning can the security offered by the
project have? That which is so readily promised can be taken away ~ith the
same ease as that with which the traditional rules were swept aside. Hardly
the way to engender a feeling of meaningful participation in land management
and tenure. "

The project shoula include in its planning and perhaps budget the
capacity to negotiate, with the persons involved, the exchange of their rights
for something new. This could take place in several ways; the two most
promising would be project participation and long term lease. For example,
participation could be pe9ged to the relative amount of intensity of use the
person or group had.

Where this is impractical or inappropriate the experience of the Gezira
Scheme would suggest a formal lease arrangement. wnat is important about the
lease is not its formal legal status, but rather its recognition of the rights
involved. The group 50 recognized has nothing to gain from the failure of the
project and a regular, if small, return from its success. In the case of the
traditional rights being ignored, abrogated or merely swept"aside as
irrelevant, the sooner the project fails, the sooner the elite in the local
political economy 'get the basis of their power back.

I. Summary

The great expense involved in irrigation is viewed as normal. How else
can one bring a river basin under managed control without redesigning a whole
environment in the process? Or, to bring water to formerly arid lands will
require that whole systems be imported. The·· initial· expense can be justified
on the basis of the fact that once the totality is up and running, the
built-in potential should result in transformations resonating into the
future. with the transformation of the environment comes the transformations
of the economy and the subsequent transformations of the society. Momentous
proceSSta5 are put into motion by momentous events.

..*
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This might all seem justified if the original costs were all that had to
be borne. But as experience has shown us, the original cost estiluates,
alreadyhign enough to be beyond the capacity of Africa's national
governments, are just tne beginning. The costs seem to explode as proolems,
unforseen in the design phase, emerge. Tne dam on the Gorgol Noir in
Mauritania andtneperimeter proved only the beginning. The social,
litigation, etc., costs are already so high that that even if the system
started to work, it would take well into the next century to recover them.
Each project in fact, seems to represent tnis problem in a microcosm.

One can see that an irrigation project is especially vulnerable. It it
is at all successful, it will be able to provide lana to marlY more people than
the traditional system did. Land that was formerly Jealouslyguardea by the
local community will now be open to "outsiders." project success freezes our
holdings to those limits establisned by the project and thus limits forever
our opportunities on "our" land.

In conclusion, some mechanism must be usea that includes ali tnosewho
hold ciailns. These claims Inay be multiple, temporally ana spatially, and may
not be recognized by tne national government. The proJect is, in many cases,
between the proverbial rock and a hard place in this matter. How can the
project give away rights tnat it does ,not possess? If many of the rights are
not recognized by the state, how can the project give them de facto
legitimacy? If, on the other hand, the project refuses to recognize the real
costs inland that the local populations are asked to make, how can it
legitimately expect cooperation, especially if they see their land being given
to "outsiders?" .
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IV • MAURITANIA: SENEGAL RIVER VALLEY

by Thomas K. Park

Introduction

A wide range of tenure arrangements can be found on irrigated perimeters
in Mauritania. These include traditional tenure on small, rUdimentary
irrigation systems, conununaltenure on some modern small village perimeters,
and on the major perimeters a variet:t of forms that have ~in common mainly that
they are ill defined. Security of tenure Inay be assured (thus far only on
smaller village perimeters) or it may be renewable and conditional on
fulfillment of various criteria (on all the larger perimeters).

Irrigation systems in Mauritania include holdings varying from too small
to be adequate for a single family (SUbstantially less thanl hectare) to
holdings large enough to produce a marketable surplus (greater than 3 ha.).
The allocation criteria vary enormously, and incluae the giving of priority to
one or more of the following groups: those whose land is·actually put under
irrigation, all traditional local cultivators (whether traditional owners or
traditional sharecroppers), people displaced by irrigation works or newly
created reservoirs, ana Ol:hergroups such as people affected by drought. Some
attempts have also been made to include consideration of issues such as equity
and productivity.

A. Mauritanian Society ana Government's· Role in IrrJ.gation

Mauritanian soc~ety emoraces urban dwellers, nomaas, transnulnants, and
cultivators, of several major ethnic groups. Each contains a hierarchy,
wherein some families consider themselves intrinslcal.Ly super lor to Ol:llerS and
are generally accepted oy the oth.ers as such. The principal ethnic groups in
Mauritania are Bidan (or White Moors), Haratine (or Black Moors), Baal Pulaar
(encompassing both sedentary Toucouleur and nomadic Peul), wolof, and Soninke
(or SarakhOle). Toe Bidan incLuae noo.le and non-noble families as well ciS

descendants of both warrior and-Maraboutic ancestors. The Haratine, who'can be
nOlnadic, transhumant or cultivators, are traditiona~ly consJ.Qerea oy the other
ethnic groups to be inferior to all but slaves. They have, however, no
internal caste system of their own other thantod~stinguisn slaves from free
people. The Haal Pulaar nave a developed caste system in whiCh there are four
basic groups: nool~s, artisans, griots, and slaves. 'rue bonlnKe and tIle wolof
also traditionally grouped people into noble,non-nooles (artisans ana
griots l ), and slaves.

Modern irrigation systems in Mauritania rnust a.lSo deal witn lfiodern
elites, in all their variety, and traditional non-nobles who no longer accept
their own supposed intrinsic inferiority. Matters.are further COIllpllcatea oy
Government inefficiencies, international donors who have numerous often
conflicting goals of tueir own, and brana-new nationaJ. .lana tenure .LegJ.slatl.on
that has not yet been tempered by the test of experience. Over-riding alL of
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this are the imperatives of the Sahelian drought ana its accompanying
environmental degradation.

Irrigation projects may Oe conceived to increase agricultural production
meant as fooa or to earn foreign exchange; to stabilize or help resettle rural
populations; to provide increased agricultura~ security in the face of
unpredictable climatic conditions; to employ surplus trained personnel; or to
force modernization on a recalcitrant and oostructive peasantry. The last
justification may not ever be explicitly stated but it lies oehina many a a
large scale irrigation project in places wheresrnallscale irrigation efforts
might be more cost effective.

Planning for tne Gorgol Noir irrigation systeln began in the.Late.L950 IS,

continued through the 1960's and was implemented in the late 1970's. In the
1960's and until tr!e m~litary coup d'etat in 1978 the people in the Foum
Gleitaarea refused to allow construction of the dam until provisions were
made to adequately compensate those who wouia lose .Land by the developlnent of
the perimeter and the reservoir, including the loss offload irrigation
downstream of the dam. Because the civilian governlnentcOu.La not come upwitn
a satisfactory compensation scheme the project was· delayed until the military
took over. Then, under military law, the project was siInply developed w~tnout

any further attempt to resolve the compensation issue. The few feeble
protests were quickly and effectively crusr!ed alld now people in the area say,
to those who will listen, that they will make no further protests under
military rule but wl.ll .L~tl.gate when civilian rU.Le returns.

An interesting situation is developing in the Kaedi region. The large
perimeter developed at the conflux of the Gorgol. River and the Senegal River
had a number of initial problems. The wealthy traditional landlords wanted to
have nothing to do with it but the poorer people wno formerlynaa. owned no or
little land were willing to accept plots in the perimeter. The plan had been
to reserve one third of the area for the infrastructure and to allocate one
third each to the former landowners and the landless sharecroppers who
traditionally did most of tile agricultural laoor but reaped few of the
profits. In the first year the latter were by and large the only ones to
harvest. They did reasonaoly well, and in many cases were allowed to expand
the area they had under cultivation for the second year when more land was
prepared for irrigatl.on. By the end of the secona year tneir success was
beginning to attract tne attention of the traditional landowners.

When a new and more favorable prl.cl.ng policy was institutea (tne Gerlnan
oasedfunding agency agreed to purchase rice from the farmers at more
favoraole pr ices) tne per ~Ineter plots became potentia.LLy proficable. Tnis
quickly led to the participation of the land owning class in the perimeter and
to their .litigating against tne poorer farmers WHO hadoeen tIle first to
cultivate in the perimeter. The wealthy class felt that the poor had no right
to plots in the perimeter and attempted all means to regain for the1nselves tne
plots which they had spurned when the project was begii1ning. TO date their
efforts nave met witn onL,y· liloaest success tnanKs to the efforts of a number of
dedicatedsonaderemployees who have resisted the attempts of the wealthy

-.. segments of Kaeal. society to circumvent thea.L.Location ~cneme. Now tnat the
full area has been developed, so that the traditional landowners have received
thelrentire allotment of land, tLlere are few remaining aisput:.es over land.
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USAID is planning- to fund the development of the nearby Diro1 plain
(20-30 kilolneters west of Kaedi) from 1986 to 1991. Tne Dirol plain project
will be special in several ways. It willinvo1ve a dike along the Senegal to
keep the water on the plain fora longer tillle,rather than an enclosed
perimeter. A weir in the dike will allow the senegal's waters to rise up the
Dirol River, ana then w~~l close to retain the floodwacers. Somewhat earlier
in the season, the weir will close to catch the runoff fronl Mauritanian
rainfall. Together tne dike and weir COUld increase cultivaole land frarn the
current annual average of a little over 1,000 ha. to an average of 5,000 to.
6,000 ha.

There are maJor land tenure questions to be settlea oeforedevelopment
can begin. The more vocal village spokesmen in the area have already made it
clear that they do not want a repeat of Kaedi. By this they mean that tney 00

not want part of the land in the plain given to those who do not own it (the
poor who do much of the agricultural laoorana the Bidan who areperceivea as
on the lookout for land in the valley). They expect foreign funding agencies
to spend $5-6 million, yet want flO attempt to oe made to promote equity or
modify the pattern of lana ownership. Though the great majority of land is
held by Haal pulaar, there are a number of areas wnose ownership is disputed
by resident Haratine groups. The increase in cultivable area means that land
which was not in the past regularly cultivated will oe cultivaole. This means
that what was a theoretical dispute in the absence of sufficient water, may
well become a major dispute once the contested lands are made more valuaole by
the construction of a weir and dike. It would therefore be advisable to try
to resolve tne disputes before aeveJ.oping the area, or to develop tne area in
such a way as to benefit both parties to the dispute. The proximity of the
Dirol Plain to Kaedi means, however, tnat tne Haal Pulaar land owning class 1S

already aroused and will resist any attempt to redistribute "their" plain
unless the incerltives are adequate.

B. Devolution of Authority to Local Administration

Another si9nificantdiffere~cebetweentne Dirol project ana trteKaeai
perimeter is that the former will not involve irrigation canals that neea
maintenance or a pumping station whose work must De paid for on a continuing
basis. This means that from a technical standpoint it will be easier to
reduce the invo~vement of the centralizeaauthorities in the Dirol plain tndn
in Kaedi. The technology of recession agriculture is already familiar so the
only new expertise neeaed over the long term is for maintenance of tne weir
and this promises to involve far less labor than a system of irrigation canals.

At the same time, the continuation of essentiaLly traditional tecnnology
may make any innovations in the socio-economicsphere that much more difficult
to get establis11ed. In Kaea.i it is always ObV~OU5 tnat cultivation woula ue
impossible without the pumping station and maintenance of the canals. This
gives tne project officials a readily understandable autnority wnen cney
implement an allocation scheme that does not sit comfortably with those who
are used to hav ing tIl ings all the ir own way. In· tne Dir01 pla in t.L1 is au ts ide
influence may be lacking and this could cause serioussocio-economic problems
if not adroitly tackled from the beginning.

Devolving authority to locals over the long term is generally considered
desirable. The Kaedi and Dirol situations suggest tnat tne socia-economic
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problems may-be more difficult to resolve than the technical ones. Letting
locals take over tneadIllinistration of a tecl1nical enterprise (maintenance of
canals and pumping station) or a fairly non-technical one such as the Dirol
weir and dike may be quite feasible witnin a fairly snort period. The real
question is whether putting all authority in local hands in a strongly
hierarchical and inegalit:arian society wil.L Inean a cOlnplete and hasty
reversion to traditional forms of exploitation. Centralized authority in some
form may be desirable simply to avoid the negative socio-economic effects tnat
would result when that authority was withdrawn.

c. plot Size: Some Mauritanian Considerations

In the Boghe area in 1960, the average area of a cultivatea fie.La (in a
sample of 2143 fields) was 2.08 ha.(MISOES 1961) The same study also found
tnat families cultivatea about two fielas each (varying by caste,w~tnsorne

castes cultivating fields they did not own). In our recent survey (1985) in
the Boghe area we also found people responding tnat cultivating about two
fieldS was normal. This comes to upwards of 4 ha. of river (Fa10 or walo or
Fonde) land.

If irrigation is to replace dry1and or recessional agriculture intne
area, and at the same time support up to twice as many landholders as before
it must make the lana sUbscantially more productive. up to one third of tne
land is required for irrigation infrastructure; then the remaining land would
have to yield tnreetimes as much output as it did before. This is a
conservative estimate because some systems (for example the proposed Dirol
project) use far less than a third for the infrastructure, out it indicates
that irrigation must be productive if it is to reimburse those displaced, and
still have something left over to compensate trIose who havetradit~onally not
owned land.

D. Ecological Consiaerations

The relation oetween nomads, transnumants, and cultivators in M.auritania
is to some extent a fluid one. Today there are numerous Peul who have become
sedentary cultivators ratner than remaining nomadic, oecause of tnedrought.
There arepulaarspeakers who claim to be Peul, but have been sedentary for
several generations and are considered by the Toucouleurin their vil~age to
be Toucouleur. 2 Haratine traditionally were oatn nomadic andsedentarYi
sometimes almost wholly sedentary but often primarily nomadic. They lived in
tents and, when they CULtivated, did so for one season of the year and in many
cases cultivated land they did not own. Because the lines are blurred more
often tnan not between sedentary and cultivator, it would be misle~ding to try
to deal with cultivators apart frorntheir relationships to nomads. The ties
between sedentary cult~vator::i and nomadic nerders were often famiLy ties ana
usually encompassed multiple levels of intensive relationships.

Animal husbandry is one of the few areas ava~.Laole for investment in
Mauritania and will probao1y remain one of the few for years to come. We can
not expect cultivators to refrain from inve£ting ill this area even if they are

-.. given plots in an irrigation project. Moreover, the arid Mauritanian ecology
will not support sUbstantial numbers of livestocK in a limited area over the
full course of the year. Arid areas encourage and perhaps require
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transhumance as the unpredictable and scattered rainfall make different areas
green in different parts of the year and even· during different weeks of a
single month. The stubble, straw, and chaff remaining from irrigated
agriculture makes fine forage for animals in the post harvest season, but it
will nourisnfar more animals than can be sustained in the immeaiate area
throughout the rest of the year - unless a major part of the land is devoted
to growing animal fodder. This means that cultivators of irrigated parcels
will have an incentive to maintain ties withpastoralists and even to have
members of their family living as transhumants.

This long term incentive structure has implications for tenure and
holding size in irrigatedperirneters in Mauritania. At the low. end. of the
scale, poor families with small plots can devote their extra labor to
investments in livestocK even if they can not obtain additional land to
cultivate•. In the middle range, farmers may have enough land to occupy their
full labor supply and 50 be less interested (if the crop mix ana prices are
such as to make cultivation profitable) in being themselves directly involved
in livestock raising. They may however still invest in livestocK taKen care
of by others if there are no alternative available investments. At the upper
end of the wealth spectrum, farmers may already hire labor to work tne fieldS
they own because they own too much to cultivate themselves. In consequence
they may devote mucn of their persona~energy to livestocK investments. They
may even (and this is certainly the case in the irrigated perimeters I have
studied) be primarily transhumants or nomads.

The use of mUltiple strategies for production is something that should
not itself be discouraged. It increases overal~ productivity, increases
security, and stimulates creativity and entrepreneurial activity. Within the
context of an irrigation system it is something that needs to be carefully
evaluated. It has proven virtually impossible in Mauritania to exclude
wealthy people from plots in tne major perimeters even if tney are nomads or
government bureaucrats residing in Nouakchott; many of the latter hold plots
in the Boghe perimeter while many of the former hold plots in tne Foum Gleita
perimeter. At the same time alternative sources of revenue are sometimes
indispensaole for those at the bottom of the economic pyramid. until the
economy develops to the point that there are many profitable areas of
investment it is likely that livestock and agriculture will play complementary
roles in the lives of any Mauritanian farmer who has funds to invest.

It seems inevitable that communal grazing rights will continue to play an
important role in the years to come. One aspect of tnis is that cultivators
will need to maintain their ties with those groups who have rights to communal
grazing areas and that both sides will have an incentive to continue their
existing complementary relationship. AS the senegal valley fills witn
irrigated perimeters, nomadic and transhumantroutes will be increasingly
encroacned upon and this will have to be taken into consideration in tne
planning effort. Radical land tc:nurereforms could jeopardize cultivators
relationships with nomads since these relationshl.ps are usually based on ties
between leading families as representatives of larger groups.

When traditional authority is subverted the resulting uncertainty about
who controls resources could make arrangements with nomadic groups much more
aifficult. This would be particularly important in a situation like tne Dirol

'OJ-
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plain, where the plain will not be physically dividea by canals. The lacK of
a physical counterpart to individual claims of ownersnip will make it more
difficult for plot holders to resist livestock owners' claims to traditional
communal grazing rights. The easiest methoa to manage tnese resources is to
rely on traditional ties and traditional authority figures. lnthe long run a
well thought-out national policy governing tne rignts of nomads ana
cultivators may be needed and beneficial but, in its absence, support for
traditional relationships is far preferable to disregaraing nomads' claims to
territory being developed.

The recent introduction of new technology such as wells has cOffinined with
the drought: to concentrate popUlations in limited areas and thereby caused
serious over-use of the fragile environmental resources. The environmental
degradation that has resulted is not the result of communal ownership of
grazing land, but is the result of both environmental cnange and human
interference in a traditional ecosystem. Archives in Mbout are eloquent in
showing that the official Frencnpolicy during tne 1940's and 1950'5 was to
encourage more nomads to base their herds in the area because the land could
easily support five times as many nomadic groups. Tnis policy was combined
with price incentives for the export of gum arabic and taxes which forced
people to sell the gum to get cash to pay taxes. Tne reSUlting deforestation
(the easiest way to get a maximum amount of gum was to cut down the tree) is
recorded in the criminal records of the Mbout Prefecture as an unending series
of arrests, fines, and imprisonments for the cutting of gum trees.. Eight
years after Independence the drought caught nomaas with large flocks in an
area which may already have been over populated. Most nomads in Mauritania
lost the great maJority of their herds and many people died. Specialists then
discovered the Sahel environment was seriously degraded. The historical
record suggests this tragedy was some tilue in tne makirlg and not entirely
climatic in origin.

The demands·of equity, short term production, security of proauction, and
modernization are not always similar. Irrigation projects in Mauritania are
in the difficult position of needing toacnieve too many mutually
contradictory goals. One direct 'result of this is that each perimeter's
allocation scheme is different, and each responds to different demands in
large part voiced by the different funding agencies. The major allocation
differences between projects administered by personnel of the same parastatal
organization (SONADER) may in part be responsible for the degree to which
ownership in eaCll of the perimeters disregards tne per imeter' s official
allocation scheme.

E. Case Studies

Tenure issues can not be resolved in general leve~ for all situations.
The optimal tenure arrangements are often specific to times and places.
Optimal arrangements may be seen as pragmatlc alternatives to ideal
arrangements. What would be optimal in Mauritania might well be considerably
less than optimal in Kenya. An honest discussion of tenure issues in
Mauritania must enter into some of the detail of existing traditional tenure
structures. Since these vary widely and I have worked intensively in only a
few areas I will focus on two regions I know well: Foum Gleita and Boghe.
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Boghe

Intensive studies of land tenure in the Boghe plain were completed in the
~arly 1960's in preparation for construction of an irrigated perimeter of
about4000ha. Tile main dike for this perimeter was completed in 1981. The
secondary and tertiary canals for 120G ha. of tha4000 ha. called the Casier
Pilote de Boghe were sUfficiently complete to begin irrigation of 151.5 ha. of
rice by the sununerof 1983, 385 ha. by July 1984, and approximately 700 ha. by
the SUlnmer of 1985. Twenty-four villages in tIle Boghe plain are grouped into
12 cooperatives. Each cooperative is allotted land in the perimeter in a
contiguous piece so that village land is not dispersed over the whole
perimeter. Two cooperatives (Sinthiou and Demette) represents three villages
in Senegal (Sinthiou, Demette and Belit11ioye) tnat had traaitional land claims
in the area developed. The remainder of the villages are in Mauritania ana
are represented by the other 10 cooperatives.

A sophisticated allocation scheme was devised for the Boghe perimeter,
distributing land in proportion to that previously held in the area
developed. Since the plan far the perimeter included some mandatory rice
cultivation, lana was allocated separately for r~ce production ana forotner
production (referred to as polyculture). The plots for rice production are
0.5 ha in size and those for polyculture are 0.25 ha. This allocation scheme
is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Allocation Scheme for Boghe Perimeter

AREA CEDED BY
PREVIOUS HOLDERS

Ha.

AREA ALLOCATED INPERIl'-'.lETER
NO. OF PAlCELS NO. OF PAICELS

FOR RICE FOR POLYCULTURE
TOI'AL AREA

RECEIVED

o - 0.49
0.50 - 1.49
1.50 - 1.99
2.00 - 2.99
3.00 - 3.49
3.50 - 4.99
5.00 - 5.99
6.00 - 7.99
8.00 - 10.99
11.00- 14.99
15.00- 19.99
20.00- 25.99

a
1
1
2
2
3
4
4
5
5
6
6

1
1
2

2
3

4
4

5
5
6
6
7

0.25
0.75
1.00
1.50
1.75
2.Su
3.00
3.25
3.75
4.00
4.50
4.75

Source: Boghe project documents.

The allocation scneIIle makes no allowances for the provision of land to
the landless. On the other hand, the amount of land received increases less
than proportionately with land ceded, so that there 1S some progressivity in
the redistribution. This should not be exaggerated, however, because
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productivity is higher on the irrigated plots so it is doubtful that the
allocation will narrow the income range significantly. Up to now so little
land has actually been allocated that only a very few of the poorest farmers
have received tne full allocation tney have been promised.

Pulaar society in the Boghe area is strongly hierarchical both in the
internal relationsamongPulaar and in the rel.ations between pulaar and other
groups. The Pulaar caste system includes the following castes:

Nobles: TorooejToroaoi "literate" - the aescendants of scholars
SebbejThiedoi l'warr ior" - descendants of conquerors
SubalbejThiouballoi"fishermen"

Artisans: sakebejSake; shoemakers
Laone/Lanai carpenters
SakebejSake; leather workers
Aouloube/Gaouloi gr iots us ing drulns
wambabe/Bambadoigriots using guitars

Slaves: Mathiouoe/Matnioudoi slaves

In Boghe in 1985, we found that Mathioudo are still considered inferior
to otner Haal Pulaar. Yet there is some effort to denigrate the importance of
caste. The traditional tenure arrangements have been somewhat in abeyance
since the drought began in 1968. The presence of a moaernperimeter wnere
tradi~ional tenure forms are nominally forbidden and practicea infrequently,
if only because so little larld has so far been developea that there is not
enough to satisfy the minimUIn each needs of the land-owning families, also
tends to deemphasizetne caste system. The head of one of the 12 cooperatives
went so far as to refuse to answer questions about caste because he claimed it
was no longer relevant. Most of those interv~ewed, however, clearLy
considered caste relevant. Yet land holdings in the Toucouleur areas of the
Senegal valley are disproportionately in the hands of the three neole castes.
A study of tenure in Pulaar areas of the Senegal river before the drought
found the following distr~bution .of fielas among tneHaal Pulaar castes:

TABLE 2
Tenure Patterns by Caste in the FutaToro

CASTE AVERAGE
± FIELDS

PERCENT
RENTED

PElCENT
USUFRUCT

PERCENT OWNED BY:
FAMILY INDIVIDUAL

Torodo 2.25 22.5 21.5 16.0 40.0
Thiedo 2.00 29.0 37.5 12 .5 21.0
Thiouballo 2.92 16.5 19.0 10.0 54.5
Artisans 1.72 42.0 20.0 3.5 34.5
Mathiouda 2.01 78.U 12.5 12.5 7.5

Source: Based on Table 2 in Mission Socio-Economique du Fleuve Senegal
(MISOES) La structure fonciere au Fouta Toro. Mission Amenagement du Fleuve
S~negal, 1961, p.lS.
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In Table 2 the percentage rented is the percentage of fields regularly
cultivated on wnich re11t is paid. "Rent" is actual.ty snorthand for \Tar ious
local forms of sharecropping; unfortunately the data do not say from whom the
fields are rented. The primary mode of snarecropping used is a contract
whereby the sharecropper receives 50% of the harvest. The inputs are either
provided by the sharecropper or the owner depenaing on the arrangement made.
It is apparent from Table 2 that for the Artisan and Slave castes renting land
is Inore liKely than any other form of tenure. For the Torodoand Thiounallo
castes private ownership is the most common form of tenure while for the
Thiedo caste tenure is more evenly split. The noole castes include the
majority of the Baal Pulaar population, perhaps as much as 80%, but there are
no national statistics which include caste.

The distribution of tenure appears to have been somewhat different for 25
villages in the Bogne plain. This is shown~n Taole 3 wnich also incluaes
data on the number of families in each caste. The figures for the Boghe plain
indicate that tne artisan and slave castes. comprise little more tnan 10% of
the village population while 90% of the villagers are of noble castes.

TABLE 3
Tenure Patterns by Caste in 25 Villages in the Bogheplain

CASTE NO. OF
FAMILIES

NO. OF
FIELDS

AVE NO.
OF FIELDS

% INDIVID. PERCENT
OWNERSHIP USUFRUCT

PEOCENT
RENT

Torado 848 1869 2.2 44.5 45.5 10
Thiedo 45 96 2.13 68 31 1
Thiouballo 105 402 3.83 27 57 15
Artisan 37 68 1~84 57 34 9
Mathioudo 87 162 1.80 33 56 12

Total 1122 2597 2.31 42 47 11

source: Derived (data have been transformed) from tables in Bureau pour Ie
Developpement de la production Agricole (B.D.P.A.), Etuae Socio-Economique de
la Plaine de Boghe, T.Il Paris,l964 and 1977 census data.

The landless population o~ Boghe prooably amounted to about 600 families
at the time of the B.D.P.A. study, the majority of whom may come from the
non-noble castes. This would put tne noole castes who also own lana at about
two thirds of the population within the plain itself. 3 The proportion is
higher than elsewhere in the val.Ley because tne land is choice land. The
noble families owning land comprise throughout the Senegal valley a majority
of the Toucouleur population. The total population of the plain is aoout
15,500 (2,227 families) of which 76% are Toucouleur, 22% Maure (Bidan plus
Haratine: the national statistics do not separate tnese for pol~tical reasons)
and 2% Wolof, Soninke or Bambara. Several Haratine villages are currently
located on the plain and there is a small Bidan ,nlinority in Bogheitself as
well as Bidan villages on the North edge of the plain.



The Boghe perimeter is based on a pumping station on the Senegal River
which has a limited capacity even when the river level is high and cannot pump
at all when the river falls below a certain level. Currently the pump can
provide water (when it is available) to no more tnan 700 ha., the area finally
reached in 1984. In Spring 1985, on the other hand, the river was so low that
dry season irrigation was impossiole. The lack of rain and the low flooas have
meant that the land could not be used for traditional recession agriculture in
the absence of irr~gation; therefore the slow development of the perimeter has
not by itself caused any dramatic loss of livelihood. The paucity of
available cultivable lana and the explicit perimeter rules of indiviaua.L
ownership have put other forms of tenure in abeyance until the rains come
again -which they did in August of 1985.

Our interviews in Boghe and the surrounding villages led us to conclude
that once the rains came again all the traditional fornls of tenure would oe
renewed. This seems to have happened on the lands cu.Ltivable from the 1985
rains (these were sUbstantial by drought standards but lninor by pre-drought
standards). The key to understanding Baal Pulaar tenure is that ownership of
land is centered around the collengal. Collengal are depressions in tneplain
up which the annual flood of the Senegal River usually flows. Althougn for
the purposes of the mOC1ern perimeter the lands are divided into 12
cooperatives which group about 25 villages the village is not the traditional
focus of land ownership. Instead, each collengal is owned by one or more
lineage groups who each own a contiguous section of the collengal. Titpes are
paid to the head or heads of the lineage group and tne land in the collengal
is administered by these lineage groups not by the village as such. Land in
the collengalmaybe ownea at t.ue family level (individuals still do not have
the right to alienate the land) or it may be collectively owned at the lineage
level. In either case fieldS witl1in the lineage section are allocated to
individual families eacn season and individual families may have permanent
ownership rights to a share of the lineage land in particular collengaJ.. How
that right is materialized each year depends on the pattern of the flood.
People who do not own land may contract with those wnodo to cultivate a piece
of land.

Family and village land is usually distriouteawidelythrougnouttn.e
collengal (and fonde areas) of the plain. All lineages in the plain have land
in numerous coliengal. The distribution of land is such that it might be

construed as a serious impediment to production. Table 4 illustrates this for
Boghe and the major Toucouleur villages in the plain.

The distribution of Village land allover the plain means both that
people often have along way to go to cultivate tneir f~elds and also tnat
village level cooperative efforts in agriculture would traditionally be very
difficult. This exp.Lains wny traaitional administration of agriculture was
based on the collenga.L itself. It also in part explains the neea for a quite
complicated system of tenure. The dispersion of land would mean tnattnose
who had more than an adequate amount of land might want to lease outland they
owned in distant areas. There is an element of risk management as well. The
unpredictability of rains and the resultant unpredictability of the annual

.", flood meant that different collengal would be inundated in different years.
There was therefore an incentive both to aistribute onels land arouna the
plain and to hold onto widely dispersed pieces of lalld even when one did not
cultivate them personally for sometime.
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TABLE 4
Distribution of Village Land Across Co11engal and Fonde Areas

NUMBER NUMBER OF NUMBER OF APPROX.
VILLAGE OF AREAS PAR::ELS FAMILIE8 AREA (RA. )

Boghe 40 572 36~ 1190
Thiene1 21 160 149 333
Toulde 24 231 16d 480
Bakao 24 192 69 400
Ngorel 14 124 30 25~

Sarandougou
Djibery 20 155 122 322
Baoabe l~ 83 ? 173
Diadiabe 5 14 21 29

Douboungue 10 2y 24 60
Saye 20 114 51 237
Thialgou 26 226 259 470
Thide 19 187 167 389

Note: The number of families witn land is drawn from the 1977 census while the
other data are based on studies in the 1960's.

source: same as Taole 3.

This situation gave rise to a series oftenura arrangements administered
at the collengal level; the head of.a collengalwould not necessarily have any
authority in the village in which he resided. When a landowner wished to
change the use to whicn that 1andwas put, e.g. to cultivate it himself when
he had not cultivated it for some,time, he would have to arrange this with the
head of the collengal and normally pay something -- even if he were recognized
as the owner of the lalld. This was in· part because it tnen became the
responsibility of the nead of the collengal to try to find another piece of
land for the person wno had been cUltivating the land in question.

Ownersnip of land has several forms. Villagers in tne area have uniform
recall of the tenure origins of their land wnich can be generally summarized
as follows. When their ancestors first came to the area, they settled and
started cultivating the land in several collengal:more than one collengal
because different collengal were flooded in different years. Initially, there
was plenty of land for all and it was owned collectively at the lineage
level. As time passed strangers came ana. settled with them ana were given
land to cultivate. In some cases the land was explicitly divided into two
parts: one for the orig~nal families' descendants and one for the stranger
families'descendants. In other cases no.explicit division was made. In all
cases as time passed the population incr.eased and land became relatively
scarce. This had two main consequen"ces. First, former lineage level communal
tenure 'began to turn into individual family tenure (to be'distinguisned from
tenure by individuals) and second, different types of tenure rights began to
be distinguished.
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The drift into family tenure occurred more quickly in some areas than In
others. Toaay tnere is a distinction oetween tenure in the western part of
the plain· -- which has more land still neld cOIIUnunally-- and the Eastern part
of the plain where virtually all land is neld by illdividual faulilies. Toe
main form of differentiation in tenure rights was between the type of
ownership whicH the descendants of tne original settler families COU.LQ cl.a1ffi
and that which the "stranger" families' descendants could claim. In most
villages today itisacknowleaged tnatthetenure rigntsof the more ancient
"stranger" families who arrived when land was not scarce are virtually
synonymous witn the rights of tne aescendants of the original settlers. But
immigration continued ana the more recent arrivals are consiaeredto enjoy
only usufruct rights not ownerShip rights. In practice tne main aist1nct10n
would be that if someone with usufruct rights emigrated to worK elseWhere for
even a short time his land could be recla~med oy tne families who nad
originally made the land available. A full owner could always return ana
reclaim the lana out someone w~th usufruct rights would nave no traait~onal

legal claim.

. The main forms of tenure are listed in Taole 5. These include toe
recognized forms of "ownership," the forms of contract by which someone who
does not own land (or owns land that is not inundated tnat year) arranges to
cultivate land, and the types of payment demanded on different occasions.

The payment of assakal is usually mandatory for everyone who is not
cultivating their own land. A rempetien luust also pay assakal and frequently
is required to pay doftal as well. Some people hoid that everyone except the
original settlers pays ndioldi but ~n other Villages it was felt that only the
more recent arrivals wno have usufruct r~gnts and nothing else plus the peopLe
who cultivate by contract need pay assakal.

There is a lot of a~sagreement in the pla~n over which rights go with
each of the ways of acquiring land ana who consequently really must pay. what 
though there is .a clear understanaing of wno fits in at tne bottom and top of
the scale. These disagreements exist even among lucid elders from a~fferent

villages so they must be seen as 'village or l~neage level differences
resulting primarily from historical differences in population density ana land
availability.

In a society based on land ownership the family .Life cycle has a great
deal to do with the incentive structure. If one can not expect to succeea to
the family land until one is fairly advancea in age, ana there is a shortage
of cultivable land, one will lOOK for other means of livelihooa or profit
while waiting for the family land. Land snortage is rare in Africa, witn tne
notable exception of arid river basins. Tne recent drought has accentuated
the need for the relatively yaung to search for otller means of livelihooa.
Table 6 shows the distribution of holdings by age in the Boghe plain.

Roughly 68% of the land is in the hands of men 40 or older ana aoout BO%
is in the hands of men 35 or older. In Taole 6 "hectares controlled" refers
to both ownersnip (in the senses mentioned at>ove) and heritaole usufruct
rights (excluding sharecropping and other contractual arrangements). Sons
can inherit from their fathers but until they do nave only practice plots of
their own. They thus make no real decisions and, more iluportantly, have no



OWNERSHIP FORMS

jom leydi

jom jayngol
jam levre

lalaywoo
rematiquie

CONTRACTS

sambaremoro

rempetien

loubel

thiougou

PAYMENTS

assakal

thioutigou

doftal

ndioldi
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TABLE 5
Tenure Arrangements in the Boghe Plain

DEFINITION

Land owner~ originally referred to ownershipby.lineage
but has been devolved to other levels of collective
ownership in recent years.
Holder of usufruct rignts.
Holder of usufruct in practice equal to jam jayngol though
etymologically distinct.
Clearing of land wnich gives one ownership.rignts.
Partial clearing of land; clearing of thorns and recent
growth Which gives one usufruct rights for a lilnited
number of years (maybe 10-12) but no ownership; assakal
paid each year.

A form of sharecropping inwhiCi1 an owner lends the
sharecropper one fiela for himself and in return the
sharecrupper cultivates tne owner's other fields for the
owner.
A sharecropping contract in waicn snarecropper usua.Lly
gets half the harvest.WI10 pays inputs is ~ar iable.
Rent paid for the rignt to CUltivate land for a specified
period of time but rent is usually· only tile assakal and so
is considered a loan of property rent-free.
A .lease for a fixed numoer of years; an initial sum is
paid, plus as~akal.

1/10 of the harvest paid oJ people in many different
tenure statuses. Anyone who is not an owner pays tnis, and
also people not descended. from the original famil~es

sometimes pay it, but it is usually not mandatory in such
cases. Traditionally,tne assakal WaS collectea ana tnen
redistributed among the major families. TO the extent that
it is still collectea, the redistribution is stil.L aone.
A payment by the owner of a plot to the collengal head to
renew his right to cultivate tne plot.
Payment bya farmer to landlord of some days' labor plus
some gifts.
Paia by a son to tne owner of land cultivatea by his
father to renew the son's right to cultivate that land.
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real income of their own from their family lands. They could contract to farm
others 1 land if there were plentiful rains; but this has rarely been the case
in recent years. Even if there were good rains, the more marginal lands are
contracted out, and are therefore most attractive to the poor and the landless
with family to support. Outrnigration is a preferable alternative for most of
the young from land-owning families wno, it should be recalled, are the
majority.

This distribution of wealth by age is not so different from the United
States, witnthe difference tnat there are far fewer alternative opportunities
in the Senegal River basin. The one viable alternative is to invest in
livestock. someone can always be found to take care of livestocK and this
allows tne pursuit of jobs in the modern sector or abroad. Even if irrigated
perimeters largely replace traditionai.recession agriculture tnere will be
difficulties getting a new generation to work in the perimeters if the
majority can not work full time until after 40.

This would not be a serious problem if irrigated farming on the
perimeters were really profitable or if on average parcel holders had enough
land to provide full employment to more than one nuclear family. Up to the
presentirrigatea plots have not been very profitable and incomes are so low
that they provide little or no appeal to people who have an alternative.
Restricting the size of holdings to the minimum needed to support a nuclear
family may be less appropriate than opting for a holding of two to three times
the minimum. The long-term outlook for irrigatea perimeters in the Bogheoarea
may depend on making the trans-generational outlook for cultivation in
perimeter parcels attractive to the new generation.

TABLE 6
Distribution of Land by Age

e ..

AGE BRACKET

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
80+
undeclared

HE'CTARES CONTROLLED

47
152
388
34i
620.5
396.5
751.5
310
575
331.5
271.5
80.5

195.5
246

% OF ALL HECTARES

1
3
8
7

13
8

15.5
6.4

12
6.8
5.6
1.6
4
5

Source: Same as Table 3.
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Fown

Tne Foum Gleita perimeter is a gravity-fed irrigat~on system constructed
in the Gorgol Noir river basin approximatelylOO km. east of Kaedi.
Construction of tne perimeter was sUff~ciently advanced for an initial
growning season in 1983. There were serious delays in getting seed and
fertilizer and the Sonader staff succeeded in cultivat~n9 only 50 ha. of the
proposed 600 ha. The following year 435 ha. were cultivated and in 1985 600
ha. were ready.

The proJect is based on a dam whic!1floods a large areaupstreanl creating
a sizable reservoir. The dam was completed in 1983; the formation of tne
reservoir that same year inundated the fields and houses of a number of
villages. Efforts were made to relocate the displaced villagers in new
villages near or in tne perimeter. They were also given priority in
receiving parcels in the perimeter. priority was given first to those whose
villages and fields were inundatea, secona to thosewnose fields alone were
inundated, and finally, to those affected downstream from the dam by the
construction of the perimeter or the elimination of downstream recession
agriculture.

This project involved a large number of villages, and so far the nUlnber
of parcels available for distribution is only a tiny fraction of what is
needed to support the affected villages at even a minimal level of
subsistence. The populations involved include Peul, who almost without
exception have lost all their livestock to tne drought; Haratine, who
cultivated the majority of the area now under tne reservoir as well as some of
tLle land downstream of tne dam; and Bidan, wno owned most of the other lana
now inundated and considerable amounts downstream.

Table 7 lists the main villages affectea bytne development witn tIleir
ethnicity, population, and current location (either unchanged or in one of the
new perimeter villages). The original location of many of the villages
displaced by the reservoir was 60 to 70 kilometers from the perimeter on the
other side of the rocky Gleita formation.

In many cases some of the villagers stayed on the shore of the new
~eservoir nearest their inundated Villages to try to cultivate there since
there was no possibility of cultivating in the perimeter. One village claims
it was initially offerea transportation to the perimeter, refused, ana since
then has had no contact withsonader despite losing all of its cultivaole land.

The policy of Sor!ader is that for the first distr ioution of parcels there
is not enough to give even one parcel to all the priority families sotnose
who did not get in early will have to wait for tne second stage of development.

The different ethnic populations of toe area arrived in different
periods. AS I have constructed it from interviews the sequence of arrival was
something like the following. Early in the 19th century the E.L Hachem Bidan
family was passing througn tnearea and noticed that there was uncultivated
fertile land in the river basin. They suggested to their Haratine (their
"former" slaves) tnat it might be a gooa idea for them to go to the Mbout area
ana settle along the river basins. The Haratine did so and cleared most of

..-
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TABLE 7

principal villages concerned by Fown Gleita perimeter

VILLAGE

Above Dam

POPULATION
(Bidan-Hara tine*/P eul)

CURRENT LOCATION

Awechkech
El Bagra
Cire Demba Mody
Ehel Amar Sidi
El Hachem
Gleita Debay
Jiddaha
N'Doula
Ouled Bougrou
Taghada
Tiangol Kole
Vra Jeurk

Below Dam

444-220/16 U
109/0 C

0/219 U
226-122/6 C

110/0 U, N
80/63 C

0/176 S
116/9' C

157-26/0 U
62-15/59 C

1-1/129 S
0/294 S

Agweida
Hsey Ahmed Taleb
Kowb Dimja
Kowb HelDjay
Kowb Hel Kreiaa
Kowe Hel J aafar
Magta Djoum
Moibrat
Oudey Lehdid
zreig Lahnio
ZreigaPeulh

1/69
90-40/10
118-10/10
83-5/1
60-1/30
140-10/50
6-46/48
30-10/80
100-0/0
2-28/48
3-0/143

u
u
u
U

U
U
C
U
U
U

C

Current Location: N = nortn vi.Llage, C = central village,
S = south village, U = unchanged

Ethnic Composition: H = Haratine, B = Bidan, P = Peulh

* If only one number appears before the "/", no distinction was made between
Bidan and Haratine.
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the land in the area for their descendants • Sorne of the EI Hachern and other
Bidan families also"settled" (while remaining nOfiladic)· in the area in this
period.

After World War I the French settled some former Tirailleurs Senegalais
(former colonial troops) in the Mbout area, giving them lana in reward for
their service in the war. They settled and became the Mbout Liberte
Haratine. Since then these Haratine have assimilated others and multiplied,
and have settlea significant portions of the riverodsin arouna Mbout.

When the drought arrived in 1968 several groups of Peul made arrangements
wit!} tne EI Hachem families to cultivate in unusea areas of the Gorgol river
basin. In many cases they had to clear land to do so. In some cases tney
arranged to pay a yearly fee for the land but in otners tney paid notning.

When the perimeter was constructed and villages were offered the
opportunity to move to the perimeter, the El Hachem (the pre-eminent political
force in the region) were the first to be approached. They declined at first
and the Peulh were the next to be asked. They unanimously jumped at the
chance and so were the first to receive parcels. The apparent reason was that
they had no real security of tenure where they were and so stood to lose the
least if it did not work out. The other two etnnic groups then followed suit
and accepted parcels in the perimeter. When thev~llagers moved to tne
perimeter they were offered clay bricks with which to build houses and little
else. There were initially no parcels to cultivate and starvation was a real
problem. .

The El Hachem benefited from their initiaJ.. delay by figuring out how to
benefit from the allocation scheme. In consequence the official list of
household heads used by Sonader to allocate land snowed over 40% female
household heads for the El Hachem: they apparently listed everyone they could
trust as a separate head of household. In addition many of tne Harat~ne

villages have traditionally had one Bidan family residing with tnem
representing the interests of the, El Hachem. This has also been carried over
into the perimeter villages so that the El Hachem receive various paYlnents
including work froln Haratine on the per imeter.

The Qadi of Mbout had been in office for 40 years when we interviewed him
in 1985, ana was interested in land tenure to tne extent of oeing in tne
process of writing a bOOK on the subject. He was able tnerefore to provide an
authoritative opinion on the tenure status of the Haratine in tne area.
unlike many areas of Mauritania, in the Mbout area they are considered full
owners of the lands they cultivate and do not pay any form of rent. They are
recognized as full owners by every group in the region. The Qadi'sarcnives
document this with legal sales at market price by Haratine to menlOers of the
El Hachem family (and others) throughout the last 40 years. The heaa of the
E1Hachem family has purcnasea several parcels from Haratine in tne same
period.

This tenure status is dramatically different from tnat enjoyed by
Haratine in some of the other parts of Mauritania. It is so aifferent that
many Mauritanians refuse to believe it coula be so. In most areas Haratine
are considered to still be cultivating the lands of their (former) masters.
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In fact, if they have not moved from tne area they cultivated when slaves they
maywelloe cultivating the same lands. Their former masters' legal argument
is that since the time they were slaves they have not ceased to pay tithes on
the land, and so the ala owner-snarecropper relationship has not lapsed.

The situation in Mbout is distinguished from most areas of Mauritania in
that the Haratine cleared land that was not cultivated and so by Islamic law
have become legal owners of the land. There may be several other areas of
Mauritania where this is the situation as well; some areas along ttle Senegal
River have a comparable situation though it is not explicitly recognized. For
example, the Haratine in the Dirol plain cleared land when the Haal Pulaar
fled to the right bank of the Senegal river in the 18th and 19tn centuries.
They may therefore have a claim on the lands they still cultivate that is
comparable legally to that of the Haratine in the l"lbout area.

In several cases Haratine in tneMbout area continue to pay titnessucn
as the assakal to theEl Hachem eventhougn they are recognized as legal
owners of the land they cultivate. In this case the titnes are not seen as
rent but rather in the nature of protection money, in this case paia to the
politically savvy and powerful EIHachem family.

Many groups in Mauritania paid tithes of one sort or another without
abdicating their ownership rights to the land tney cultivated. The Haal
Pulaar in the Bogne region had to pay the Emir of Brakna tithes in the 19th
century for mUc11 the same reason but did not lose rights to the land in
consequence. Little is known however of the tenure status or specific history
of the Haratine in most parts of Mauritania, so tn.at one can do no more tnan
pose the question whether or not their dispossessed status is generally legal.

In the FoumGleita perimeter all three ethnic groups have the same tenure
status, unfortunately an ambiguous on~: they are offered parcels but no
assurances of tenure security. In fact, the Wtlole legal basis of the project
is shaky. The Qadi of Mbout feels it is completely illegal and in any case
the proJect has never been legally confirmed in Nouakchott. It exists in fact
but has no firm legal status; until it does any assurancessonader gave the
parcel holders would not be war th rauch.

F. Land Tenure Legislation

New legislation WaS decreea in Mauritania in 1983 and 1984 WniCh w~ll

have a significant effect on agricultural development. Ordinance 1983.127 of
June 5 1983 and Decree 1984.009 of 19 January 1984 provide a detailed
framework for establishing the legal basis of .Land to be developed. At the
Inost general level, these two pieces of legislation estaulish tne legal
justification for the state to declare land Domain Lana and the legal nleans to
distr~bute that land in the form of concessions to individuals or corporate
entities. The various articles in the ordinance list the main intent of the
legislation wnile the art~cles of the Decree proviae the details necessary to
implement the Ordinance.

The principles set fortn oy the Ord~nance are:
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a. All Mauritanians have an equalright~o be land owners. (Art.l) This
article isvaluaole in Mauritania because s~gn~ficant segments of the
population (Haratine and former slaves) have generally and
traditionally Deen considered not to De land owners.

b. The state recognizes private property as the fundamental form of
ownersnip (Art.2) Mauritania's nonlaaic groups have traditionally
recognized communal tenure and various forms of collective ownership
have been common among the agricultural groups as well (particularly
the sonink' but also others). Tnis article is designed to encourage
indiviaualization of tenure.

c. Traditional land tenure is abolished (art. 3). This art~cle aoolisnes
the absolute validity of traditional tenure claims but tne rest of
the legislation makes it cleartnat the validity 0:( such claims is
accepted where they do not conflict with the needs of the state. Even
in the case of conflict, such claims will De accepted as a legitimate
basis for demanding compensation (Art. 21) A series of articles
reiterates the continued validity of Islamic shari'a Wl1ere and when
implementation of the current legislation does not require the sate
to abrogate traditional tenure rights.

d. Explicit recognition of the principle of indl.rass (loss of rights to
land because all traces of development nave disappearea) and tne
recognition of the rignt of former owners and their neirsto oppose

. loss of land through indirass in some cases but not in the case of
land which subsequently is officially registered by someone else.
Thus if an indiviCiual acquiresrig"hts to land formerly ownedoy
someone else through the principle of indirass no recourse in law is
POSSib.Le against them by the former owners once the lana is
officially registered. The state in particular may acquire unused
lands, justifying tne acquisition by appeal to indirass, concession
the lands out to indiviauals and the latter need not fear legal
pursuit by former owners,once tneproceaure of concession (defined as
legally equivalent to registration) .is finalized.

e. Domain land can only be acquired tnrough tne concession process. Thus
once land has been declared Domain land it can only be acquired by
following the proceaures set forth in tne legislation (Art •.i2).

Normal tribunals have to declare tnemselves incompetent in cases
involving Domain land (Art.l6).

f. Proof that land declared Domain land is already owned by an
individual is up to the individual (Art • .L4)

The Decree further develops these poin~s. The most important issues from
our point of view are the following:

a. Each conununity will have its essential space decided upon and land
outside that space must be either individually owned or included in a
legal cooperative or it will be open to being declared Domain Land.



b. Communal or collective lands can only be preserved as such by being
declared a legal cooperative. This requires that all members have
equal rights to the land in the cooperative and tnattney all have
equal duties (Art.21).

c. A decree of Domain status is to be issued 6 months after ascertaining
that land is vacant and a period of 2 years must elapse oefore the
land can be concessioned out to a private party. In the meantime the
original owner, if there was one, may produce proof of ownership and
recover the land. (Art. 73 ) The delay, as noted above, is only 2
months when the declaration is based Ilot on a declaration of vacancy
but on a formal demand to vacate tlle premises (ord.Art.l4).

Tnese are the basic principles embodied in the legislation. The Decree
also details the procedures needed for implementing these principles. The
basic procedure for obtaining a provisional concession ofOomainland is to
submit a request including a proposal for the development of the land in
question and to pay various fees (title price, associated fees, surveyor's
fees, and registration fee). A land register is to be established in every
Departement (Art.lO). After one fifth of the investments specified in the
development proposal have been made a request can be made for a definitive
concession of the property (accompanieaby a fee for change of tenure status,
payment of registration taxes and notarization stamps). The latter concession
is equal to a property title (Art.35). The only difference would Oe that the
state could repossess the land if the proposed development plan were
completely aborted (Art.36).

The shari'aprinciple of indirass stands ben~na the whole legisiation.
Land which is not currently used, unless officially registered, is open to
being declared Domain land. Land currently used, even if registered, COULd

still be declared Domain land if it was in the NationaJ. interest to do so but
otherwise could not be so declared. This allows the state to favor
large-scale irrigated development by declaring the land needed for such
development Domain land and then providing a procedure wnereby the former
owners are compensated by receiving concessioned plots in the development of
equal value to the lands tney lost. It also al.Lows private parties to acquire
land for development in lands wnich are not currently exploited.

In Boghethe Prefet was allowing only one month for owners to produce
proof of land rights before concession~ng out land to private parties. This
month was calculatea from the date notices of tne impending concession were
posted. This is in clear violation of the legislation which allows one month
to start official opposition to such a concession (and two months to produce
proof) when one is explicitly asked to vacate the premises (Art.l4 of the
ordinance), but two years wnen the land is presuluea vacant (the owners are not
resident on the land and not explicitly notifiedaoout the concession) .
(Art.73 of "the Decree).

In practice, most irrigable land in Mauritania is likely to bealreaay
legally owned by the criteria accepted in the new legislation. This is true

-. even if land has been uncultivated since the drougnt began and so WOUld revert
to the Muslim community by the principle of inairass this reversion could be
appealed in many cases on the grounds that cultivation was stopped for
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ecological reasons beyond·the individual's control rather than from neglect,
and will be resumed when the rains corne again. Such an argulnentwould be
likely to hold up in court since Frencn law and its principle of force maJeure
is accepted in Mauritania. consequently, compensation will oe needed for most
lands with development potential even when they are declared Domain land.

The procedure will not be straightforward, either. In the case of FOUIn

Gleita, for example, there is the land in the perimeter which could Oe
declared Domain land ana then officiallyconcessioned out. There is also the
land inundated by the lake and the land forrnerlycultivatedby recession
agriculture which is no longer possiole downstream. People need to be
compensated for this loss of land yet it may be inappropriate to declare all
of this land Domain lana. The level of the reservoir goes up and down and
people practice recession agriculture and livestocK herding on the edge of the
reservoir as the water recedes. Downstream there are small'tributaries wn1ch
still flow, and below the confluence of tne GorgolBlanc recession agriculture
is still possible.

In irrigated perinleters based on pUInping stations such as Boghe and
Kaedi, there may be technical obstacles to providing adequate compensation:
water levels may not be adequate to irrigate enough land or the available
pumps may not be powerful enough. The implementation of the legislation will
require an enormous effort but without it land tenure will remain a serious
problem that could vitiate any development effort.

Conclusions

Optimal tenure arrangements depend on tne goals of tne project
concerned. The examples we nave lOOKed at in Mauritania suggest that it is·
not simple to decide what sort of security of tenure Should be offerea to plot
holders in an irrigated perimeter, or what sort of limits should be put on
plot size.

One way of looKing at this ,question is to view it as primarily a matter
of deciding how much government control over the proauction process is
needed. If the goal is to increase production of export crops to earn foreign
exchange, the government will need to remain involved in the proJect in some
form over the long term; minimally involving subsiaization of the crop price
to protect farmers against world market price fluctuations. If tneproject
goal is to -support national food self sufficiency, the government may maintain
more comprehensive controls over production. The minimal case for continued
government involvement would be when the project goal was to promote the well
being of farmers themselves. The more the government needs to remain invoJ.ved
the more conditional (and less secure) the tenure it can affora to give the
plot holders must be. This spectrum of needed government long term involvement
does not fit tne Mauritanian situation too well.•

The huge deficits in agriCUltural production in the Sahel countries
following the drought have meant that developed countries nave for the last 15
years regularly donated food to the sahel states. This has depressed prices
for food grains in the local markets to the point that it is often
unprofitable to produce them locally. Lack of production of fooa grains
brings with it lack of production of the accompanying animal foaaer provided

.-



by grain stalks and chaff. and a resultlrig lutfh~r degraaation of the arid
environment as people searcn for substitutes. What may be needed is an
economic environment which gives farmers a greater variety of profitable
production alternatives.

In an ar~d environment agriculture does not norlnally employ people year
round. This means even agricultural populations are used to pursuing several
different sources of income. Even if irrigation could potentially provide
year-round employment, as it could in a reservoir situation SUCh as Foum
Gleita, it will not provide SUCh employment inMaur~tania, at least tortne
vast majority of cultivators, for many years to come.

In this context, stimulation of local production of both fooa and fodder
seems essential to any resolution of the ecological prOblems. Yet allowing
more freedom in the production process does not nave to mean relinqu~sning

control of the project to the farmers. Tne state may need to remain involved
in a project for some time for socio-economic reasons.

This does not imply that security of tenure needs to be ruled out.
Security of tenure may be critical for meeting the long term livestock needs
since in Mauritania most livestock feed on trees Quring the greater part of
the year. Plotholders will have little incentive to maKe long term
investments in trees if their tenure is insecure. The whole question of
regenerating the ground cover in Mauritania depends on tne government's-long
term respect of rights to pasture and cultivable lands.

An alternative to autnoritarian rules giving the state the right to
revoke tenure rights in irrigated perimeters WOUld be the development of a
system of incentives ttlat discriminate against activities which the state
feels are not in its long term interest. Land not personally cultivated could
be taxed higher than land cultivated oy its owner (some nirealaoor COUld
still be permitted) • Crops the governluent wished to encourage could receive
favorable tax treatment. The whole area of incentives to production needS to
be developed; the alternatives are not simply more or less authoritarianism.

Tne question of long term government invo.Lvement in Mauritanian irrigated
agriculture reduces to two related questions: how much ana what sort of
involvement. Authoritarian control of tenure may not be what is needed, but
some form of monitoring, technical administration (of primary irrigation
canals and other general irr igation infrastructure), and socio-econolnic
administration through a carefully thought-out incentive structure affecting
both crop mixes and tenure may be desirable.

The two case studies we have examined, and our brief remarks aoout the
future Dirol Plain project, make it clear that there are unliKely to be any
simple solutions of general applicability even within Mauritania. Although
many areas of administration may be eas~ly devolved onto local structures It
may be some time before this can be aone for socio-economic matters. Left
entirely to theulselves local elites will tend to rebuild their tradltional,
comfortable, life styles and opportunities for the majority will reluain

-.. minimal. The optimal degree of long term government involvement in
Mauritanian irrigation proJects will depend on the technical details of tne
project, the pre-existing tenure situation, and the alternative available
sources of income.
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v • SUDAN: NORTHERN PROVINCE

by Lucie Colvin Phillips

A. Background

Agriculture employs about 65 percent of Sudan's 17 million people,
generates 40 percent of the gross domestic product, and supplies nearly all
exports. On the national level, rain-fed production predominates, but in the
Nile and Khartoum pro·vinces, where· the case study was done, almost all
agricultural production involves controlled irrigation. Rainfall at the
Khartoum, Shendi, and Atbara stations averaged only 119 nun per year in 1977-80
and has been negligible for the last three years. Food crops predominate in
the provinces studied, with sorghum, Fulbeans,onions, wheat, and maize
exceeding cotton (the latter dominates national production). Fodder crops are
also important in the north, increasingly supplanting tnedrought-striken
pasture.

Irrigation schemes come under three types of organization, each with
different conditions of land tenure: government schemes, private pump schemes,
and cooperatives. There is also a small amount of flood-recession agriculture
along the banks of the Nile and Atnara Rivers ana in flood basins adjoining
them. The traaitional sagia (animal-drawn waterwneel) ana shadouf (manual
pivot lift) irrigation nave nearly disappeared. They were replaced with the
less labor-intensive diesel pumpingoetween the late .1.9305 and the 19505
(Abdel-Ati 1983).

Modern irrigation infrastructure in the nortnern region includes 14 large
projects with centralized pumping stations dominating 3,500 to 30,000 feddans
each (1,470-12,600 ha), small licensed private pump schemes dominating 10 to
533 fd, and mataras (borehole wel"ls) dominating 5 to 20 fd (2.1 to 8.4 hal.
(See table 2 below.) Tne large schemes are run oyautonomous state
corporations under the administration of the Northern Agricultural Production
Corporation, except the 30,OOO-fd zeidab scheme whicn is an inaependent
parastatal. About 10 pe.rcent of the lana of the nortnern region is under such
government corporations. Government production statistics pertain mainly to
this sector.

Several thousand private pump Schemes are. in operation in the northern
region alone; the number varies from year to year. No cumulative production
statistics are kept on them, out Sudanese officials and farmers interviewed
unanimously believed them to be the most productive form of agricultural
organization. They are operated by pump-owner·entrepreneurs who obtain a
ten-year pumping license from the government according to the capacity of
their pump (generally 4-6" draw, sometimes larger or smaller). Tne pump
license is accompanied by a lease on the government land concerned ana proof
of the agreement of any private landowners wnoseland falls within tne
scheme. I f the pump is 6" or larger, the ··pump owner mus t also sign an
agreement with tenants in front of the local snaykn. Such agreements are

..-
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reviewed for fairness as well ~~ to asSute th~ &~ailability of adequate labor,
and they are enforced by local officials and courts. Each rural council and
township council has a lands committee, and their actions are coordinated at
the area-council level. (See table 1 below.) The Shendi Area Council, for
example, has a director of private pump schemes who also serves as president
o.f the Government Lands Committee for the Shendi area of the Nile province.
Nile and Northern provinces cOlnprise the northern region. The Nile Waters
Commission regulates pump licensing to assure that only the allowed amounts
are pumped within eacn province.

Matara (borehole well) licenses are also issued by the area lands
cOlnmittee. They are almost always on government land because most of tne
private land isalon9 the river banks. There were 149 mataras in tne Shendi
area in February 1985, and plans to allot a further 2,000 applications were
pending.

Cooperatives are organized by their participants, sometimes by tribal or
local community leaders, ana are administered under the Cooperatives Service.
Sevencooperativesexistea in the Shendi area, one large (1,000 fd = 420ha)
dnd the others smaller. In Shendi, as in Khartoum province, one cooperative
was singled out by observers as stable and well run, the others reported to be
inefficient and plagued with organizational problems. In the 1970s, when tne
number of cooperatives expanded rapidly, each tended to fall under the
domination of a local mercnant througn the system of shail. Inputs, cash, and
food were lent during the cropping season in exchange for crop shares
representing up to 200 percent interest. Shail is more tigntlyregulated now
and is declining, as merchants prefer,to grant credit to landowners,
pump-license owners, ana salaried people. Land,distribution on cooperative
schemes is done by the cooperative. Existing freehold is respected insofar as
possible, and tenancies on government leased land are distributed in
accordance with local concepts of equity. Tenancies are equal in-size, but
local notables tend to hold several.

Table 1

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION IN SUDAN, LAND AND WATER AUTHORITIES

."

Level l~

Level 2~

Level 3~

Level 4:

Level 5:

Level 6:

Level 7:

Village or Nomads Councils

Rural Councils

District Councils

Peoples' Popular Executive Councils (Shendi
Area is one of four in Nile province)

Provincial Councils (Nile Province is one
of two in the Nortnern Region)

Regional Governors, Ministries, ana Councils
(Northern Region is one of nine)

National Government at Khartoum

Neighborhood Councils

Township Councils
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B. Land and Water Administration

Since the 1972 Peoples'LocalGovernment Act, tne Sudan is governed by a
hierarchy of elected local government executives and councils. ! Shaykhs,
Orndas, and officials of the various ministries, wno formerly dominatea tne
councils, are now ex-officio advisory members, without vote.

Land administration is mainly handled at tne peoples'Popular Executive
Council (area level), Where tne Lands Conunittee decides zoning, land
development, and allocation of leases. Registries and court delioerations are
also concentrated at this level.

Village and township councils also have Lanas COInInitt-eeswhich decide the
allocation of residential and communal lands. Borders between Village
territories are a source of much dispute, ana vil.lagers want thelu marKed.

At the regional level there is substantial autonomy in land law and
policy-making. Regional governments have their own ministries, and eaCLl
region has an autonomous regional agricultural production corporation in
charge of government irrigation schemes. Regional committees of the Nile
Waters Commission issue pump licenses, with the participation of the Ministry
of Agriculture, Ministry of Local Government, surveys Department, ana
Department of Irrigation.

The national Nile Waters Commission determines the allocation of water
quotas between provinces within the Sudan. Major schemes of national
significance are also aaministered from Khartoum. Central land registries
keep copies of the area registries. Basic land law is national in scope, and
national courts may receive appeals from lower courts.

Internationally, the Nile Waters Agreement between Egypt and the Sud·an
was revised in 1~59, raising Sudan's quota from 4 billion cubic meters to its
present level of 8.5 (of a total of about 20 billion). The construction of
tne Jonglei Canal through the Sudd swamps of southern Sudan is expected to
generate another 3.8 oillion cubic meters per year, which will be sharea
equally by the two countries. Implementation of the agreements is supervised
by the Nile Waters Commission.

c. Land and Land Law

In traditional conception there are four lnain types ofproauctive lands:
(I) gerf or gerif, the river bank, which tends. to be fairly steep in the Sudan
and is planted in flood recession; (2) gereir lands immediately adJacent to
the bank, which used to be watered by sagias or shadouf and now are pump
irrigated; (3) alluvial and basin lands, wnicnare farmea only insofar as they
are flooded in any given year--local communities consider tnem communal lands,
but since 1970 all basin lands are legally classeaas government lands; (4)
the higher karu lands away from the river, which are neld collectively as
pasture (soInetimes rain-fed cultivation). Sagias were occasionally built in
shallow pit wells (mataras) in the past where the water table was high enough,
but this affected only a tiny proportion of the lana. Recently mataras and
deeper bores and diesel pumps nave become very popular, as this land has neen
found to be more fertile than the exhausted ri.ver banks.



Land rights to gerf lands have been established, surveyed, and registerea
since ancient Egyptian days. A gerf plot conveys rignts in customary law to
an. area beginning in the center of the river and extending indefinitely in
perpendicular lines (called qusaad) into the interior. The colonial
government began recognizing and registering irrigated lands in 1925, after
earlier declaring all unused lands governlnent property. Gerf owners were
given freehold title to a strip extending as far inland as could be irrigated
with a sagia. (This was much less than after the introduction of the diesel
pump.) Gerf owners still consider their rignts to extend along qusaad
extending indefinitely from the center of the river, arlO often contest matara
installations or claim rights to newly appearea islands in the river on tnis
basis.

Rain-fed fields were traditionally staKed out by the jedaha, or stone's
throw (squared), each field oeing recorded by tne clearer with the snaykh as
comprising. so many jedaha.

Communal rights to clear new lands, to pasture animals, and to cut woods
or dig wells were held by ethnic groups and villages.

A series of laws passed in 1898 through 1905 oy tne British colonial
government recognized as freehold any land that was effectively developed,
mainly sagia and residential real estate, and declared the remaining 99
percent government lands. The 1930 Land Acquisition ordinance further
permitted the government to acquire private freehold lands for public purposes
for up to 30 years at a nominal rent of 120 piasters per fedaan per year. All
government and IROSt pr ivate and cooperative schemes incorporate SOine freehold
lands along the river bank. The organizers must work out an agreementwitn
the owners either to participate in the scheme or to rent, sharecrop, or sell
their lands.

When government appropriates lands for irrigation schemes, a complex
formula determines compensation for prior owners. Title Dolaers are given
irrigatedhectarage in tne pro]ectequivalent to two to five times their
original holdings. They also receive cash compensation for fruit trees,
buildings, etc. SOlnetinles they keep their ti tIe in theory, and the government
pays them a nominal rent. In other cases they relinquish title for
compensation. People with less ·clearly documentea usufruct rights or communal
grazing or forestry rights receive lesser but still generous compensation.

Pump owners who lease government lands pay the 10 piasters rent, in
addition to the taxes applied to all irrigated lands. Leases are normally for
ten years, renewable if the land continues to De used appropriately.

Land taxes still follow the rates establisned in 1965, whicn with price
and currency inflation have become very low. Land is classed accoraing to
fertility in six categories, with taxes descending from 60 to 10 piasters per
feddan.

Taxes on production are more significant. Islamic taxes (Zakat and
~ ushur) amounting to 15 percent of production are col~ected bygovernment l and

additional religious offerings are due Islamic leaders in many areas. Fruit
trees are subject to a separate tax of 10 percent on yield.
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D. Socioeconomic Aspects of Land Tenure

The socioecononl~c portrait of land rights, laoor arrangements, and the
relationship between capitai accumulation and land is especially complex in
this area of the Sudan. Demographic factors are important: labor '
out-migration to tne capital area and emigration to the Levant, Lioya,and
Europe are institutional~zed traditions. Ramifications include a low regional
population growth (0.65 percent per year, cf. 2.5 percent nationwide) and
labor shortages in agriculture. On the other nand, the presence of nUlnerous
influential northerners in the acilninlstration and the pr ivate sector Ot tne
capital area protects tne interests of tne region and itscitizells, ana offers
them a wide range of opportunities.

There is also a flexiole feedback between migrant laoor and capital
accumulation for· both trade and agriculture in the Nortnern RegJ.on. Young men
may work as salaried laborers or tenants just long enougn to buy a ticKet to a
more remunerative job. Savings from migrant lanor are typically spent
building housing in the home area first, but at nigher levels may go into
setting up a conunercial or transport business, or a matara or pump scheme.
Agriculture is regarded as a very interesting investment, particularly S1nce
the drought has inflated food and. fodder crop prices todouole or moretneir
pre-drought levels • A recent study found agr iculture to oe the luain mea!lS of
capital accumulation in the Northern Region (AOdel-Ati 1983:171ff.). About
half of the traders interviewed were iIlvolved in agr iculture, and 57 percent
of those gained more from agriculture than from trade. Twenty-one percent of
them had got startea in trade tnrough a9ricultura~ savings, and, in turn" 13
percent' of traders owning irrigation pumps nad built up the necessary capital
through trade.

Data on incolne levels are spotty and SUbjective, out it nelps some sinlply
to identify the personnel involved in agriculture. In the dominant
leasenolding system, tne Key rights are tnose of pump license holaers an of
tenants. Tenant· can mean at least two quite different things; on a gove-!=nment
scheme, tile ntenant" has a secure.right to tne lana, but rarely cult~vates l.t
himself. He is in effect an owner-manager, employing a mix of snarecr0l:ipers
and salaried labor •. The· key limitation on his· ownership is that ne cannot
legally sell his rigots. Covert sales reportedly occur, but registration
problems and unwiilingness to sell keep the frequency low.

On government schemes incomes rank as follows: cniefs, traders, migrant
workers, ana civ11 servant tenancy holders may Oe upper incolne--one cn~ef on a
cooperative tnat we visited ·~n Khartoum province nad 80 fedaans (33.6 ha);
average tenants must be classea as middle income ,even tJ.1ough tne major J. t~i may
regularly show a deficit on their casn crop, oec.ause landownersnip gives them
a food supply, creait, and other advantages; snarecroppers are low inccnne;
regular salaried labor still lower income; seasona~andcasual labor ~owest

(these are often nomaas, youth,and women--tne lacter do m.ost of tne cotton
picking). A few tenants have more than one tenancy ,eitner in .compensation
for family land rignts prior to the scneme or becduse tney purchased or
inherited additional lands as time passed.

On private pump scheIIles the te11ant is more liJ<ely co cultivate tne land
himself, employing salaried labor for lacor-intensive operations. He snares
expenses and profits Wltn the pump owner in a variety of sharecropping

...



contracts. He also has a secure tenancy, however, ana may ren~ it out. At
the expiration of the ten-year pump-license/land-lease, the tenants frequently
seek renegotiation of their agreement. In the past they were permitted to
secede from the scheme to organize independently with a new pump, taking with
them the leased 1andtheynad farmed for ten years as well as any freehola
they owned. Authorities found that this led to uneconomical proliferation of
schemes and have recently ruled that only titled lands can oewiti,1drawn from a
scheme at renewal time.

Table 2
ADMINISTRATION OF IRRIGATED LAND IN THE

SHENDI AREA OF NORI'HERN REGION, SUDAN

NAPe (gov't.) schemes

Area
Dominated
(feddans)

Area Cultivated
in 1984 Season

Rainy Winter Hot
(feddans)

Number of
Tenancies

Gandato

Kaboushiya

EI-Sayyar

Kali

zeidab

Private schemes

3,500 1,901 1,966 50 2,000

4,213 500 789

9,000 1,347 1,418 1,693

9,000 290 n.a.

30,000 11,2S5 16 ,255 1,200

Number = 799

Size = 20-533 fd

Cooperatives

Number = 7

Size = 40-1,000 fd

Matara wells

Number = 149

Size = 5-20 fd

48,579 ,

48 ,579

n.a.

n.a.

5,000

5,000

-. SOUfCE~ Shendi Area Lands Committee officials and on-site project personnel.
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The ambiguous use of the terms "tenant" ana "farmer" contributes to the
debate over whether farmer/tenants are better off (or, to put it in the more
common perspective, are more exploited) on private schelues or government
projects. Everyone interviewed, from farmers to top government officials,
agreed that private schemes are more successfuithan eitner government or
cooperative schemes as a whole. Yields are higner and failures rarer.
Because pump owners and farmers share both benefits and losses, owners make
sure that fuel supply and inputs arr ive.on time while farIners aim for maximum
productivity. On the other hand, there are no subsidies, so the full cost of
inputs must be borne ny tne parties to private scnemes. Pumping costs for
tenants on private schemesaverage,four to five times their cost to government
tenants, wno pay a flat water cnarge per feaoan according to crop. On tne
other hand, government schemes have more frequent supply proolelfis witn fuel,
water, and otner inputs ana services.

Aostract comparison of tne charges borne. by "tenants"on private versus
government projects suggests that those on private ones pay more. ThlS is a
comparison of apples and oranges, however, for tenants on a private scheme
have a role more analogous to snarecroppers of tenants on a government scheme
than to the tenancy owners themselves. Private pump Scheme owners usually
take a 50 percent share, depending on how they snare input costs other tnan
water. On early schemes in the 1950s and 19605 some reportedly tOOK 2/3 to
3/4 shares, but a combination of government regulation and oetter organization
on the part of farmers seems to have evened out the balance. SOUle owners now
even offer bonuses for higher productivity and take shares as low as 1/3 to
give farmers incentives.

On government schemes production costs billed to tenants by government
corporations in well-studied schemes such as Gezira and Rahaa average aoout d

half-share of the crop (Adam 1970; and field notes). The tenant's snare,
however, is again divided with his sharecroppers and wage laborers.' Tenancy
owners are charged a water rate for administrative and pumping costs, plus a
share of expenses such as plowing, ridging, weeding, fertilizer, pesticides,
and infrastructural maintenance. ' water rates were steady at 20 Ls/fa until
three years ago when they began rising to current levels of Ls60 to 120. The
Ls 66/fd charged the Northern Agricultural Production Corporation this year
still involved a 50 percent subsidy; when regional rehabilitation is
completed, true-cost rates are expected to be levied. On several of tne
government schemes visited, extension services, fertilizer and pest control
were supposed to be providea by the Ministry of Agriculture, but were
unavailable this year. Many, sometimes a maJority, of tenants run a deficit,
and sharecroppers earn less tnan subsistence. Both groups supplement farming
incomes with salaried labor or other sources.

A recent accounting innovation proauced an immediate improvement in
yields and tenant incomes. In 1982 the Ranad Scheme switched from the
standard practice of charging all farIllers for services according to land area
(the joint accounts system) to oillingfor specific services to individual
fields (the individual accounts system). Despite tne increased expense of
complex accounting, the results were dramatic. Where in previous years only
15-20 percent of tenants had netted any inconle, tne last year Ls 24 luillion
were distributed to 12,000 farmers. The individual accounts system is now
being extended throughout the country, except wnere preexisting contracts
specify another system.

.-



E. Land Policy, Soil Conservation ana Productivity

Long-term soil conservation measures may be more difficult to improve
than short-term productivity, even though in both cases land tenure isa
factor. Soil exhaustion and poor maintenance of irrigation works are serious
and chronic problems. It is said that Sudanese practice shifting cultivation
with irrigation schemes as well as on rain-fed fields. Both government and
private schemes are occasionally abandoned. Given the highly
capital-intensive aspect of pump irrigation, tnis is economically unsound.
Two unusual circumstances have permitted it to continue for more than a
half-century: the abundance of government land relativetoa sparse
population, and the fact that capital investment either comes from outside
donors or, in tne case of private pump owners, 1S mobile. Vested interest in
the land is minimal, as neither tenants nor pump owners are allowed to sell
their rights. They have security to continue to cultivate what they develop:
repossession has not been practiced since the 19605. They have little
incentive, however, to invest work and money in restoring humus and soil
fertility. Fallowing is still very extensive, theoretically a one-third
rotation on government schemes. In fact, uncultivated land in any given
season ranged from 66 percent to 98 percent of the total area of schemes
visited in the Northern Region .(see table 2). Whether land uncultivated
because of poor leveling or other technical problems should be .classed as
fallow is a moot point. Fallowing is not sufficient to maintain fertility in
any case, and chemical fertilization is preferred when fertilizer is
available. On private schemes sometimes exhausteo land is simply abandoned
and the pump moved to a new site. This is clearly a drawback of the leasehold
system.

The tax structure also fails to encourage maintenance of continuous
productivity in the land. Land taxes are due only if the land is cultivated,
and production is taxed much more heavily than the land itself. If a
significant:. tax were payable regardless of use, owners would not be able to
afford to leave the land idle.

Freehold plotownersattena 'more carefully totne continued fertility of
their lands than either pump scheme operators or tenants. Titled lands
suffer, nowever, from severe fragmentation. Since they were originally
registered in the 1920s, two to four generations have inherited rights.
Islamic law (the Maliki school) is observed, providing for the division of
lands among all children with one share to each legitimate male and one-half
share to each female. Some gerf plots are now no more than a meter or two in
width, and very few farmers have contiguous plots sufficient to generate a
family income.

The leasehold systeIu on government lands contains a promlslng antidote to
fragmentation, a requirement that irrigated tenancies cannot be reduced oy any
means (including inheritance) below a minimum of 2 fd. On some scnemes, the
minimum is 5 or 10 fd, ana on the oldest! areas of Gezira it is 20 fd. If
inheritancereauces the owners' shares below the minimum, the pa.rties must
choose a farm manager calleo a samat, who is usually one of the tenancy

'OJ.. owners. He is recoraea as tenant in the scneme' s books. There are signs that
this system is eroding, despite widespread testimony by Sudanese farmers'
unions, experts, and officials as to its va·lue. Recently tenant pressure has
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led to the practice of listing all shareholders underneatn the name of the
samat. And illegal small plots are reportedly cropping up ontne fringes of
several of the schemes visited.

In the Northern Region wnere fragmentation is severe on freertoldlands,
new legislation is being considered to apply the 2-fdm~nimum-plot size to
registration of freenola (personal cOlmnunication, Ministry of Agricultre,
Al-Oamar,26 Jan. 1985). Existing plots below the minimum woula oe subJect to
regrouping. This would be an important innovation for a problem that concerns
irrigated fields in all smallholder areas, and particularly in Islamic
countries. It is especialLy interesting for new areas of river basin
development, because such legal limitations are relatively easy to institute
from the start, but difficult to impose on an already fragmented ownersnip
pattern.

The Northern Region of the Suaan yields insignts on several of tne policy
issues that are usually in evidence in irrigation/river basin development
projects:

pricing, marketing and crop mix regulations;
maintenance problems on different types of schemes;
feasible alternatives to state ownership;
land administration.

1. SUdan, like Madagascar, has in the past had very strict pricing,
marketing and crop mix regulations, some of which are still in effect on
certain projects or for certain crops. Tney have greatly affected trle
economic viability of farming, but do not seernto have nad any effect on
tenure security because farmers had no alternative but to follow tnem, as both
freehold landowners and government tenants were subject to the same ru.les.

Cotton is considered a government crop in tne Sudan. Farmers grow it for
the government in specified rotations, even though most show a deficit and
almost no one earns the opportunity cost of his laoor from it. Farmers compLy
so that they will keep their land and be able to grow unregulated crops of
their choice on other rotations. The tecnnical requirements of cotton
cultivation are such that strict coordination is necessary, althougn certainly
not deficit farlning. In 1982, the efficienciesga~ned through giving farlners
management of their own accounts (the individual accounts system) were
Sufficient to reverse a decades-old pattern of deficit farming in a single
year.

The SUQanese reported that on the private pump scnemes marketing
disasters can also afflict farmers in a totally free system, when everyone
rushes to produce a rare crop on Which some neighbor made a killing tne
previous year. The key in a free system, as in·. a more closely controlled one
Which may be necessary in early years, is regular intormation for farmers and
managers on crop markets and prices. Farmers.normally learn from mistaKes
faster than development management, because they suffer the consequences of
bad decisions and inefficiencies. more immediately This was demonstrated oy
the fuel supply problem in the Sudan. Private pump owners gettne fuel there
no matter what, because they lose their investment in inputs and the pump if
they do not. Agents on several government projects tnat we visited reported

.,;
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that their farmers were very angry, but that they themselves could do nothing
once they had reported the proolem to their superiors. Their jOb security
clearly did not depend on whether that season's crop succeeded.

2. Similarly, while maintenance on Sudanese private pump schemes was not
good, it was far better than on governmellt schemes. Pr ivate pU1Up owners would
have even greater incentive to maintain land and works if they were allowed to
own and sell the land. Wl.th the current lease system, they cannot realize the
benefit of any long-terlu investment they maKe in tne .Land. The pr ivateiy-held
river-bank land is better maintained and luore productive than most tenancies,
but suffers from severe fragmentation.

3. Both Sudan and Madagascar are exploring alternatives to state
ownership of irrigation projects. In the Shendi area of Sudan,irrigatea
hectarage is about evenly divided oetween government-operatea scnemes and
private. The government legal.lyowns most of tne land in oath cases, out
gives secure inheritable tenancies to farmers and renewable but noninneritable
land leases to pump owners. The disadvantage of both is that the inability to
sell discourages long-term investment in tne land and works.
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VI. KENYA

by James c. Riddell

seventy-five percent of Kenya's area is classified as arid and subject to
periodic droughts. It is not surprising, then" that irrigation has been part
of development strategies of indigenous populations in the pre-colonia~

period, colonial administrations and, of course, the current government.
Irrigation will be expected to do more than merely expana production. Land
pressure is one of the most serious politica~ problems the nation faces:
Kenya has the highest recordea populationgrowtn ~atein the Third World
today--an estimated 4% per annum. This will be a driving force in
agricultural policy for decades to come (FaruqeeandGu1hati 1983; P~ease et
al 1984), and irrigation will be the only tecnnique for bringing new land into
production for tne foreseeable future.

It has oeen estimated tnat the total potential for irrigatea agr~culture

in the country is some 540,000 hectares. Of this potential, only a little
over 29,000 ha. have been brought into production (Kimani 1984: tables 1 &
2). Irrigation, therefore, is the development strategy that has the greatest
potential for meeting Kenya's rural development neeas. As in most African
countries, there are fundamental land tenure issues to resolve before
proceeding with-this strategy.

In examining the land tenure lessons learned from irrigat10n proJects
implemented in Kenya so far, the analysis will be divided into three major
categories: 1. government-stimulated projects; 2. co~nercial, private
irrigation ventures; and 3. self-help efforts. Perhaps the best place to
start is witn tne National Irrigation Board projects, among them the most
successful of the large-scale government sponsored project, Mwea.

A. Descriptions of Existing and Planned projects

1. National Irrigation Board projects

Mwea:

All of the government-sponsored proJects in the country are under the
overall administrative supervision of the National Irrigation Board (NIB).
Under the NIB will be regional offices Sllcn as tne Tana and Atni Rivers
Development Authority. Each project is to have. its own administrative
personnel and to include local political officers on its various controlling
committees. The Mwea project is interesting in that it is the oldest and most
continuous project in the country (v.Chambersand.Moris 1973 for a full
description). It started in 1954 as a detention camp for captured
independence fighters. The government hopectto ease politica~ pressure for
land in the white areas by starting a settlement scheme. They soon discovered
that people were not fignting for land in p~aces l1Ke Mwea, but ratner in the
highlands. After 1960, still in the colonial era, they started recruiting



locally for participants from the local Kikuyu. The area had been a comulunal
grazing zone and there was not much conflict over this new use. It is a dry
area and will not support cropping witllout adequate water.

Since tnen, demand for project land has exhausted supply. There is a
wa~ting list of applicants ana no one leaves, aue to the earning power of
being there. The average farmer made 11,000 shillings in 1984, with some
making as much as 30,000. This looks like a very good income to a previously
landless family. Also a factor in the acceptance of the proj~ct is that a
majority of the farIners are Kikuyu, and they are "of the land;" intens~ve

agriculture is nothing new for them.

Mweawas initially, therefore,designea as a resettlement scheuleand
project personnel are most insistent that it not be Judged on the same
financial basis asotnerprojects. This is a point that is much stressed at
all levels, especially now that everyone in Kenya,in the government as well
as among donors, is in an uproar over the soaring costs at Bura. (More on
that scheme below.)

In Mwea there h. is nolandtenureproblem" because the proJect is on
government land. A person cannot have more than 10 acres total and only 4
acres in the irrigated areas. One is limited in land acquisition because the
major purpose of the project is to relieve land pressure. All inputs are
provided. This also means that the project management has to maintain the
necessary discipline. First and foremost, from the pOJ.ntof view of
management, the project is a means to provide employment. In excnange for
following the rules, the participant is guaranteed a certain income.
Officials interviewed stated tnat a family of four adults is needea for four
acres, althougnseven would be better. The guaranteed annual income in 1984
was 6,700 shillings, or about 60% of what the average farIIler received. Tne
total project has a population of 20,000-30,000.

On the security of tenure issue, the farmers interviewed thought tnat
they were eventually going to get title to their land. They said that they
had applied for adjUdication. The director of NIB agreed tnatthis is a
common belief among the participants and that it may come to pass in the
future. Meanwhile, tnough,they are legally notning more than contract
tenants.

The water needs of the project are calculated so that each tenant gets
what isneeaed for the required crop (rice). This means that an individual
who needs more lana cannot go out and dig a canal to extend the system. This
can only be done on these NIB projects by first getting a permit, an operation
that from all descriptions appears to be forinidaole.

The projects was put on trust land, that is, lana which had been held in
traditional tenure. This tenure has no legal oasis, the NIB apparently does
pay compensation when it takes land,both in the form of money and of land
exchange. Since Mweahas been in existence for so long, and was in a pasture
zone between groups, it woula seem a little difficult to unravel this issue.
It does not seem important now anyway.

Eacn tenant has four acres in the scheme that is irrigatea, div~dea into
four contiguous plots of one acre each. Many families also have a small plot
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of around nalf an acre on land outside the. project. The four acre alLocation
must remain as one unit. It cannot be subdivided in any way, nor can it be
lent, rented or excnanged except in a manner approved by tne very
paternalistic management. Each farmer makes a will indicating to whom he
wants his rights to pass. This will is filedwitn the managelnent and each
farmer must have one on record. The will probably gives as much security of
tenure as anything else. If one wants land, assuming some becofaes available,
one does not apply to the scheme but to the provincial administration.
Therefore, whereas access to land is through tne local political system,
keeping it is through the scheme itself.

The scneme is dividea into five sectors mat represent tne four expansion
zones plus the original area. The most important administrative unit from the
point of view of the farmer is probably the n Sub-Coliuni ttee. It This is made up
of the District Commissioner, the Manager and five farmers from each of the
five sections. This is the group that hears cases of poor performance of
contract obligations, etc. It can terminate a tenant's membership. He has
appeal rights to the Ministry of Agriculture, out managers eouid not recall
anyone actually doing this. The committee meets very seldom to discuss such.
cases·; Usually they try to work it out informally , as they do not want people
to leave and become a burden to the government. .

At the farm level tnere is a hierarchy of administration. First there is
an irrigation officer at each section. under him are six assistants and six
water guards. They report any infraction of the rules to tile Irrigation
Officer and he calls the farmer in to discuss this with him. He tries to keep
anything from going beyona this level. The staff do not live with tne people,
ostensibly in order to maintain social·distanee between authority and tne
people.

There is an advisory committee which meets once a quarter with the
manager to discuss any problem areas; this committee does not, however, have
any power. There is a savings society, which is apparent.1y actually a
cooperative bank. There is also a ~ettlement committee made up of the D.C.,
the Manager, and prov1.ncial government heads that Inake policy decJ.sions.

When a person harvests the rice (by hand), he takes it to be weighed. At
this time he receives 40 shillings per bag as casn in hand. All expenses are
kept on an account ledger and subtracted from the sale of his rice by the
national grains board, plus service fees, plus any otner expenses. He is
then, in mid-year, given his accounts form and any money owed him. He can
appeal the accounting if he wisnes, buttnis is rare.

Although the whole scheme was presented as a collectivity of the "happy
we," management did say that tne oiggest complaint on the part of the tenants
was the amount they are charged for .the services provided by the scheme. This
includes seeds, canaL maintenance, etc. In snort, a.il inputs otner than labor
come from the project and are paid for by the tenants. It is allegea that the
price for tnis service is not set by actual costs, out is deterluinea in
Nairobi as a sort of tax for success to help defray the losses on other
irrigation proJects. This WOuld appear to be a real prooleln area in project
design which unless addressed in project planning could present great
difficulties at the implementation stage. This is prooably related to the
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statement by tne project Inanager that if the project is taken on its own, in
other words if one were to examine Mwea as an independent project rather than
part of NIB, it does pay for itself.

Bura:

The model provided by Mweahasbeensuccessful enougn to stimulate the
Kenya government to try to replicate it at Bura. Bura is located on the lower
Tana River far from any uroan center. This location was cnosen to bring new
land into production and to maximize the potential for resettlement.

The Bura Scheme was originally SCheduled for 6,700 hectares along tne
lower Tana River. Once it was underway it was reduced to 4,000 hectares.
This was due" according to officials at the Tana River Development Aut.i10r ity
(TRDA) , to reduced financing, especially on the part of the World Bank. It
se.ems generally concedea that tne project is a giant failure from any
financial point of view. world Bankpersonnedwere afraid it will be an
endless sink for money. If, on theotner hand, the National Irrigation
Board's contention that these projects should be considered essentially as
mechanisms for relief, one should discount the cost of alternative means of
meeting these peoples' needs. At any rate the BanK should not blame the
Kenyans, i.e., hold them responsiole, as the Bank nad its teams make all the
feasibility studies. If project design is to be anything other than a rubber
stamp for moving money, then it is the responsioility of the donors to
independently assess the feasibility of such expensive ventures.

The project is envisioned asa mecnanized commercial rice project wnere
the tenants are little more than labor. It is patterned after tne Mwea Scheme
and follows the general NIB format. A person signs a contract and recel-ves
1.4 hectares of irrigated land, tnesame as at Mwea. The project provides all
of the inputs, altnough it is envisioned tnat eventually the cooperative wi.ll
take over this responsibility.

A major problem is that the ..Bura project is in the midaleof an area yet
to be developed. The entire complex of social services has had to be built
from scratch. Tnere is no good road to get there and it is off all tne
established communication routes. When the question wqas possedas to how
they anticipated marketing the crop if it were highly successful, shoulders
were shrugged.

There has been very little problem organizing the people at Bura,
according to NIB. They come from all ethnic-tribal groups and they-get along
fine. This is an interesting view given that the same officials said that one
of the reasons Mwea worked so well is that almost everybody caIne from the same
ethnic group.

Tana Delta Project (in final planning stages):

This project is intended to bring the Tana River Delta into production.
The land will be alienated from pastoralists "who are not using it for
cultivation and don't mind." It is to put 16,300 hectares into commercial
rice production. At the same time it will prOVide employment for 1,100
workers. This is to De a fully mechanized rice production scheme to help the
nation meet its food needS. Tne government is current.ly shopping for money
for construction.
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There are no provisions for smallfarlners, etc., within thepro]ect, nor
for the displaced pastoralists. Perhaps related to this is the idea of
constructing a long canal running out into the unallocated part of the delta
(from Mwina in the direction of pangani)to be used by the local people in any
manner they choose. It is envisioned that it will attract settlers, and
certainly could assist pastoralists seeking alternatives to any traditional
watering and grazing points eliminated by the irrigation project.

Altnough the Tana River is the basin that provides the most potential for
irrigated agriculture, tnerehave been a surprising number of efforts in the
arid northwest along the Turkwell (Lake Turkana area).

2. Turkana Projects

NORAD, the Norwegian aid agency, has taKen over a batch of failing FAO
projects in the Turkana region. These follow in the integrated rural
development tradition, with everybody coordinating everyoody else. Most of
the staff is not Norwegian and the local staff seems very good. The projects
range over the whole spectrum, inclUding fishing and forestry activities as
well as irrigation.

FAO started three irrigation projects in the region patternea on the NIB
model (i.e., Mwea)of high-technology engineering, with hired labor settled as
tenants. Trying this among a pastoral people wno do not let otners settle in
their domain is about as unrealistic as one can imagine. Secondly, tnese
projects were located on rivers sUbject to seasonal flooaing~ in all cases at
least half the project infrastructure was washed away in the first couple of
years. It should be added that one does not have to be an engineer to see
that they were placed on··the wrong part of the river, as contrasted with the
traditional systems along the rivers feeding Lake Baringo; see below.
Thirdly, they were to be commercial successes, growing cotton. There were
hints that the police were brought in to force people to plant the cotton.

All this added up to a real mess and a financial disaster. Why NORAD
took them over, none of the staff can understand. What is interesting is that
the complete reorganization of the projects is based on a change in land
tenure. I visited the proJect at Katiiu because it is the only one that is
operating on a scale that will achieve a harvest this year.

The basic idea is to convert all the tecnnology into a form that can Oe
maintained by the people themselves. That is, it is hoped that they will
understand what they are doing because tney participated in construction and
design. In addition, they made a change I think is excellent. Instead of
growing cotton and other unfamiliar cash crops, tney are now planting the
familiar sorghum. AS a matter of fact, the farmers may plant anything they
want. Further, the participatlng kinship groups have realstributed the land
according to their own system. In general, larger families have larger plots
than small ones. It shows how rapidly eXisting groups can organize certain
aspects of a project. Land tenure may be anarea.where customary institutions
can be readily grafted onto project aaminJ.stration.

If the innovations chosen by NORAD work it can only enhance the
demonstration effect. In a sea of dead plants burned by the drought and
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starving kinsmen coming to the project in searcnof food, what could be a
better proof than having fields full of what the peopletnemselves recognize
and want to eat? The nUlnber of people in the neighborhood of the scheme as
the harvest comes due is multiplied manyfold. Management snould anticipate
the food from the project to spread across Turkana like ripples across water.
This is not meant to be poetic, but rather to emphasize tnat it is in the
direst of times that a new technology, if it is at all appropriate, will be
the most likely to be accepted.

It is remarkable that the project staff have taken so long to realize
that pastoralists like tne Turkana have an intimate knowledge of plants and
foodgrains. AS in traditional Turkana life, it is the women wno tend tne
crops on the irrigated plots. However, the day I was there, the men were
assembled,trying to keep a wing dam operating to send water down the main
canal. There are many interesting variables to understand. For instance, do
people tend to cooperate along kinsnip lines? Why, witn the great demand for
food, do the people tend to ignore the possibility of a second crop? They
plant after the first harvest, but do not take care of it in the same way.
Are there "natural" social collectivities that the project could be building
on? That is, there is a desperate need to find some way to get larger
groupings that transcend kinship. Perhaps the most promising would be to
pattern collectivites along the lines used by the Turkana du·r ing the dry
season, the times when people must cooperate in order to survive as
pastoralists.

The author came away from this project with a new enthusiasm that had
been lost looking at the bigger schemes. It is, nevertheless, all a bit
tragi-comic. Even the untrained eye can see that if tne river floods or
changes its streambed it will wipe out all this work. I walked along a river
bank that had been hundreds of meters from the rivers when tne project was put
in. It is right next to the fields now. There is no way to stop the
inevitable, as anyone who has spent time in arid env~ronments woula recognize
immediately. The real test will be whether or not after tnis happens the
people are willing to rebuild.

The government has realized that tne chances of repeating the success of
Mwea will be difficult. While it is convinced that there is room in Kenyals
develoment senario for large-scale projects like Bura that have tne capacity
to accomodate large numbers of participants looking for land, a very important
component will be the smaller private irigation scheme.

3. Privately Held Irrigation

These small projects are among the most interesting and under-studied in
Africa. They are, understandably, market-oriented, producing "intensity"
crops such as vegetables for urban markets. Water is usually availao.l.e in
sufficient quantities, labor is sufficient because they are in high population
areas, and the soils are gOOd. The only thing lacking is a sociological
knOWledge of what is going on. It is not clear what potential do they have
for creating better uses for scarce land and reducing popUlation pressure.

In addition to government-stimulated efforts are a number of larger
commercial enterprises in the Ahi area. These are sprinKler-based operations
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growing mainly fruit for tne export ma.rketandsprinkler- supplemented grain
production. There does not seem to be a central clearing house to handle this
type of agricultural activity. AS far as could be determined, tney are on
land held in long term commercial leases. Kimani (1984, p. 262) has estimated
the area under this type of management as perhaps as high as 15.000 ha. If
this is the case, these large commercial farms occupy almost half the
irrigated land in the country. From a production point of view they are also
the most important, but they do not address the other two pressing problems:
increasing productivity of peasant agriculture and making land availaole to
small-scale cultivators. It is in meeting tnese latter two goals that
self-help projects hold great promise.

4. Self-Help and Expansion of Indigenous Systems:

Salabani Self-Help project

Actually, this is two projects. That is, from the local point of view
there is no relation whatsoever between the two neighboring communities that
comprise the project. The Kenyan administration, however, pretends that tnere
is no conflict present. It turns out that the.two projects are indigenous
irrigation systems put in by two different ethnic groups.

What the project nas done is simply to prOVide the materials and advice,
when asked, for improving the existing system. Tne government got involvea
because a new road was put in, running right through the intake canal. These
systems are not very noticeable when there is no water in the canals. In
reference to the intake, one can see that the people are aware. of the flooding
prOblems. They run their intake way up river and bring water aownstream to
land that is higher than the river at flood crest. Also the fields are spaced
along the canal, with each family choosing the safest spot from tneir own
experience and desires. It was maintained that in a good year they got 3 tons
of sorghum per hectare.

According to the water negotiator from one of tne canals, each family nas
its own plot. The farm is inherited patrilineally and if there are no sons,
it passes to a brother. Land is exchanged and it tnen belongs to a new
family, that is, it is not loaned or rented. The price ranges from 300 shs.
to 1,000 shs. per unit (tne size of land measurment was never make clear)
depending on quality and closeness to the main canal. There is no title
involved and all transfers are handled according to traditional inst~tutions.

The present system has been in operation since 1942. They started it
during a drought as they saw the potential. Even though the river was dry at
the time, the first intake canal was dug. They plant mainly maize. There is
no interplanting, tJ:l0ugh some of the farmers are. starting to do so from the
advice of the.extension workers.

The people do not plant a second crop even when tnere is enough water.
This is because of several factors. First, they use the stubble for grazing
during the hardest time of the year. Seconaly, uley nave noticea a weed
infestation proo1em if they do. The men said that the soil is very rich and
that they do not see any value in having the animals manure the fie.Lds.
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Each intake from the river has its own committee, made up oftL'le family
elders. There are 110 families on the intake where we did our interviews. In
this case at least the committee is composed of 12 members selected by the
whole. It seems this change has come about througn the demand by the younger,
more progressive farmers to be represented on the conunittee. One of the
committee memoers takes on the responsibility of water control. Each family
takes its turn. If there is a confl~ct tne committee adjudicates.

The families on an intake construct a communal fence around the whole as
a protection against livestocK. If one wanted to grow a second crop, there
would be no reason not to, except one would have to build one's own fence to
protect one's fielCis. The size of plots ranges frorn 1/4 to 6 acres. The
difference in size is relateo. to inheritance and social power. AS the water
controller for the group put it, some people can coerce others into giving up
their land. As we have seen in the other countries, notably Senegal and Mali,
social inequalities are often associated with traditional management of river
basin land. It should be added, nowever, that these societies appeartooe
relatively eganitarian when compared with those along the Senegal River or in
Madagascar.

If a plot is abandoned (rare), it is taken over by the committee. The
village water controller said that no more than one plot a year is ever sold,
usually because a person needs money. He does not leave but stays and works
for others. If an outsider came in and asked for land, the committee would
let him have a very small plot (not necessarily irrigable) for 300 shs. and
tnen only to grow crops; you COUld have no livestock.

The biggest perceived problems were water predictaDil~tYI weeas, pests
like the stock borer, and animals getting into the fields (goats, porcupines, .
and' babOOnS). What they wanted was wire for fencing. When asked what was
wrong with living fences (agroforestry), they said that they wanted fences
like they saw in more developed regions.

Eldume and Loboi

Two other irrigation systems south of Marigat were visited. The first
project visited was Eldume, whose first canal had been dug in 1880. The river
be~ continued to fall and they had to put in a new intake. The riveruas
continued to fall, and now they are revitalizing the system -- purely on a
self-nelp basis, according to my sources. The canal is quite impressive and
runs for several hundred meters before it arrives at the fields~ again as
protection in case of flood. An interesting side point is that the new canal
has been dug with the help of the engineer and a proper survey team to
determinetne best location. Their line came to witnin one meter of the
indigenously calculated ditch, of which one can still see the remains.

The people have divided their irrigatea area into 450 one-acre plots with
eacn family getting one acre. How this is done and controlled, none of the
Ministry of Agriculture tecnnic~ans knew. The local people said that.it was
an internal matter and they ..... would take care of their own business,
thanks." Again this was all in the future as the system was not in operation
at the time of our visit. It was the second year of a drought and there was
almost no water in the river.
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This contrasts sharply with Loboi. Here there isa swamp used by
pastoralists during the dry season. The animalslookea very worm-infested.
At any rate, there is little to eat even in a swamp during a drought. So tne
people were made to dig an irrigation canal as part of a food-tor-worK
program. They put in a canal tnat can irrigate, it is estimated, 200
hectares. They have only planted 5 hectares. A very impressive 5 hectares it
is, though, in the middle of barren land. The people are really pastoralists
and do not see themselves as deeply committed, according to the officials.
This is important locally because the traditional irrigators have chosen to
use the rivers tnat are often dry during the dry season and during droughts.
There seemed to be some resentment that these people had water continuously
(from two springs in the swamp) and yet weren't using it. How general this
feeling is, could not be determined. The people at Loboi were living pretty
much the way they would in a cattle camp. They dia not seem to.care one way
or the other.

Water Harvesting

This is perhaps the most exciting of all the small self-help water
management projects visited. AS was mentioned above, due to the drought the
area's irrigation systems were defunct, except for the one by the swamp. Yet
people could get a crop from rainfedagriculture. The farmers are running
long ditcnes out from their farms to catch all tne rain runoff and cnannel it
into their fields. They were actually getting a crop. Not bountiful, mind
you, but a crop. What else is amazing aoout tnis system is that it is said to
yield up to two tons of sorghum per hectare and only takes 80 person-hours per
hectare as opposed to 30-person days for tne trad~t~onai techniques. If all
this is true (and there are no known studies of it), it overcomes the two
major constraints in this part of the world, water and lacor.

The self-help projects provide ironic contrast to the development of the
expensive Chemeron dam that has been built in the center of all tnis
activity. It is a large dam on the ChemeronRiver that cost 32 million shs.
It is estimated that it will silt up in lOto 20 years. It will have 4.5
million m3 of water or sand back 'Of the dam. unfortunately, in addit~on to
the silting problem, the spillway will send 200 m3jsecond into a small
gorge, wich should present some interesting erosion problems in tne future.

B. Discussion

1. Costs

In Kenya, except for Mwea, the large projects do not pay for themselves,
while the small self-help efforts appear to be cost effective, if only because
the local community picks up most of the expense. Toe latter generally cost

. less to begin with, especially if we ignore the opportunity and transaction
costs borne oy the conununity. In an area of lowenlploynlentpotential such as
Turkana or Baringo, this may not be a major factor, as the expenses borne by
the local economy are not high relative to other competing demanas. Yet it
must be recognized that a lot of tiny·money·pits like the ones discussed above
are not much better than a large money pit like Bura. There are, however,
more criteria for success from the Kenya government's point of view than
simply returns to investment. AS was mentionea above, stimulating small-
holder production and opening up land to new farmers is just as important from
a policy point of view.



The small projects also appear to have a cost advantage in
administration. The local group takes care of most of tne problems that
plague staff on the larger projects. This includes, of course, tne thorny
area of >landtenure: who gets how many , of which parcels ,for how long. This
aspect, however, makes it very difficult to address equity problems, if they
exist in the traditional community. All of the self-help, smalL projects I
visited in Kenya were among relatively egalitarian aria land dwellers. The
point,hereis that·we must look beyond the romance of appropriatetecnnoLogy
to the real social situation and real costs to the local community. This is
illustrated most clearly in Mali where most of tne smalL projects were taking
over lowland that had originally been used by women. Women who marry into a
village have traditionally been given the use of SUCh areas to grow rice.
Once the project is in place, the women loose their rights to the land.

The large projects in Kenya are plagued oy problems general to most
irrigation schemes in Africa. The major one is a mixed or unclear idea of
their main purpose. On the one hand, project personnel on each of theTa~a

River projects (Mwea, etc.) all emphasized that their project was put in place
to meet social needs, especially to reduce land pressure and low rural
incomes, as well as provide an alternative to rural-uroan migration. On the
other hand, theFAO and World Bank representatives witn whom I talkea were to
a person concerned with the return on investment. They were against anymore
large>.scale projects because they lost money andtne Kenyans were trying to
interest the Arab banks.

The whole thing is a bit schizopnrenic. The projects are expecteatobe
all things to all people. The international development banks wish them to
operate as if they were potentially profitable enterprises tnat just need a
little more time and money. The government intends that they be agencies for
reducing very real political pressures. The farIners perceive tnem as a real
alternative to off-farm employment, both in terms of income and security in
land. And the Kenya marketing boards view tnem as an inexpensive source of
marketable crops.

In the case of Mwea, this whole house of cards is made even more shaky if
the government, as alleged, also tries to tax the project by charging more for
services than their real cost. This must be borne by the participat~ng

farmers and this appears to be their major complaint. project management is
powerless to affect tnis situation. In such situations tne quality of
management (or indeed of project design) is irrelevant. Of course, tne other
large scale projects haven't been productive enough for this to be a proolem.

A related factor is location. Mwea is fairly close to markets and
national infrastructure. Bura, on tne other hand, is much further down tne
Tana, in the middle of an undeveloped stretch of river basin. There are no
really good all-season roads to get harvests out, or goods in. The wnole
community has had to be built from scratch, and the participants are alien to
the area. The direct costs of irrigation projects are already so hl.gn tnat
the addition of those associated with the creation of a whole infrastructure
can only make them prOhl.bitive.
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2. Size of Holding

In the projects which I visited the size of the plots appears tob~

determined by the technology and crop chosen, ratnerthan by any other
consideration. Where the emphasis is on rice, tne type of technology required
to achieve 5 to 6 tons per hectare means that a family with three to five
actives can only bring a single hectare into production. This raisea two
issues on both the Mwea and Office du Niger projects that had not been
anticipated before the trip to the sites and vl.sits witn farmers and
personnel. While a major project purpose is to help to solve the problem of
landlessness, many of the cultivators seeking.access to land do not have
accompanying family units with a minimum of three actives. Theyounger
farmers, especially, are unliKeiy to qualify on this dimension; this is
important given that the ranks of the landseekingagriculturalists are swelled
each year as new farmers reach maturity. Pernaps it is time to begin researcn
on the emerging "ladder of opportunity" for the African farmer. We may be
seeing a trend or process that is emerging where more and more young people
will find it normal to go by stages from farm laborer to tenant before
becoming an independent operator in his/her own right. Such a ladaer has oeen
part of the agricultural scene in most cases of agricultural transformation
elsewhere in the world.

The second issue is a related one. As a participant's sons come of age
and want the project to assign them their own plot after they marry and form
their own family unit, they do not have enough labor power to qualify. This
means that they have to either: (1) pull further labor from their father's
household, endangering the effectiveness of that unit, or (2) bring in
relatives from outside the project. The Mwea staff interviewed said that they
actively encourage the latter.

On the Mwea project all these matters have to be clarifiea before a plot
is assigned. The point seems moot, however, as there are no new plots to be
given out. profits of the efficient operators cannot be reinvested in the
land at Mwea, nor can a person get more plots. Ratner they are investing in
transportation and small commerce', according to the directorate. This tight
control on plot allocation seems necessary if we are to avoid the equity and
production problems associated with the Office du Niger in Mali.

AS crops change, so does the technology and therefore so do the
size/labor constraints. When tne Katilu project in Turkana allowea the
participants to plant whatever they wanted, they chose sorghum. Here field
size began to vary from family to familyalmost'inunediately.

3. Cooperation in Production

African production has always been based on social units createa out of
kinship and affinity and any attelnpton these projects to alter this fact has
lead to failure.. In cases liKe Mwea, etc. where tneproJect proviaes inputs,
production decisions still rest with the participating family. Attempts to do
differently in the Katilu irrigation scheme before NORAD took over corraborate
the futility of treating settlers like employed labor.

..-
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4. Building aDynamic Land Distribution System

The best insight into the resolution of this dilemma of external donors
trying to establish foreign production systems, when the associated producers
do not have anyinstitutiona~way of "dealing witn the new problems, is
represented by the success farmer groups have had in adjudication procedures
on the Mwea project. Conflicts over timing of inputs, taSKS, etc. are all
handled by a committee elected out of the families that make up that section
of the project. Lana distribution problems will eventually have to be handled
by that process. Such a group would need to approve each parcel transfer in
its area. In this way they could block purchases by land speculators etc.
This will only be successful, however, if it is built on an adequate
institutional base.

5. Access and Transferaoility

In the spontaneous developments discussed above, these two associatea
problems are handled within the community. The innovation that seems most
workable in this regard is that developed at Eldume. Here the plots are set
out by the people themselves into standard units. Access is to a certain
number of plots depending on family size, etc. The plots were then said to be
indivisible. This was done, we were told, to eliminate fractionation
problems. The point is that it is common to the customary tenure regimes in
Africa to define working fields as a unit. If fractionation is to be halted
it will have to be done through internal structures. The evidence on
by-passing the formal (legal) registration process in Kenya is'proof that

I legal mechanisms alone will not be SUfficient.

6. Livestock Issues

Goats and other associated livestock are a dimension of tne land tenure
question that are too often overlooked in project planning. The most
important issue is who provides and plans for tne amount of land needed for
goats and other small stock? This is what people invest in if they have any
luck with the irrigated crops, since they are generally unable or unwilling to
reinvest their earnings in the irrigated land. In addition, the presence of
animals threatens conflict in cases where one farmer's crops are damaged by
browsing and grazing. This problem exists in dryland farming as well, but the
closeness of quarters and the high value per unit area of the crop on
irrigation schemes makes large losses much more likely to occur.
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VII. ZIMBABWE: BABl RIVER BASIN

by Jayne L. Stanning and Peter C. Bloch

The land tenure system in Zimbabwe contains most of the elements common
to former British colonies (see west and Grove 1981for an authoritative
summary), accentuated by the unique experience of the fifteen years of the UOI
period during wnicn a substantial degree of white agricultural development
took place. The country was divided roughlyinhalfbetweea ·white" and
"native" lands, with the white farmers appropriatlng the large majority of the
high-quality land. The areas reserved for whites were knownasconunercial
farming areas, and freenold tenure was practiceet·there. There was also a
small amount of land set aside as African Purchase Areas, in much smaller
individual holdings and on generally worse-quality land (Riddelll980). In
the "native" areas, called Tribal Trust Lands before Independence and Communal
Areas thereafter, land ownership and use were governed by what in loose terms
can be called customary tenure (Whitsun Foundation 1983).

A. Land Tenure Arrangements in Communal Areas

1. Customary Tenure Rights

Customary land tenure is best understood in terms of various types of
"Rights'" individuals or groups can acquire over different types of land and
the produce thereof (Hughes 1974). In the traditional land tenure system,
"Rights· over available land are held by the community as a whole, but every
member of that community automatically has a right to share. IndiViduals or
sub-groups within the total community derive from their share in this
generalized "Right of Avail" certain more specific rights: The Right of
Accommodation, the Right of pasture, and rights to the use of natural
resources such as water, wood,. cJ.ay and game.

Within the Ndau tribe, of whom the majority of Sabi Valley residents are
memoers, tne tribal lana community is the Chiefdom (Kelly 197~ p. 84). The
chiefdom consists of a number of wards, each comprising a number of villages
or kraals. If an indiVidual is accepted as a member of tnis community, ne is
entitled to participate in the Right of Avail; the extent to which any
sub-community can accord rights to land depends on. its positiol1 in the
hierarchy.

The specific rights which flow from an indiviaua~'s participation in tne
generalized Right of Avail are:

a. Right of Acconunoaation

In simple terms, the Right of Accommodation is tne right to have a place
to live and a place to plow. Traditionally every member of a community was
entitled to a share in the araole land according to a family's neeas for
survival. Allocation of arable land and dwelling sites was left to the kraal

..-
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land community, acting through the kraal head. Holdings were individually
allocated, and once a family had been allocated land it was entitled to full
use of the land and could exclude others from doing anything on it. Although
the permanence and inviolability of land rights of individuals was not
conceived as a relationship to a particular piece of land in perpetuity, in
practice usage rights did become attachea to parcels of land through
continuous occupation, and were passed on to the principal heir. However, the
family had no right to sell the land to other individuals. The only way that
land rights were terminated was if a person abandoned his land and took up
land elsewhere or~isappeared.

b. Rights of Pasture

Under customary land tenure, grazing land is not indiviaualLy allocated,
although there is now an increasing tendency for certain areas to be
recognized as the grazing areas of a kraal or a group of kraals. Grazing
lands are open to all members of a community, and the right to graze is an
open-ended right: 1:!~ere are no limitations on numbers ,type or quality of
animals that may be grazed. Individuals have no right to exclude others from
access to land to graze their stoc.k, except from residential sites and land
with growing crops. Fallow lands and crop residues are, therefore, available
to the whole community for grazing purposes.

c. Rights to Natural Resources

Participation in the Right of Avail also entitles conununity members to
reasonable use of natural resources: water; timber for building and firewood;
hunting; sand, stones and other minerals. Roder (1965) notes that cllstomary
law does not give precedents for the apportionment of water -- water Is a
community resource. Surface diversion of water is permissible for any
purpose, as long as it does not affect the Right of Avail of others
downstream. It is, of course, precisely during the periods when irrigation is
most valuable that the community would object to individual abstraction of
water.

Land in the communal areas is not inaiviaually ownea, so that it cannot
be sold. Use rights can only be transferred through community consensus or
the customary laws of succession. A man acquires tne oasic Right of Avail
upon marriage. Women acquire it only through their husbands. So long as a
man continues to cultivate the land allocated to him, nemaintains exclusive
cultivation rights, which are inheritable. Traditionally, land was inherited
by the eldest son of the deceased, although various other arrangements
existed. For instance, the eldest son could hold the land in trust for the
deceased's wife or wives who continued to till their latenusbana's land. AS
land has become more scarce over time, customs have changed, and wives have
gradually acquired the right to inherit. In certain cases, land is shared
among the landless sons.

2. National Legislation Affecting Communal Areas

Throughout tile colonial era there was an increasing measure of government
interference inland allocation and use. The three major acts are the Land
Apportionment Act of 1930, the Native Land Husoandry Act of 1951, and the Land
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Tenure Act of 1969. The Land.ApportionmentAct was concerned with legalizing
the segregation of land between whites and Africans. After 1930, Africans
were not allowed to acquire land outside the reserves except in small areas
known as Native (now African) Purchase Areas. Freehold was otherwise
restricted to whites irl designated areas. All freehold titles to land were
registered at a Registry of Deeds; no system of registering land rights
existed for the reserves.

The Native Land Husbandry Act was an attempt by the government to
introauce individualizeo tenure into the reserves. The intention was to
provide additional tenure security to peasants, and to give them the incentive
to improve holdings, conserve land, and achieve higher agricultural
productivity. The Act also regulated some farming practices such as soil
conservation works and crop rotation, and granted grazing rights through
written grazing permits. After 1956, a massive campaign was launched to
demarcate and register standardizea plots so that rignts could be legally
transferable. The whole idea (and therefore the implementation of the Act)
had to be aoandoned by 1962, due to widespread African opposition and also due
to the fact that there was not enough land to accommodate everyone entitled to
it under customary law.

As Kelly notes, "changes in the traditional. African land tenure system
could destroy much of the present authority of the tribal conununity and its
recognised leaders ••• Moreover, not only would the recognised leader suffer,
but the 'private citizen' would lose his right of avail in many matters sucn
as rights of tillage, water, accommodation, pasture, hunting and fishing, and
the right to collect and delve." The Rhodesian Front Government, after 1965,
attempted to restore more of the land allocation and control functions to
traditional authorities, in line with their policy ·to strengthen the hand of
the Chiefs. The Land Tenure Act reaffirmed racial segregation of land, but
also made possible the establishment of Tribal Land Authorities under Chiefs,
which could pass their own bylaws to control land tenure and soil conservation
(Hughes 1974).

B. Characteristics of Irrigation in the Sabi River Basin

The Sabi Valley has a wide variety.ofirrigation projects, which are
located on the map shown in Fig. 1, and of which the principal features are
shown in Table 1. Since there is little information available about the
private commercial irrigation in the lower basin, this discussion will be
limited to government-controlled schemes.

1. History and Objectives

The official objectives for government-controlled irrigation scnemes have
changed over time. As Hughes 1974 notes, when a new primary objective nas
been accepted, earlier objectives have not been completely abandoned. This
has meant that a multiplicity of objectives have come to be tacitly accepted
for these schemes, and it is not certain that all are completely compatible.
The history of smallholder irrigation in the Sabi catchment can be divided
into six main periods on the basis of shifts in objectives, as follows:
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TABLE 1

IRRIGATION SCHEMES IN THE SABr RIVER BASIN

NAME OF SCHEME

Small-Holder Schemes l

Nanyadzi
Tawona
Guto's Pool
Deure
MuranID inda
{lflutema
Chibuwe
Maranke
Nyachowa
Manjinji
Muteyo
Rupangwani
Nyahoni
st. Josephs

sub-total

Estate Schemes

Middle Sabi
- Estate
- Large scale commercial
- Small scale commercial

Chisumbanje
- Estate
- Small scale commercial

sub-total

Private Commercia12

TOTAL

COMMUNAL AREA LOCATION

Muwushu
Mutema
Sangwe
Sabi
Sabi
Mutema
Musikavanhu
Maranke
Zimanya
Sangwe
Sangwe
Sangwe
Sabi North
Sangwe

AREA DEVELOPED

(Hectares)

500
150

6
263

24
283
326

40
45
40
15
10
22

5

1,740

2,500
4,000

500

2,000
400

9,400

?

11,140

1. Details drawn from DERUDE 1983.
2. Information on conunercial farm irrigation does not appear to be assembled

on a catchment 'basis.

SOURCE: Adapted from tne·world Bank 1984.
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Policy Objectives

Incorporation of irrigation into indigenous
agriculture

African control of farming system and works

Active development under authoritarian control

Resettlement due to the Land Apportionment Act
requires expansion

Economic concerns (productivity)

Rural growth point/service center philosopny

-..

Beginning in 1912, rUdimentary irrigation was incorporated into
indigenous agriculture. Following the example of white missionaries, farmers
built furrows to divert water from the Sabi and its tributaries to irrigate
gardens for producing vegetables, potatoes, and· even wneat. Roder 1965 points
out two interesting features of this early activity: first, the initial
efforts at irrigation occurred in a year of severe famine; and second, the
early works were not built communally, by the traditional nhimbe, or beer
party, but rather by families or groups of individuals wno had gathered
experience in missions or in the employment of government.

The active involvement of government in irrigation development began in
1927, withtne appointment of Emery Alvord, theretofore an American
missionary, as 'Agriculturalist for the instruction of natives.' Alvord's
initial involvement centered on "iding existing African irrigation schemes,
which at the time numbered four, totalling about 200 hectares. His activity
at the outset was limited to improving the layout and construction of furrows
and introducing animal traction, but otherwise he practiced noninterference in
running the schemes. After 1933, however, the government began intervening
more actively. Four new schemes were built by the government; the existing
ones were extended and reorganized on authoritarian lines; a water rent of
five shillings per acre was imposed; and, after 1936, farmers were pressured
to give up drylandcultivation and devote their entire efforts to irrigated
farming (Hughes 1974, Chapter 13). Compulsory crop rotations were introduced
as well (Roder 1965).

There is some evidence of farmer resistance to this policy shift. Some
plots went unassignea for lack of interested farmers, and sometimes Alvoro was
forced to assign plots to women when no interested men were available.
Interviewed in 1984, the (African) Chief Irrigation Officer at Nyanyadzi,
whose experience extended back to the 1940's, expressed the opinion that at
this period farmers "did not know what was good for them." Their response was
to farm the land in a desultory manner, 50 that the subsequent decision to
resettle farmers frorndesignated wnite areas on existing schemes rather than
on new ones was done to ensure that properly-motivated farmers would occupy
the valuable land.
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In the 1940s and early 19505 it was felt that irrigation was the only
means by which the people evicted from white areas could support themselves.
Irrigation schemes were expanded onto poorer soils, ana high-cost pumping had
to supplement lower-cost gravity systems. By 1960, however, it was clear
tnat irrigation was not very profitable, not only to the government, but
even to farmers (Hunt 1958). Further construction was stopped until after the
"Unilateral Declaration of Independence" in 1965.

The new approach of the government after 1965 was to reinforce the
separate development of white and black areas. The government established a
parastatal, the Tribal Trust Lands Development corporation (TILCOR), to create
growth points in the communal areas. The design was to create .large irrigatea
state farms, with settlers grouped around them, which would focus the
development of other economic activity sucnthat Africans would not need to
use the existing cities as centers for commerce and ernployme~t. In the Sabi
valley, Chisumbanje was developea to serve this purpose, witn a core estate
which now amounts to 2000 hectares and 90 African settlers with 3-6 ha.
holdings.

After Independence TILCOR was supplanted by the Agricultural and Rural
Development Authority (ARDA), which is now responsible for all large-scale and
settler irrigation. The Middle Sabi Scheme, on "white" land adjoining tne
communal areas, was absorbed into ARDA's fold since 1980. The Department of
Rural Development (DERUDE) in the Ministry of Lands, Resettlement and Rural
Development has assumed responsibility for the small-scale (less than aoout
500 hectares) irrigation schemes, with the extension service of the Ministry
of AgricUlture (AGRITEX) in charge of ensuring compliance with cultural
practices. current government objectives are spelled out in the most recent
policy document (DERUDE 1983a). For the two broaa types of schem~s tne
government differentiates, the objectives can be summarized as in Table 2.

2. Types of Irrigation Systems

A mixture of sprinkler and surface irrigation is practiced in the Sabi
Valley. Chisumbanje has heavy, b~salt-derived clay soils, so that surface
irrigation is favored. Since looser soils prevail on the Middle Sabi complex,
including its settler component, sprinkler irrigation is indicated. Of the
smallholder schemes, only Mutema (just upriver from Middle Sabi) and Deure
have any land under sprinklers, botn pumped from tubewells, dug wnen it was
evident that there was inadequate surface water for the schemes. The
remaining communal land schemes are undersurface irrigation, receiving their
water from adjoining rivers either by pumping or gravity-fed diversion. Many,
but not all of the canals are now concrete lined, and wnere they are not water
seepage is a serious problem (Pearce 1984, p.356).

The history and present situation of indiviaual irrigation schemes is
summarized in Table 3. The Middle Sabi and Chisumbanje schemes have followed
remarkably similar patterns of development in spite of their different initial
status, soils, and irrigation techniques. In botninstances, the core estate
was established first in the light ot experience gained on a research station
and pilot farm. Settler units were established after luanagement had learned
how to irrigate the proposea crops under local soil conditions. Kelly (1972)
explains the relatively slow establishment of African settlers at Chisumbanje
by the difficulty of working with the Chisumbanj~ soils.
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TABLE 2

OBJEX:TlVES OF IRRIGATION SCHEMES

Supplementary Schemes

1) to serve as fOOd security
in grain deficit areas

2) to reduce the interregional
movement ofgraij:l in food
deficit areas with high
transport costs

3) to utilize available soil
resources by best use of
limited water resources;

4) to provide employment oppor
tunities in the drier areas

5) Overall -- to supplement dry
land farming rather than
to replace "it.

All other Scnemes

1) to increase agricultural pro
duction (Doth food and cash
crops

2) to save/earn foreign exchange

3) to generate employment and
raise income levels of the
rural poor

4) to permit the production of a
wide variety of crops;

5) to serve as a vehicle for the
introduction of new techniques
by irrigators

6) to act as demonstration units
for specialized"commodities;

7) to provide some relief for
population pressure;

8) to provide full-time occupa
tion independent of dryland
farming;

9) Long-term ainl of self-manage
ment through local irrigation
management committees.

Source: Adapted from DERUDE 1983a, pp. 4-5.

Both schemes have a core estate~fabout 2,000 hectares, witn 400-500
hectares of additional land allocated to middle-size settlers' plots, whiCh at
Chisumbanje are between 3 and 6 hectares and at Middle Sabi, where they have
only been in existence since 1980, they are all of 10 hectares. On both,
cropping intensity is virtually 200%, so tnat these are sUbstantial-size plots
by African standards. One difference is that at Middle Sabi, the majority of
the land is allocated to 25 large-scale individual commercial farlners (thUS

-. far , all white) , each of whom has 160 hectares. The design of these
large-scale settler units was cased on experience that suggested that such a
farm size was optimal for cropping a cotton/wheat rotation under sprinklers;
the results have shown that the scale is appropriate for farmer management
capability, as well (stanningI980).
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The smallholder schemes in the communal areas have also developed
similarly to one another. In all of them, early development was based on
flood irrigation with water gravitated by eartn canals from diversion weirs on
the sabiand its tributaries. During the 1950's most schemes were greatly
expanded, and some were redesigned and rebuilt in the 1960's following neglect
and floods. There are two types of smallholder schemes: supplementary
schemes, designed to add to farmers' income-earning potential, and full-time
scnemes,58 designed to occupy farm families completely throughout the year.
The supplementary schemes are designed to have plots of 0.1 hectare, and
individual holdings range from 0.1 to 0.3 ha. The fu1l-tJ.me schemes have a
plot size of 0.4 ha, witn farmers being permitted to occupy up to four plots,
depending on their ability and the availaoility of land. As Table 4 shows,
the latter type is dominant in the Sabi Valley, because alternative sources of
income are few in this semi-arJ.d region.

3. Operation and Management of Irrigation Schemes

a. Relationship between Projects and Government

The organization and management of communal-area irrigation, which is
closely controlled by several agencies/of the central government, is covered
in a useful paper by Rukuni (1984c), and is summarized here. Three ministries
and one parastatal organization are involved in irrigation in Zimbabwe:

The Department of Rural Development (DERUDE) of the Ministry of Lands,
Resettlement and Rural Development .(MLRRD) is concerned with design,
construction ~nd management of irrigation schemes with fewer than 500
hectares. The cost of construction is met by the government budget as part of
rural development programs. Operation and maintenance is funded by DERUDE,
with irrigators paying a token fee for water and maintenance.

The Department of Agricultural and Extension Services (Agritex) of the
Ministry of Agriculture, which is responsible for irrigation extension
services on DERUDE-managed schemes.

The Ministry of Water' Resource Development is responsib~e for water
supply to field edge on DERUDE and ARDA managed schemes .. and for dam
constructJ.on, construction and maintenance of pumping stations and main supply
lines and canals.

The Agricultural and Rural Development Autnority (ARDA) isa parastatal
organization which reports to the MLRRD. It was formed in 1982, merging three
parastatals, the Trioal Trust Land Development Authority (TILCOR), tne
Saoi-Limpopo Authority (SLA) and the Agricultural Development Authority
(ADA). ARDA is responsible for the design, management and extension services
on schemes larger than 500 hectares, and also does some contract work for
DERUDE.

Improving the coord~nation of these organizations is one of the most
urgent issues identified by the World Bank (1984). At present, there is no

II. agency to make national policy and coordinate strategic planning of irrigation
or other river-basin development activity. The present links among the
various organizations are shown in Figure 2.
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_ TlBLE 4
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At the scheme level, the organization of management is as follows: on
large DERUDE schemes (between 100 and 500 hectares), DERUDE provides a Chief
Irrigation Officer who has overall authority, and also a maintenance manager
and a maintenance staff. Agritex officers provide extension services and
serve as communication links between farmers and the Chief Irrigation
Officer. On smaller schemes, Agritex workers are generally responsible for
day-to-day management in addition to extension, and an itinerant irrigation
manager oversees several scnemes. Water is managed at the tertiary level by
paid employees of Agritex, who are almost always plotholders or their
relatives. In the past, wnen periodically there were episodes of rampant
water-stealing, hired water bailiffs patrolled the scheme, but since
independence they have not been used, at_least on Nyanyadzi.

4. Farmer Organizations

Farmers in Zimbabwe communal areas have formed a wide variety of farmer
organizations (Bratton 1984). On irrigation schemes, the groups that existed
before independence were not well defined, and there was an element of
mistrust of the group by farmers, who regarded it as oppressive rather than
supportive, the 'eyes and ears' of management. Farmer groups appear to have
functioned more for the convenience of management than to serve as a means of
communication between farmers and management (Pazvakavamowa 1984).

Since independence, the desire to involve people directly in the
development process led to the estaolisnment of irrigation management
committees (IMCs) on DERUDE schemes. These committees are elected by
plotholders, and at present their principal purpose is to act as liaison with
scheme management on issues of water distribution and plotholder discipline
and selection. The government's aim isthatIMCs eventually be the vehicle by
whicn farmers take over the management and maintenance of small-scale
irrigation schemes (for a detailed outline of IM:s, see Pazvakavamowa). What
little is known about the composition of IMCs and their performance suggests
that their relationship with management is more harmonious. if their members
include a number of young, educated farmers (particularly ZANU-PF party
activists) rather than being entirely composed--as their predecessors were
before independence--of tribal leaders. 59 It is too early to tell how
successful I~S will be, given that they will have to learn to balance the
three opposing forces of scheme management, the ruling political party, and
the traditional leadership. Thus far, they have not yet establisned
themselves as independent voices, and prefer to duck such sensitive
responsibilities as disciplining errant farmers.

Aside from the IMCs, most of the Manicaland schemes have farmer
cooperatives, which are orientea towards the transporting and marketing of
produce and the procurement of agricultural inputs. On all the schemes,
whether or not there are cooperatives, farmers have ,formed "cash groups" which
permit them to take advantage of quantity discounts on inputs and, sometimes,
better prices for their crops. Many of the most important crops, such as
maize, cotton and wheat, are sold exclusively to the Agricultural Marketing
Authority in Mutare, and the cooperative organizes transport. Farmers are not
compelled to use cooperatives,and those who find the cooperative inefficient
and costly may arrange their own marketing services.

:
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OnARDAschemes, small-scale settlers are very dependent on the estate.
No farmer is directly responsible for any farming expenses, since the estate
plows his land, buys all the necessary seed, fertilizers and chemicals, and,
after marketing the farmer's crops, deducts all the costs,and pays the farmer
what is left. The estate also provides farmers with housing and with the
basic tools needed to weed and irrigate their land. This system is not
intended to bepermanent,according to the scheme manager at Middle Sabi.
There are no rules which obligate settlers to have so little choice in what
they do and how they do it, but thus far it has been in the mutual interest of
the farmers and· the estate that they remain dependent. As settlers move
towards freehold tenure, they may be more willing than they have been to
experiment with different crops, different techniques, and so on ...

5. Obligations of Management and Farmers

Government is responsiole for the construction, operation and maintenance
of DERUDE schemes and heavily subsidizes both capital and recurrent costs.
The project provides extension services to plotnolders, but the procurement of
inputs and marketing of output is in the hands of farmers (see Section II.B.2,
above), either individually or organized into cooperatives.

In return for water and other centrally-provided services, farmers are in
principle obliged to pay water rates. Before 1980, water charges were levied
on the basis of the frequency of water provision to farmers' fields within
each scheme. The rates varied, as of 1980, between Z$6 and Z$70 per hectare
per year, payable in advance; most of the Sabi Valley perimeters, relatively
well endowed with water resources, paid the highest rate. Qnaverage, the
amount collected represented 10-12 per cent of operation and maintenance costs
of the schemes (salaries excluded). Since 1983,the Ministry of Lands has
reinstated w~ter rates at an increased (nominal) level, which vary between
Z$30 and Z$145 per hectare depending on water availability. Again, the Sabi
schemes generally have the highest rate.

According to the latest policy statement, the justifications for'water
rates are: 1) to improve discipline among irrigators and to change their
attitude towards the use of a limited natural resource; 2) to provide an
incentive for increased production; 3) to increase farmers' contribution to
about one-fourth of recurrent costs of the schemes (DERUDE 1983a).

In addition, of course, equity considerations require these relatively
privileged members of the rural sector to reimburse society for at least a
part of its financial support. The government realizes that farmers on
smallholder irrigation schemes cannot afford to assume the entire operating
costs, because holdings are small, many schemes are remote, therefore have
high transport costs so that farmers tend to concentrate more heavily on
subsistence crops. On the ARDA estates, where irrigators have significantly
larger holdings (from 3 to 10hectares) and produce cash crops almost
exclusively, farmers reimburse ARDA for the entire economic cost, including
capital as well as 0 & M costs.

The government has every intention of encouraging IMCs to take over many
of the management functions now handled by DERUDE and Agritex, with a
concomitant increase in farmer contributions to operat~ng costs. This would
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permit the government to divert resources now being used to operate
50-year-old schemes towards new development. in the •. conununal areas. The high
level of the subsidy suggests that it will be difficult for farmers to make
much progress in this direction, nowever,without major cnanges in the
organization of the schemes, including larger holdings sizes and better
marketing outlets.

The World Bank has been highly critical of this sUbsidy, stating that
DERUDE's advocacy of a higher level of water charges:

still leaves unanswered some serious questions about the viability of
such schemes as a longer term strategy: from the efficiency standpoint,
worse-than-average farmers may simpiy be wasting their own and the
state's resources, taking "one and one half ears of corn to grow one";
from the equity standpoint the better farmers appear to reap an
unwarranted privilege; from general public administration standpoint,
DERUDE's program is not a self-sustaining one and it may well undermine
the incentives of freelance individuals and groups to raise their own
resources or to borrow. (World Bank 1984, p. 27)

As Blackie, Hungwe and Rukuni (1984) note, this opinion ignores the
government's objectives for small-scale irrigation other than productive
efficiency, notably "rural development and the provision of employment for the
people in the rural area" (p. 108) as well as the capacity to support large
numbers of people on relatively small holdings.

C. Land Tenure Arrangements on Communal Area Irrigation Schemes

1. plotholder Selection Criteria

In the early days of irrigation in the Babi River Basin, farmers were
allocated irrigated plots in return for labor they contributed during
construction. During the 1940's when irrigation development was a means of
implementing the Land Apportionment Act, Africans resettled from white farming
areas were allocated land. In tnis respect, it is interesting to note that in
1960 the government realized that many of theplotholders "were not there by
informed choice" (Irrigation policy Committee 1960, p. 9). According to
Roder, in the early 1960's some 38 per cent of plotholders on nine Sabi Valley
schemes were originally from white areas.

According to the Land Tenure (Control of Irrigable Area) Regulations of
1970, District Commissioners are responsible for land administration.
Recently, however, applications for plots have been directed to the scheme
manager. Should a vacancy ar ise, the manager selects the allottee,. in
consultation with a farmers' irrigation committee, from a waiting list which
often contains several hundred applicants.

In the early years irrigators either selected themselves--many of the
first schemes were locally initiated; or alternatively irrigators were
have-nots who had been resettled. Difficulties in filling vacancies were
solved by being very unselective indeed, even accepting single women (Roder
1965, p. 112). Selection criteria have become more carefully specified in
recent years. Hughes (1974) suggests that "bitter experience combinea witn
the realisation of the potential importance of the schemes as a vehicle for
regional development" was responsiole for the change in attitude in the 1970s.

..-
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The type of plotholder sought is well expressed in the following
statement:

experience has shown that it does not pay to select as irrigators the
down-and-outs and have-nots. They are have-nots because they have failed
at. everything else. Irrigation is a very difficult job and if a person
has failed elsewhere he will certainly fail on an irrigation scheme. It
should therefore be a criterion for selection that they have proved
themselves elsewhere. (Ministry of Internal Affairs 1972.)

The latest policy (DERUDE 1983a) represents a departure from the above,
since it advocates the selection of plotholders for existing schemes "on the
criterion of need rather than first come, first served basis. 1t Businessmen and
those in wage employment are specifically excluded, and it is suggested that
the have-nots be given priority. with regard to new schemes, the past policy
of giving priority to people displaced as a result of the new development
continues totakeprecedel1ce, providing that they fulfill the other relevant
selection criteria, w~ich are:

good health
marital status and number of dependents
age preferably betweenl8 and 30 years
effectively landless or with dryland holdings insufficient to provide
for the family1~ maintenance
businessmen and wage-earners specifically excluded
Zimbabwean citizenship (DERUDE 1983a, p. 18)

On the ARDA estates, the 46 settlers at Middle Sabi and the 90 at
Chisumbanje have been selected from a national pool of applicants, although
many of the successful candidates were from the Sabi region, especially at
Chisumbanje where the settlement component is 15 years old. In principle,
experienced irrigation farmers have been given high priority but, according to
the MiddleSabischeme manager, this criterion has not always been applied
carefully. He would prefer that -a Master Farmer certificate (see Bratton 1984
for a description of how this is obtained in dryland agriculture; there is no
Master Farmer status specifically for irrigation) bea prerequisite for
selection for what are, after all, very valuable holdings.

2. Security of Tenure

Until 1981,the right of all 'irrigated plotholders to cultivate was
reconsidered annually by the scheme manager on DERUDE schemes. His decision
to renew was based on performance criteria. Before the onset of summer, each
plotholder was required to prove that he possessed the correct type and
quantity of fertilizer, seed and, if necessary, ~nsecticide, for the coming
year. Having satisfied scheme management that he possessed the means of
production, the farmer would pay his annual water rate (see below). Severe
and persistent lapses in farming standards or lack of cooperation with other
farmers or management could result in the withdrawal of his right to farm. On
some schemes the system was applied fairly rigorously, but less so on others
where discipline was loose and evictions rare.

One rule that has always been impossible to enforce is the requirement
that plotholders give up all other occupations and relinquish their
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traditional rights to drylandholdings in their communities of origin.
According to Roder (1965, p. 137) the autho.r ities lacked the resources to
force compliance, and many infringementsoccurred-, they still do, although not
on all schemes (Rukuni 1984c). In spite of this, the provision remains in
DERUDE's 1983 draft policy statement. On the other hand, between 1972 and
1983, policy has encouraged successful entrepreneurs to become irrigators
without necessarily giving up other activities, and were permitted to employ
hired labor (Ministry of Internal Affairs 1972, Appendix C.). Also since
1972, a plotholder may obtain permission from management to live elsewhere and
have his plot managed by another person. Again, there are no data to indicate
the extent to which this has been done, although impressions suggest that most
plots are farmed by the plotholder and his family, with little hired labor.

Enforcement of regulations was disrupted during the national liberation
war of the late 19705, and has not really been restored since. From June 1980
until the beginning of the 1983/84 crop year, no water rates were paid and few
farmers were evicted. In 1983/84 water rates were reinstated, but in that
year only 60 per cent of farmers paid them; to date no action has been taken
against defaulters because the legal status remains unclear as long as the
draft policy on irrigation and resettlement has not been officially adopted.
In an interview in August 1984 the Chief Irrigation Officer at Nyanyadzi
somewhat unrealistically declared that nthere is no reason why any farmer with
a good crop should not pay.n Apparently ability to pay does not, however,
guarantee willingness to pay without compulsion.

Farmers do want more security, however. In exploring the problems and
prospects of several schemes in Masvingo province, to the west, Munzwa (1981)
suggests that the existing system of "user rights" is adequate for newer, less
progressive irrigators, but the better established and more progressive
farmers wanted larger holdings and more secure tenure. AS Hawkins Associates
(1982, p. 34) observes, this and other needs of irrigation farmers have been
expressed for over 20 years, with no response.

3. Inheritability and Subdiyisibility

In the Land Tenure (Control of Irrigable Areas) Regulations of 1970 and
their draft successors of 1982, no specific provision is made for
successions. In practice, irrigation management has been flexible, and widows
or sons of deceased plotholders have been able to take over the lease. Hughes
suggests indirectly that the rights to the plot were inheritable by the
following statement: nsettlers grow old and less efficient. Their heirs need
not necessarily be inspired irrigators, but, having no other homes and knowing
no other way of life, may tend to stay onn (Hughes 1974, p. 219).

The Regulations give tne irrigation manager (Chief Irrigation Officer)
authority to alter the size and shape of an irrigated plot, but only if the
occupier has not made efficient use of his.landor if it has been decided to
increase the number of plotholders on a given area. NO information has been
collected to enable us to assess the extent to which managers have done such
alterations. The facts, however, suggest that.some subdivision has take
place, either for" one of these reasons or during successions. only about
forty per cent of individual holdings are still 1.6 hectares, the size at
which they were originally allocated, and the average plot size is about 1
hectare.
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D. Production Performance of Irrigation Schemes

1. The "Full-Time" Sabi Valley Schemes

Table 5 gives some representative data on the economic record of
smallholder schemes and ARDA estates in recent years. Small commercial
farmers associated with the estates have achieved very respectable yields of
cotton, the most important and valuable crop, increasing their productivity at
the same rate as the estates. p10tholders on the smallnolder schemes have not
done as well on cotton, but have yields for maize and wheat that are high
compared both to other farming systems in Zimbabwe and to international
experience. 60 Rukuni (1984a, p. 381) argues, however, that these yields are
still low relative to the potential that irrigation offers; Hughes (1974, p.
198) suggests that this may be due to satisfaction with their lot:

Any visitor to Nyanyadzi, for example, cannot fail to be impressed by the
increase in the number of retail stores there over the past few years.
This suggests thatwhe have there a population with money to spend and
there is no reason to believe that the bulk of this comes from sources
other than irrigation farming. On this same scheme, the apparent
unwillingness of many plotholders to strive to increase the~r cash
incomes by increasing yields suggests that they are reasonably content
with what they are earning now.

Recent data reported by Rukunigive an indication of farm incomes on the
Sabi schemes. His survey at Nyanyadzi showed that in 1981 mean net income per
farm was approximately Z$ 1,200, with "small" farms (under 0.8 ha.) averaging
Z$ 600 and "large" farms (with the maximum of 1.6 ha.) averaging Z$ 2,000
(Rukuni 1984a, p. 386). This is not a very high income, suggesting that
characterizations of irrigators as 'privileged' are somewhat overdrawn. TO
demonstrate this one can compare per capita income at Nyanyadzito overall
national per capita income. Rukuni (1984b, p. 405) shows that mean resident
family size at Nyanyadzi is 9.3 persons. Thus per capita income (mean income
per farm divided by mean persons .per farm) is Z$ 130. National per capita
income (admittedly skewed both racially and regionally) was about Z$ 600 in
1981 (IMFInternational Financial statistics data), or roughlyUS$ 830. In
this comparison we have excluded, for lack of data, off-farm income of
irrigators. These might consist of wage employment, dryland farming,
livestock and commerce. The first cannot be done at Nyanyadzi(witn the
exception of the small number of water management employees) because there are
no local sources of wage employment other than very highly seasonal cotton
picking at Middle Sabi, more than SOkm.away. Thus to earn significant wage
income, people must go to Mutare and would not be counted among the resident
population. Dryland farming is formally prohibited to plotholders, althougn
everyone recognizes that the prohibition is toothless. But Rukuni (1984c)
reports data suggesting that few Nyanyadzi plotholders do in fact have dryland
plots. Commerce and livestocK are, simply, unknown. All. plotholders have
some animals, but no reliable data are available on the value of cattle
sales. Since cattle are used more as a store of wealtn than as a source of
income (other than milk) in communal areas (Roder 1965), their contribution to
annual income is in any case unlikely to be very great. In sununary,
therefore, Sabi valley irrigation farmers are not rich. They are certainly
better off than dryland farmers in the region, because tney are
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TABLE 5

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF IRRIGATION SCHEMES

A. Cotton yields
(tons/hectare)

A R 0 A S C HEM E S VILLAGE SCHEME
MID D L E S A B I CHI SUM B AN J E NYANYADZI

CORE SMALL-SCALE CORE SMALL-SCALE
YEAR ESTATE SETTLERS ESTATE SETTLERS

1980/81 n.a. 1.7 n.a. n.a.
1981/82 n.a. 2.3 2.9 n.a.
1982/83 n.a. 3.0 n.a. n.a.
1983/84 3.3 3.8 3.8 3.7

(SMALL
HOLDERS)

2.0
2.2
0.7
n.a.

SOUBeE: For ARDA, Matowanyika 1984, p. 5.
For Nyanyadzi, DERUDE 1983b.

B. Yields of Major Crops, 1970-79 Averages
(tons/hectare)

IRRIGATION D R Y L A

COMMUNAL COMMUNAL COMMEICIAL
CROPS AREAS AREAS FARMS

Maize 5.5 0.7 4.7
Wheat 2.3 2.0*
Groundnuts 1.7 0.6 '1.7
Cotton 1.9 0.8 1.7

N D

SMALL-SCALE
COMMER:IAL FARMS

1.6

0.5
0.8

* Wheat only produced under irrigation. This number conflicts with the World
Bank's estimate of 4.8 tons/hectare (1984. p. 26).

SOURCE: Rukuni 1984a, Table 2.
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"drought-proofed" to a certain extent, but irrigation development along the
same lines as is done on the "full-time farmer" model of Zimbabwe is just as
certainly no threat to the income-distribution objectives of equity-seeking
donors.

2. The "Comma-Hectare" Schemes

All of the Manicaland irrigation schemes in the Sabi Valley are of the
"full-time variety." The principal reason for this is that the region is quite
arid, and (especially during the three-year drought which ended in 1984-85)
dryland farming is nota viable means of support for sufficient numbers of
people; hence if supplementary schemes were established in the Sabi region
they would probably be not accepted nearly as well as they have been in other
regions, particularly in Masvingo Province, which suffers from some of the
most severe land pressure in the country (Whitsun Foundation 1983, p. 37).
Because of the enthusiasm of plotholders for supplementary irrigation schemes,
and because they quite evidently could accommodate several times as many
farmers per unit of area, the government has actively considered generalizing
the "comma-hectare" approach on most new schemes, both in the Sabi and
elsewhere (Munzwa 1981).

The data shown in Table 5 demonstrate clearly the advantages of small
holdings sizes on the supplementary schemes in Masvingo province over the
larger holdings which prevail in Manicaland. The per-nectare yield of maize
is substantially higher on perimeters with small plots. Also, many more
people benefit from irrigation, per hectare of irrigated land. Yet, just as
on the Manicaland schemes, the amount produced on these small plots is
insufficient for a family's entire livelihood. Even where ten tons of maize
are produced per hectare, as they are on some schemes in some years, that only
means one ton per household ·of about 9 persons. Clearly dryland farming must
remain a part of farmers' economic activity with such small plots. In fact,
farmers in many of the Masvingo schemes, such as Mapanzure, use irrigation of
their small plots as a supplement to rainfall to bring green maize to harvest
reliably bytheChristmasholidai" (AReA 1981, p. 1.2.) when it commands a good
price, rather than as a substitute for dryland farming of foodgrains during
the rainy season.
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VIII. MADAGASCAR: THE CENTRAL HIGHLANDS

by Lucie Colvin Phillips

A. Background

As in Sudan but unlike most other parts of Africa, modern irrigation
systems in Madagascar's central highlands are superimposed on a well developed
traditional network. Widespread knowledge of irrigation techniques and
management contributed to ,give these two countries the most extensive
irrigation systems in Africa south of the Sahara. Tha Malgache have built
earth dams and terraced rice fields along each rivulet in their tropical
mountains since at least the seventeenth century and probably much earlier.
Since the 1920s French, and later internationa~ interests have added
considerably to the irrigated area, through improved water control and
reclamation of swamplands. Today the country's per capita consumption of rice
is one of the highest in the world, an average of 146 kg./person/year. Until
1973 Madagascar was a net exporter of rice, but by 1982 rice imports had
increased until they absorbed 20% of export earnings. Rural areas are still
self-sufficient in rice, but the urban rice supply come partly from the
75,000-100,000 tons marketed annually by a vast parastatal monopoly at Lac
Alaotra and partly from imports.

The climate is tropical, moderated by altitude in the central highlands.
The Indian Ocean monsoons and cyclones sweep in from the east, giving the east
coast the heaviest rainfall (up to 3500mm/yr1, .and the north and the
highlands an average of 1500 mm. per year. In the west rainfall becomes
sparser and more erratic, and in the south there are semi-desert conditions.
Cyclones frequently wreak great damage on crops, homes, and the land itself.

With a land area of about 592,000 square kilometers and only 9.2 million
people in 1982, Madagascar has abundant underutilized agricultural lands and
one of the world's most rapidly expanding agricultural frontiers. An
estimated 2.5 to 3 million hectares, about 5% of the total land area, is
currently cultivated, while two to three times that area is considered
arable. (FAO 1978) Pastureland occupies 58%, woodlands 21% and the rest is
residential, industrial, barren or unused land. About 1 million hectares is
irrigated. Yet the key problem in the central highlands where our case study
was focused, is overpopulation, fragmentation of holdings, and landlessness.
Many government river basin development projects are in western or
northwestern areas of sparse population, and designed to resettle land-poor
peasants from the overpopulated central highlands.

Madagascar's population is 85% rural, with 83% (1.5 million families)
employed in subsistence agriculture and an estimated 2% in modern farming.
Population growth is estimated at 2.75% annually, with urban areas growing
faster (average 5% per year) than rural. Migration, both seasonal and
permanent, has been an essential factor in the labor supply of irrigation
projects since the early colonial period. Departure zones are the central
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highlands, particularly the southern half occupied by the Betsileo ethnic
group. Receiving areas include the sugar and cotton schemes on the west
coast, a vast irrigated rice area at Lac Alaotra and the plantation areas on
the north coast, and the ranchlands of the middle west. In the early 19705
the number of permanent migrants was estimated at30,OOO-SO,OOO per year.
Government policy encourages migration to improve the position of land-poor
peasants in the highlands, develop underused lands, and discourage ethnic
territoriality and particularism.· Some projects, however, have been partially
or totally blocked by ethnic antagonisms accompanying resettlement of outside
ethnic groups.

Agricultural statistics are out of date and unreliable in Madagascar,
having been created on the basis of administrative estimates since 1972. It
is clear, however, that rice remains the principal crop, followed by root
crops for home consumption, ana export crops, coffee, vanilla, cloves, sugar
and cotton. Seventy percent of Madagascar's population is estimated to be
involved in rice production, and 50% of the farm land. Yields average
1.2-1.5 tons per hectare on small family farms, and about 2 T/ha on projects
with full water control. With fertilizer and pesticides, which are very
scarce, yields can reach 3.5-4 T/ha. An average of 165,000 tons per year is
marketed, which is estimated to be 13% of consumption.

Irrigation schemes supervised by the government are grouped into three
categories, by size and type of civil engineering works. There are seven
large schemes, ranging from 2,000 to 30,000 hectares each, with three more
being studied. All told they now occupy 110,000 hectares, of which 80,000 are
currently cultivated. Medium size schemes, 100 to 3,000 ha. in size, occupy
200,000 hectares, of which only 80,000 are cultivated. Outside the government
network, farmer operated small schemes (microhydrauliques) occupy some 300,000
ha. and family rice fields about 500,000 ha. Family rice fields and
microhydrauliques are concentrated in the central highlands~ where there has
been acute pressure on the land for more than a century.

B. Land Administration

Land registration and administration has been the responsibility of the
elected local government institutions and the Service de la Reforme Agraire
(Agrarian Reform Service) since 1975. The complete decentralization of
political and economic functions enacted then gave primary authority to
village councils (Fokontonolona). Until a liberalization and recentralization
of some functions were announced in 1982, Fokontonolona.had a monopoly of both
agricultural marketing and sale of basic retail products. They kept land
records and adjudicated disputes, a natural corollary of their nearly total
political autonomy. Many administrative functions ground to a haltdur iI1g
this period, as local institutions proved ill-equipped to maintain specialized
services. They were crippled by lacK of personnel, organizational experience
and funding. For example, despite full responsibility for road construction
and maintenance, Fokontonolona are allowed to keep only 1 % of the tax
revenues generated in their district. The other 99% goes to the central
government.

Different levels of local government are shown in Table 1. In addition
to the purview exercised by village councils, the national offices of Lands
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(Domaines),Surveys (Cadastre), and Agrarian.Reform (Reforme Agraire) have
important roles. The Offices of Lands and Surveys each have offices in
provincial capitals, where the basic land registries and survey maps are
kept. They cooperate with village councils to implement surveys and registry
of new areas. The law mandates that they at the same time expropriate any
holdings over five hectares that have not been cultivated for·five years, to
permit redistribution to land poor farmers. In practice, this seems rarely to
have happened, as there is very little uncultivated land in the central
highlands. This law may be implemented in outlying areas where surveys are
conducted prior to construction of a major irrigation project, but on the
family farms in the central highlands the few large farms that ,exist are
unaffected.

TABLE 1

LOCAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS IN MADAGASCAR

Levell:
Level 2:
Level 3:
Level 4:
Level 5:

Fokontany (Village/People = Fokonolona)
Firaisana (District)
Fivondrana (Circonscription, cf. Areas, Figure l)
Far itany (Province)
National President and Assembly (elected), appointed
Ministries

The Agrarian Reform office was created in 1975 when it was decided to
expropriate the large foreign plantations that remained from the colonial
period. They totalled 40,000 ha. or less, out were producing the most
lucrative export crops (coffee, vanilla, long grain rice, and sugar) and were
a political issue. Expropriation took place in 1975-76, but redistribution
has been stalled ever since. It was not decided how or to whom the lands
should be distributed, and the Ag,rarian Reform Office was not given an
operating budget for implementation. The workers and local people who camp on
the coffee plantations of the east coast today gather and market what the old
bushes still produce, but are not really farming. Exports have droppea to
1/10 their former levels.

Water rights are neither regulated nor charged for in Madagascar, where
most irrigation is by gravity or flood recession. Rainfall is abundant, and
flood control more of a problem in most areas than water allocation. The
Irrigation Office of the Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform is mainly
concerned with the construction and maintenance of irrigation works. An
administrative reform is under discussion that could modify this, creating
local water users committees for each valley. Such committees, comprised of
local farmers, could take over the organization of works maintenance from the
Irrigation Office. This would have the advantage of putting management in the
hands of those mechanisms and technical assistance may not be an immediate
solution to the chronic deterioration affecting existing irrigation works.
Our colleague, Dr. Rokotoniarany, is interested in studying and developing
further the promising idea of water users committees.
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c. Lands and Land Law

There are three main categories of land in the Malgache highlands:

- rice paddies
- tanety: the hillsides above the paddies, and
- small areas of rainfed fields on the valley floor, too high to be

irrigated

The rice fields occupy every gulley, and are terraced down to large
plains which are likewise occupied as fully as possible with diked plots. The
hillsides are an essential complement to family farming strategies. They are
planted mainly in manioc, yams, wheat and legumes. On the higher lands of the
plains, rainfed rice and mixed crops are cultivated. A wide variety of fruits
are grown in protected gardens near homes.

The customary rules of ownership differ from one area to the next on the
highlands, and more generally between the two major ethnic groups, the Merina
and the Betsilao. Among the Betsileo rice paddies are owned by men, and women
have access only to tanety or rainfed lands. Among the Merina both men and
women own and farm all three kinds of land, and male and ,female children
inherit equally from both parents. Widows inherit only from the portion of
rice paddies that the couple cleared themselves, and only 1/3 of that. The
rest goes to the children. Rice paddies are a traditional part of the
contributions of both bride's and groom's families to the marriage. New
paddies are typically developed by the couple, and plots may also be bought
and sold. Most of the sales reported recently are by poor farmers, who sell a
portion of their meager holdings when faced with a bad year or family problem.

Communal rights are held by ethnic groups, villages, and other
traditional socia-economic units. They limit to their own members and
regulate the right to clear new farm lands, pasture livestock, harvest forest
crops, and tap water supplies. Little has been written about them in
Madagascar, however, compared to the depth of ethnographic study elsewhere in
the developing world. Development officials seem to have frequently ignored
or come in conflict with them in laying out new projects.

Land law has gone through many phases, from colonial expropriations for
settler plantations, to a large-scale post-colonial attempt at land reform.
The first law in 1881 declared all unoccupied land (terres libres) the
property of the state, and implicitly recognized individual property rights
over cultivated lands. In 1896 and again in 1911 laws provided for
registration of Malgache land rights, and could be registered, but claimants
had to prove continuous cultivation. Shifting cultivation was, and still is,
practiced on most rainfed lands throughout the island, but could not serve as
the basis of a claim. The majority of the land thus became government
property, and could be alienated to settlers under the Code Civil. In 1897
registration began. It was required for sales of government land, and for
sales by Malgache to foreigners, otherwise voluntary. Family tombs, which are
central to Malgache cuI t of the ancestors, could not be removed and, fmil;{
access was guaranteed even if the tomb were on property belonging toa third
party.
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Two laws in the 1920s reflect increasing pressure on the land. One in
1926 established indigenous reserves and separate settler areas,
simultaneously setting aside as inalienable public lands all river banks,
ocean beaches, and rights of way for infrastructure (including irrigation
canals). Land rights on indigenous resreves were held collectively, but could
be individualized ·if the community agreed to collective development. On
colonization lands, settlers were given homesteading rights to large areas of
fertile land, with title granted after 3 to9 years of development. Settlers
could request allotments of up tolOOha. of government land, whereas Malgache
were limited to grants of 10 ha. The next law in 1929 provided forwidescale
surveying of indigenous land rights, at the request of the highlands
population. After that land law remained stable until independence, alghouth
major socio-economic changes took place, which are discussed below.

With independence came. a new wave of legislation. The first laws in 1960
through 1964 introduced the idea of a social obligation to develop land, and
provided for the seizure of any estate overS hectares in size which had been
uncultivated for 5 years. It also established new procedures for surveying
the lands of whole districts, similar to those first used after the 1929 law.
Ten years of cultivation was sufficient to establish property rights, if
owners of neighboring plots would attest to it. New surveys were not actually
implemented, however, until the mid-1970s.

In 1972 military officers with a radical socialist orientation overthrew
the government. There were rpaid changes in leadership until 1975 when the
present President Ratsiraka came to power. Land law was modified to put more
stress on the obligation to contribute to the national economy, and to provide
for three kinds of farms: individual or familYicollective; and state. The
government was empowered to expropriate family farms, if necessary for
national development projects. This had been done, with North Korean
technical assistance, in one densely populated area we encountered at
Ambatolampy. The local population was reportedly so bitter that the Koreans
were unable to find workers to farm the now barren lands. The 1973 law also
forbade sharecropping and all forms of feudal obliga'tions. There was,
however, no clear guidance as to how this should be implemented.

D. Socio-Economic Aspects of Land Tenure

The early pressure to registrer rice paddy lands was both a symptom of
and a contributor to competition for lands. It is a competition as much
within families as between them. While the surveying of the 1930s did
preserve title in the family, it helped breakdown the. fluidity of
redistribution within the family that had accompanied the maturing and
marriage of members (Pavageau 1981). Title suddenly became individual,
excluding anyone who did not get his name written in the book. One of three
brothers was away earning the family tax payment when the surveyors came
through. The other two brothers registered the land in their names. The
children of the third brother are now landless, and bitter towards their
richer cousins. Adults now hold lands in their name until they die, leaving
even fifty-year old sons with low status in the community because they are not
yet land owners. Young people facing the prospect of an indefinite wait
before they can have land, cast about working as salaried labor for relatives
or richer farmers and trying to find work in the city.
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In the latest surveying campaigns, moreover, many landowners discovered
that they could not afford to pay the administrative fees, and therefore,
although they apparently still farm their lands, they are legally not
proprietors. Farmers also complained that the land tax was five times higher
the year after the survey. Co.untries with new river basin developments will
find that they require survey and registration procedures for adequate land
management. They should be aware of injustices such as those mentioned above
that may accompany the process.

Population pressure, however, not land law, is the major cause of this
tense situation. Government policy to give homesteading opportunities to
people from this area makes good sense. It attracts fewer volunteers than one
might expect, partly because of lack of infrastructure and security needed to
make farming in the outlying areas viable. People also hold back because of
attachment to kin groups, and the tombs that are their focus, but Dr.
Rokotonirainy believes that granting homesteaders title to new lands would be
an effective incentive.

Both paddy and rainfed land holdings in the central highlands are
severely fragmented. The average family farm totalling 0.6 ha. of paddies is
dispersed in small plots over an area up to several kilometers in diameter.
Rainfedfields average 2 to 5 ha. per family. Both paddies and rainfed fields
on the highlands are ferruginous clay soils and severely exhausted. Fallowing
is very rare on paddies, but absolutely necessary on tanety. Some large
feudal estates belonging to the precolonial Merina nobility, farmed mainly by
sharecropping, are still intact.

Government allotments of land in irrigated schemes help to create a class
of middle sized farmers. Sometimes five to seven hectare plots are allocated
to families averaging five persons. This is more land than thefamily can farm
itself, but just enough to provide a middle income.

On the 30,OOOha. Lac Alaotra area, the government in 1967 regrouped and
, redistributed land so as to give every family a minimum 4ha.(or larger,
depending on family size) contiguous holding close to home. Average family
size wasS persons. Families in 1972 were given lease-purchase agreements,
providing that after 12 years of cultivation, mortgage and tax payment, they
would receive title. The first titles were given out in 1984, and reportedly
brought a big boost in morale and production. It is considered a strong
motivation, keeping farmers on the land. The highest yields, however, often
come from rented lands, where the lessee derives all of his income from
farming.

The results of granting title would be the subject of an interesting
comparative study. The Lac Alaotra andFIFABEexperiences, where title is
being granted, should be compared with projects at Tulear and elsewhere on
which title is not granted and farmers are considered temporary settlers.

A typical distribution of family rice-paddy holdings in the Central
Highlands is shown in Table 2 •
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TABLE 2

FARM SIZES IN THE OPERATION DEVELOPMENT RIZICOLE
PROEJCT AREA, ·ANTSlRABE, MADAGASCAR

Model I
Model II
Model III
Model IV

Size of Farmers Land
paddy fields % number % ~ (ha)

Less than 0.20 ha. 60 90,000 25 18,700
0.20 - 0.40 ha. 12 18,000 9 6,800
0.40 - 0.60 ha. 18 27,000 24 18,000
1.20 ha. average 10 15,000 42 32,000

SOURCE: JanineRamamonjisoa, "Enquete de Base ODR," April 1984, manuscript

It is estimated that only the largest category of farm provides a
sufficient income for survival. Farmers in the smaller three categories (90%)
must have salaried work to supplement farming. Payment is by task; sample
salaries mentioned in field interviews were for transplanting, FM300 (1984 US
$.48) per day for women and FM 500 ($.80) for men. They work for the larger
farmers, and in town work as manual laborers, craftsmen, push-cart pullers,
etc. There are massive labor migrations to·Lac Alaotra twice a year at
rice-transplanting and harvest time.

Thirteen different types of sharecropping, land rental, and hired labor
contracts were identified in a recent study of the Lac Alaotra region.
Several studies have found, both for the centra1highlands family/feudal
lands, and on large government schemes, 40-50%0£ the land being sharecropped
or rented.

National land law has forbidden sharecropping and all forms of feudal
obligations since 1973. There is little means. of enforcing this, however, so
in many places agents have been content to discourage abusive rates and press
for fixed-rent contracts.

E. Policy Implications

Madagascar's case provides insights into several of the policy and design
issues addressed by the River Basin study:

-- relationship of pricing, marketing and crop mix regulations to tenure
security;
effect of farmer maintenance obligations on tenure security;
optimal holdings sizes;
selection of recipients of land;
appropriate institutional and legal arrangements for tenure security.

1. Both Sudan and Madagascar have in the past had very strict pricing,
marketing and crop mix regulations, some of which were still in effect on

..-
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certain projects or for certain crops. They greatly affected the economic
viability of farming, but do not seem to have had any effect on tenure
security because farmers had no alternative but to follow them. In both
countries the regulations were applied to freehold landowners and government
tenants alike.

In Madagascar, rice was marketed under strict parastatal monopoly control
nationwide until mid-1983. At that time the whole country except for the
SOMALAC (Lac Alaotra) monopoly switched to free marketing, producing the
following changes for the 1984 crop:

Retail rice prices rose from FM 200/kg. to FM 280-3l0/kg.
Urban markets were abundantly supplied witn rice of several
qualities, whereas there had been chronic and increasing shortages
since the late 1970s.

Private farmers and merchants accounted for the increase in marketings.
Rice imports dropped 50 percent and the share of the capital city's rice
supply provided by SOMALAC dropped from 95 percent to 60 percent. Farmers at
Lac Alaotra, who received only 80 percent of the price obtained elsewhere,
apparently kept or smuggled out larger quantities of their rice.

Politically, the results of the liberalization appear to have been good.
The price increase is surely hurting poor families greatly, but the
overWhelming public response is gratitude that there is rice in the market.
Market forces are understood to have caused the price increase, so people do
not blame the government as they might in a totally price-controlled economy.

A caution is necessary. This healthy response to reduction of controls
by farmers on old established systems do not necessarily mean that irrigation
systems in new areas will flourish with minimal controls. The distribution of
water, pesticides, and other inputs requires cons~derably more coordination on
irrigation projects than farmers are used to inrainfed farming. They cannot
be expectedsu6denly to master the necessary organization, when they are
familiar with neither the techniques of irrigation nor the requirements of
some of the crops.

2. The problem of maintenance obligations is still more difficult. In
neither Sudan nor t4adagascar were irrigation works on government-sponsored
projects being adequately maintained. In both countries, management was
responsible for major infrastructure and primary and secondary canal
maintenance. In both countries, the government budget crisis and lack of
funding were offered as explanations for the rapid deterioration of works.

The lack of incentives for success may actually be a much more important
causeof.decline. The community-built Vitagache (Malgache fashion) dams,
dikes, and canals are technically of a poorer quality than the government
works, but are at least maintained by the farmers who build them. The idea of
water users' committees is a promising approach to farmer maintenance of
government-built facilities, if an adequate funding mechanism can be found and
engineering expertise can be made available.
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3. Optimal holding sizes are another important design question. In new
river basin development areas, where irrigated land is scarce and expensive to
create, plot sizes are often as small as 0.1-0.2 ha. This is appropriate as
an initial phase of irrigation development. In addition to the reasons cited,
it has the advantage of giving a maximum of farmers a chance to acquire the
skills of irrigated farming.

The optimal size of holdings over the long term, however, is
sUbstantially larger. The minimum economically viable farm size over the long
term after generations of irrigation in the two countries comes out very close
to the same size: 2 fd (0.84 hal in the Sudan, and 1.2 ha Madagascar. Both
countries have found that sUbstantially larger holdings are more productive:
10-40 fd (4.2-16.8 hal is considered optimal in Sudan, 4-10 ha in Madagascar.
Both countries have found that projects worked best when there was a core of
such medium-sized holdings. Neither country has had a problem with
land-grabbing or the accumulation of very large holdings. In both countries a
few members of the traditional nobility and/or educateaelite have holdings
ten or more times the size of a medium prosperous farmer's, but this seemed to
be a tolerable level of inequality that most people considered deserved.

The transition from small initial plots to medium-sized farms is
difficult but not impossible to effect. Most important is to plan for it from
the beginning and to consult with farmers on the modalities. Local factors
such as the socioeconomically optimal size of the whole irrigation project
versus the number of farmers who wish to participate will help determine how
to organize the transition. One desirable option would be to phase
construction of large projects, promising successful farmers in the pilot
phase a large, contiguous holding in the completed project. An alternative
where irrigated land is abundant relative to participants would be to allocate
large farms initially and let farmers expand the area cultivated as they are
able. A third alternative, where farmers already have scattered small plots,
is regrouping and reallocation operations such as were conducted at Lac
Alaotra in 1973. This always encounters farmer resistance. Their opposition
is greatest when they have title to the plots and/or when the reallocation is
an unexpected decision by manageI11ent. Farmers are attached to the lands they
have developed, which by customary law are their property. It is always
politically difficult and expensive, and often impossible, even where farmers
recognize its theoretical desirability. If reallocation is anticipated, title
should not be given to small pilot project plots, and farmers should be aware
from the beginning of the planned shift to larger farms.

4. Whether or not migrants should be given plots depends also on local
and national conditions. Sudden influxes of large numbers of migrants almost
always result in serious conflict with local ethnic groups. The decades of
trouble on the Office du Niger in Mali are well documented. A still
unresolved problem in the MandotoRiver Basin in the Malgache Middle West is
another example. There the government in the earlyl960s built a project
mainly for Merina and Betsilao settlers from the central highlands. The land
was claimea by local herders of the Baraethnicgroup. The latter were given
irrigated lands, but considered them insufficient. They harassed and
sabotaged the newcomers. Finally, the Barabuilttheir own dam upstream of
the government dam and set up their own irrigation project on the other side
of the river. The Merina and Betsilao settlers drifted away. This shows that
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relations between autochthons ahd settlers caricripple projects. It is better
not to build projects so big relative to the local labor supply that they
would require massive inunigration. On the other hand, individual families of
immigrants to new irrigation areas can usually be accommodated by local rules
of hospitality with minimal conflict.

5. Land surveying and registries are essential to the functioning of
irrigation. Both Sudan and Madagascar had the advantage of having developed a
traditional cadre of surveyors long before modern times. As a result, the
techniques were familiar to both surveyors and farmers. Where survey and
registry services do not exist, they must be created. If this is not done
early, as the British did in the Sudan, farmer pressure will eventually force
the government to do it, as was the case in Madagascar. Early
institutionalization of surveys and registration, accompanied by appropriate
land law, minimizes conflict within families and communities as well as with
the government. Belated action in an already embittered situation may entail
further conflict, again as with the 1930s' and 1970s' land surveys in
Madagascar. Here also it is hard to imagine how the Malgache will at this
late date be able to engender a viable tenure situation on the fragmented
family lands of the central highlands.
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FOOTNOTES
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FOOTNOTES

CHAPTER I

1. Complete failure is defined as abandonment of irrigation. Examples
ar~ Bancoumanain l:he Haute Vallee of the Niger River in Mali ana Maranke in
the Sabi River Valley in Zimbabwe (for details, see the Mali and Zimbabwe
country chapters of the present report).

2. Disappointing performance is characterized by yields not much
different from d~yland farming and/or costs at production well above economic
prices. Examples are tneOtfice du Niger in Mali, the Kano River Project in
Nigeria, and some of the SAED perimeters in Senegal (see Mali chapter, Wallace
1979 and Senegal chapter, respectively).

3. Modest. success may be indicated by costs of production consistent
with self-sustaining operation (whether or not farmers actually pay the full
costs of the services providea).Examples are Mwea in Kenya, Nyanyadzland a
few other communal-area smallholder schemes in Zimbabwe, and Gezira in tne
Sudan (see <Kenya, Zimbabwe and Sudan chapters).

4. Unqualified success would be shown if a project showed returns
substantially greater than costs, made a large and dynamic contribution to the
local economy, and permitted individual farmers to increase their standard of
living while remaining on-project. The early history of Gezira pointed to
this type of succtj!ss, but in recent years, factors both internal and external
to the scheme have deciaedly lowered analysts' evaluations of its success
(Barnett 1981, pp. 312-322).

5. See, for example, Steinberg 1983, Bird 1984, Palmer-Jones 1984,
Barnett 1977).

6. As pressure on shifting cultivation systems in the drylands
increases, however, the "unlim~tea supply of land," whicnaccoraing to Bent
Hansen (1979) was the basis ot colonial agricultural development, becomes an
untenabl~ hypochesis there, as well.

7. See TerIns of Reference, attached as Annex 1.

8. This excludes (usually foreign-owned) agriousiness farms, wh~ch

frequently are as large as several thousand hectares.

9. Measurements of the size of holdings snouid inc.Luae an indicat.ion of
t.he intensity of useia standard measure defines one crop per year asa 100%
cropping intensity. Some areas, where the soil is appropriate and the water

· is available, can support continuous double- or triple-cropping, ana therefore
nave cropping intensity oJ: 200 or 300%. Others have a rotation involving one
or more years of fallow following each single crop. The Gezira scheme, for
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example, has a three-yea.r rotation, thus theoretically a 33% intensity
(although some cropping of one of the fallow years is permitted) (Gaitskell
1959). The standard lS-feddan tenancy is thus equivalent to a S-feddan
holding (2 ha.) at 100% intensity. It clearly makes a difference, therefore,
to specify intensity when discllssingholdings size. Unless otherwise stated,
we henceforth assume a 100% intensity.

10. For the communal farming of the Soninke, see·Weigel (1980, 1982a).

11. For the hierarchica1Toucouleur, see Minvielle 1977 and Fieloux
1980. For the egalitarian Oiola, see van der Klei 1978.

12. In the Mali chapter, details are given on .the Bancoumana polder,
under consideration for rehabilitation by AID even though the village leaders
have successfu11yprevented its operation for several years. In·the Senegal
chapter, there are accounts of several projects' challenges to the elite's
control of irrigable land, which resulted, after several years, in the
breakdown of the leaders' authority.

13. Magasa (1978, pp. 127-133) describes the life of the colon on the
Office du Niger as being little better than slavery.

14. The Senegalese government andSAEDhave negotiated a contrat-plan
(performance contract), according to which SAED is to go from its early 1980's
role of taking care of everything involved in irrigation from bulldozing to
marKeting (except farm labor) to a much reduced role of extension service and
river-basin planning agency. Correspondingly, local institutions, including
the cornmunautes rurales ana village councils, are expected to assume much of
the burden. As of the present, the process is well under way, and a
second-phase contrat-plan has been approved. (Senegal 1984).

15. The training can be in a formal program, as it is in the Ka1eya
Scheme in Zambia about which Wood writes, or it can be on-the-job, with
performance criteria for "graduation," as it is on the Zimbabwe smallholder
schemes.

16. Such as those that occur when state monopolies are unable to honor
their commitments to sUPPly inputs and credit or to purchase output. The
private sector does not respond instantaneouslYJ the environment in which it
is to operate must contain some elements of security, just as the farmers'
must. For examples of the inadequacy and unreliability of private-sector
provision of input and marketing services when government services falter or
are withdrawn, see the Sudan chapter for discussion of the private pump
schemes in Northern provinceJ Moris 1984 for pump supplies and maintenance in
a remote area of Mali; and Palmer-Jones 1984 for the economics of market
failure in Northern Nigeria.

17. Resettlement from dam sites has only infrequently been associated
with irrigation development. The biggest ana best studied resettlement
efforts, such as the Karibareservoir between Zambia and Zimbabwe (see
Chambers 1969 for the classic accounts), were "pure" resettlement efforts. An
exception is the Khasm el Ghirbaresettlement scheme in Sudan, where Nubians
displaced from the rising Lake Nasser were relocated on irrigable land and
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given a perimeter (Salem-Murdock 1985). Important cases in the Ivory Coast
and Ghana following construction of the Kossou and Akosombo Dams are not well
documented (but see Lassailly-Jacob 1982 and Kouame1981). The Manantali
resettlement project has deliberately attempted to reproduce, not to improve,
the target population's socioeconomic position (AID 1984). Resettlement from
overpopulated areas is moreconunon: the Senegal Delta projects and Bura in
Kenya are examples (on Senegal, see Seck 1978. On Bura, see Hughes 1984). The
classic resettlement exercise with political motivation is Mwea in Kenya,
developed to displace some Kikuyu from the regions where theMau Mau
insurgency had been especially active before Independence (Chambers ahd Moris
1973).

18. But see, for example, Barnum and Squire 1978, who show no such
correlation using Malaysian data.

19. But land utilization rates were lower on the small perimeters as
well, so that yields on total irrigated area (as opposed to area planted) were
no higher on small than on large perimeters, except at Bakel. See Fieloux
1980, Boutillier 1980, and Senegal chapter.

20. "As far as the size of parcel goes (0.25 ha. along the Niger River),
this seems to be almost entirely related to the political desire to distribute
available irrigated ~and as widely as possible. It is difficult to see how a
popular government could do much else, even recognizing. the problem it poses
for maximizing the effectiveness of investments in irrigation." USAID 1984b,
p. 46.

21. There are some exceptions to this guideline. In the Office du
Niger, land is allocated at the very generous rate of 2-3 ha. per working
adult male (Kamuanga 1982), and average farm size is about 7 ha. Yields of
paddy have been low, however, averaging about 2 tons per hectare (Club des
Amis du Sahel 1977) and farmer incomes low.

22. At the other extreme from the situation on the Office du Niger, some
official.s in Zimbabwe believe that the "comma-one" plots may in fact be
sufficient to provide a good cash income or at a minimum, insurance against
dryland crop failure for farmers in relatively rainy areas. They point to
yields of maize of over 10 tons per hectare, thus one ton per plot, for a
value of over Z$lSO for a single season. Green corn for local sales is even
more valuable (MaKadho 1984). In many places, vegetables are a profitable
crop even on very small garden plot.s,but. are only feasible where a market for
the produce exists (see Kimani 1984,p. 268 for a Kenyan illustration of the
severe losses farmers will incur when markets for perishables like tomatoes
fail to materialize).

23. Evidence on the existence of a "learning curve," reflected in
increasing yields and/or decreasing labor input per hectare as farmers become
more familiar with irrigation techniques is available for Senegal in
Boutillier 1980 and Fieloux 1980. The costs of the initial substandard yields
will be lower if farmers make their mistakes on smaller plots.

24. The ban on subletting and sharecropping is not merely ideological.
Nor do we enter the furious debate over the relative efficiency of share
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tenancy (see, e.g., Cheung 1968, Bardhan 1979). The allocation of more than
one hectare to commercially-minded farmers is not intended to turn them into
landlords, but rather to permit them to be ·'pure R commercial farmers, who have
sufficient holdings to gain some economies of scale, including mechanization,
access to credit, and countervailing marketing power. The difficulty of
enforcement of such a ban is well-recognized (see Barnett 1977, Zimbabwe
chapter).

25. See, e.g., Kamuanga 1982 on the Office du Niger; Senegal chapter on
Ndombo and Thiago; Zimbabwe chapter on the Sabi valley. But for a contrasting
case in Northern Nigeria see Wallace 1979.

26. As reported in USAID 1984b for Niger.

27. In more and more areas of Africa, second-generation projects are
under consiaeration, and rehabilitation plans are under way. Farmers in these
areas undoubtedly have useful experience to share with project designers in
much the same way as the Sinhalese farmers did. But if projects need to be
rehabilitated because of faulty social engineering on the old project, the
experience may have to be received with caution.

28. See Kenya chapter, and West and Grove 1981, part B, p. 16.

29. Nelson and Tileston 1977 state that "In the Haute Vallee's (Mali)
Bankoumana Perimeter, management was to have been provided by the farmers
themselves and the perimeter illustrates the lack of upkeep and
management which is common in these cases (p. 9)."

30. At least until it is obvious that the government is not going to do
it for them - see Kenya chapter. Patten 1984 argues that in Madagascar ··on
the modern schemes smallholders were accustomed from the start to a system
where all O&M activities were handled by the state. They are reluctant to
start participating now in the management and operation of schemes."

31. This observation should not be construed as recommending against
rehabilitation and thus in favor of new construction. The problems are the
same in both cases: if maintenance is not done, >rehabilitation or abandonment
must follow. The economic analysis of, for example, the Moris and Thorn (1985)
report does not recognize this, focussing only on the evident cost advantage
of rehabilitating failed projects rather than building new perimeters. But
land tenure and other issues must be addressed.more seriously than they are in
the following passage from the Niger government's .proposal for rehabilitation
of most of its irrigated perimeters: "Les problemes relevant de 1a repartition
fonciere, ayant entraine certaines distorsions,ne semblent pas pouvoir faire
1'objet de mesures a court terme." (ONAHA 1982) Translation: "Since there were
some distortions arising from the division of land, we cannot take any
short-term aas opposed to long-termfiland tenure measures. Unfortunately the
report nowhere mentions long-term measures, either.

32. This structural cost of the national food self-sufficiency objective
is a compelling argument against it, but since many countries have persisted
in the strategy it is best to deal with it Iather than ignore it because it is
an unacceptable strategy for AID to espouse.
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33. The problems witnmarketing boards/are welldocurnented (SOURCE).
But it is clear that farmers would have great difficulty if they had to adapt
to the price fluctuations that the sugar market, for example, has experienced
in recent years.

34. Barnett 1981, p. 319. He also shows that not all previous land
rights were respected; specifically, some Mahdists, opponents of the British
and Egyptians, may have been denied their claim to Gezira land.

35. An attempt by nlanagement to evict 500 tenants from the New HaIfa
scheme (a resettlement scheme in the Sudan for pastoralists displaced by the
rise of Lake Nasser) led to protests which resulted in the regaining of most
tenancies by the former holders or their families (Pearson 1980, quoted in
Tiffen 1984b, p. 32).

36. Recent African literature on this worldwide problem with land
reforms includes Coldham 1982 and El Mahdi 1971.

37. It is not in the State's interest to confer a title which can be
used to secure a loan to be invested outside agriculture, at least in the
early years, because the farmer may thereby be distracted from farming.

38. Bruce and Dorner (1982) found that in Zambia, the "land without
value" problem is not solved by valuing improvements if the land itself has no
value. They were referrint to drylana farming, however, where the quality of
unimproved land (biological productivity, loeational advantages) varies far
moretbanit does in irrigated farming. In many irrigable areas in Africa -
Northern Sudan, the Senegal Valley, the Sabi Catchment in Zimb.abwe -- the
unimproved land under irrigation does in faet have a very low opportunity cost
and a zero price is not far wrong. Irrigation quasi-rents can be captured by
market valuation of the improvements.

CHAPTER II

1. Organisation pour la Mise en Valeur du Fleuve S~n~gal.

2. With the exception of some urban land and rural land whose owners
registered claims within six months of the law's passage.

3. Societe pour l'Amenagement et l'Exploitation des Terres du Delta et
des Vall~es du Fleuve S~negal et de la Fal~m~.

4. "In the Fouta, there is the national property law, but there are
also the facts. II See Mathieu 1983d for more detail on this subject.

5. Senior rights are (in contrast with intensity-of-use rights) those
recognized by all residents as chronologically first, with all subsequent
users obtaining trieir rights with the senior rightholders ' consent.

6. The Faleme valley, which begins a few kilometers upstream from
Bakel, has a mixture of the two ethnic groups.
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7. Translation: I am a bit SUSP1C10US that (these claims) are only made
to show oneself to have an illustrious past.

8. Translation: Here we permitted the feudal regime, in all its moral
ugliness, to survive • • • For example, I consider it inadmissible that some
individual, simply because his ancestor of two or three hundred years ago
cured the illness ofa relative of the saltigui through his witch-doctoring,
or because he made a good-luck amulet and gave it to his sovereign or rendered
the latter some not always laudable personal or political service, or finally
for any other reason which was profitable to the royal hegemony, can continue
to benefit from payments from a source which is as outmoded as it is
incompatible with our ideas of individual liberty.

9. "When someone is drowning and you hold out an object to him, he will
grab it to save his life.even if it is a knife; it is with this attitude that
we accepted SAED. n Sow 1983 quoted in Mathieu 1983a, reporting the words of a
Bakel-area village leader. Mathieu implies, incorrectly I think, that this
was the attitude of the entire village, rather than just the leaders.

10. CSS: Compagnie SucriereSenegalaise, a sugar plantation and
refinerYJ SOCAS: Societe des Conserveries Alimentaires du Senegal, a tomato
farm and cannery.

11. The information reported here was obtained during several hours of
discussion in both villages, plus additional conversation with SAED employees.

12. The brother of the village chief ofSenoudebou claimed that Gitta's
people were still provoking Senoudebou by not asking the latter to participate
in ceremonies involving cross-village families.

13. Officially, the Federation des Paysans Organises en Zone Soninke.

14. Much of the following information comes from the written minutes of
three meetings between SAED, Ndombo, Thiago, and the Peuls from 1982 to 1984.

15. The not totally-informed opinion of the security chief of ess, in an
interview in January 1985, was that the lease was for 99 years, nonrenewable
with no rent, but that in practice it would be reviewed (and probably renewed)
after 30 or 40 years. ess does not have a lease document.

16. In fact there was one other hurdle: the village of Donayehadto
give its approval for the water to flow from the Doue River, a parallel branch
of the Senegal, to Diatar through its territory. Since Donaye had not been
fr iendly wi th Dia tar in the past, according. to SAED because of the
contentiousness of Diatar's chief, it was reluctant to agree. SAED and the
local authorities finally prevailed, and persuaded Donaye to allow the canal
to cross its land.

17. Typical SAED-GP contracts include both sides' obligations concerning
initial land development, maintenance, input provision and financing, debt
payment, establishment of amortization accounts, extension services, training
of pump mechanics, and crop marketing (Seck: 1978).
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18. The size range of groups was large: from 9to 39 members. The 35
groups shared 57 mailles, or water-distribution subunits, which varied from
2.8 to 23.8 ha. and averaged 10.4 ha. See Weiler 1979.

19. In fact, per-hectare construction costs have generally been lower on
the small perimeters, partly because the farmers have been asked to contribute
labor to clearing r levelling and diking, and partly because the need for
primaryca11als and large pumping stations is eliminated on small perimeters.
But this cost advantage should not be attributed to smaller plot sizes; it is
tempting to do so since there has been an almost perfect correlation between
plot size and perimeter size in the Senegal, but this is an historical
accident rather than a technological necessity.

20. There are many reasons why the rate of utilization may be lower on
sma.llperimeters. Insufficient water or poor maintenance are among the
technical reasons; abandonment due to local conflicts or SAED shutdown because
of nonpayment of debts are among the socioeconomic reasons. In 1983-84 there
was avery low flood, so it is possible that many irrigable hectares were
unable to be irrigated in fact, but there were also problems like Diatar and
Senoudebou at the· time.

21. In reality, the first small perimeters were distributed equally as
funding became available, and the extensions went to those villages or
communautes rurales with the most influence at SAED headquarters, according to
SAED officials interviewed in January 1985.

CHAPTER IV

1. Griots are a hereditary caste of storytellers and musicians.

2. The main distinction between traditionally nomadic Peul and
traditionally sedentary Toucouleuris blurred because it is an ideal identity
that corresponds historically to at most a statistical difference, not an
absolute distinction. In other parts of the Sahel, both the sedentary and the
nomadic Pulaar speakers are referred to in the English literature as Fulbe or
Fulani. These terms are not in use in Mauritania so I will refer to the
groups collectively as Baal Pulaar (a term much in use in Mauritania) when
both groups are meant.

3. The two thirds figure was estimated as follows: alone third (300) of
families in Boghe were cultivators - two thirds or 600 were not,b)an
estimation that two thirds (200) of cultivators residing in Boghe were
non-noble, c) the total number of families in the plain including those in
Boghe were 2227 families so subtracting 600 non-cultivators gives 1627
cultivator families, d)the noble castes listed in Table 3 sum to 998 families
to which we could add the estimated 100 noble families cultivating but
residing in Boghe to give a conservative estimate of 1098 noble cultivators,
and f)dividing 1098 by 1627 (noble cultivators divided by total cultivators)
gives .67.
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CHAPTER VII

1. This is not an official name for the·schemes labeled "all other" in
Table 2. It does express the government's intent, even though it expresses
reality quite poorly: many farmers on these schemes have and cultivate dryland
plots in the nearby hills. Unlike the situation in other provinces of Zimbabwe
and elsewhere in Africa, however, Sabi Valley irrigation smallholders do not
abandon their irrigated plots to farm on the dryland during the rainy season
(Rukuni 1984b, p. 404).

2. The only sources for these observations are personal communications
with DERUDE and Agritex staff in Mutare, the capital of Manicaland Province,
and with the Chief Irrigation Officer at Nyanyadzi in August 1984.

3. It should be noted that the comparative figures in Table 4b are
somewhat misleading concerning dryland yields: cOlIUllercial (i.e. white) farms
are generally located in regions of sUbstantially higher rainfall than the
dryland communal areas and small-scale commercial farms, so that not all of
their substantial yield advantage over the latter two types is due to superior
farming skills.
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ANNEX 1

AID TENTATIVE SOOGESTED OUTPUTS FOR LAND TENORE CENTER INVESTIGATION
OF LAND TENURE ISSUES IN IRRIGATION AND RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT

1. Suggest appropriate methods to design projects which take into
account, improve or change the nature of state involvement in ownership and
control of land, by making recommendations in tne following areas in
particular:

a. Desi~ability of pricing/marketing or crop mix regulations, and effect
on tenure security.

b. Effect of farmer maintenance obligations on security of tenure.

c. Feasible alternatives to state ownership whicn promote both tenure
security and incentives for farmer maintenance of works and for
production.

d. Implications at both project and national policy levels.

2. Recommend guidelines for determining the appropriate size of holding.

a. Equity effects:

larger holdings vs. more beneficiaries
should traditional land claims be honored or extinguished beyond
a certain size of holding?

b. Efficiency effects:

relation to technology and organization of production (eg.
contract plowing or cooperative holding of lana preparation
equipment)

c. Dynamic effects: What characteristics can be built into systems to
allow appropriate spontaneous adjustments in size of individual
noldings according to individual need (eg. family life cycle changes;
increased familiarity, competence, and reliance on irrigation) wnile
preventing land grabs? How can such characteristics be built into
the system?

d. Guidelines to determine at what minimum plot size fragmentation
becomes a problem; how to avoia fragmentation.
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3. Examine and make recommendations for approaching other design issues.

a. How to design irrigation works to take account of tenure without
exploding costs (eg. location of dike in podor, Senegal a function of
land claims by villagers and city dwellers)

b. How to involve farmers in design of works and allocation of land in a
cost effective way.

c. How to handle traditional claims to land by farmers in area, outside
of area, herders, or others?

d. How pre-project surveys or information gathering can be structured to
be most useful in taking account of, and defining tenure in a project.

e. Who should have access to newly irrigated land?

People from neighboring villages or distant regions facing land
shortage?
Civil servants?

f. Transferability of land rights.

g. Appropriate cost effective institutional/legal mechanisms to insure
security of tenure (eg. titling?).
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ANNEX 2

LAND TENURE AND RELATED INFORMATION REQUIRED DURING PROCESS
OF DESIGN OF IRRIGATION PROJECTS, AND FOR IN-DEPTH

EVALUATION AND MONITORING

I. Characteristics of the project Area Before and Alongside Project*

A. Land and Water Resources

1. pre-project land use
a. by type of land and distance to river
b. seasonality
c. inter-annual changes
d. users (e.g., herders, forestry, urban)

B. Population

1. Ethnic and caste distribution of project area population
2. Densityre'1ative to land and water resources
3. Distribution of econom1c activity by sex, age, caste, ethnic group
4. History of settlement

c. Land Tenure

1. Previous customary tenure rights
a. nature of tenure~ who decides what; since when?
o. characteristics of holders and users
c. issues of alienability, divisibility, and heritability
d. caste, ethnic, and sex differences

2. Context of national legislation
a. pre- vs. post-independence characteristics
b. consultation/input of concerned population
c. time required for transfer of land rights
d. type and degree of compensation of holders/users
e. type of holdings permissible: title, lease, etc.
f. minimum/maximum holding size
9. agencies responsible for implementing law, and extent of

implementation

3. Regional or sub-national rules: legal or accepted practice
4. Land administration and registry systems

* If data on continguous area are available, assessment can be with/without as
well as before/after.
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II. Characteristics of project as Designed

A. Description of project

1. Objectives (e.g., types of output, for consumption, market,
export)

2. History of design process
3. Types of irrigation system
4. Type of land division and allocation
5. Relationship between project and central government

B. Population Affected by Project

1. Identified groups positively and negatively affected
2. Share of affected groups' time, effort, land, other resources

taken by project
3. Off-proJect effects of project

a. ecology
b. market organization and opportunities
c. prices of inputs, outputs, labor
d. contrast in tenure arrangements
e. migration in and out of region

c. Land Tenure

1. Terms .of holding land irrigated under project
a. means of selecting holders/users
b. standards of selection
c. flexibility and mutability of standards
d. security of tenure va. layout adjustability
e. inheritability, widow's rights, sUbdivisibility, practice vs.

rule
f. absentee holding possible? Tenants?
g. legal basis, documentation, other terms and conditions (e.g.,

probation)

2. Relationship between farmers and project
a. intermediate managerial organizations: co-ops, top-down

foremen vs. bottom-up delegates; different organizations for,
e.g., marketing and water management?

b. project obligations: land clearing, equipment pool, input
provision, marketing

c. farmer obligations~ rent (money or kind), water charges, crop
mix, compulsory marketing and quotas, other common-service
payments; how paid? organization operation and maintenance
financing.

d. enforcement mechanisms (both ways)
e. evolution of organization foreseen?

3. Relocation of people and transfer of land holdings
.a. character isticsofpeople relocated from project area, and

post-project activity ----
b. characteristics of people relocated to project area
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c. compensation of those losing land (planned vs. actual)
d. contribution of those gaining land (planned vs. actual)
e. characteristics of lana cnanging hands
f. impact on perceptions of land tenure security

4. off-project perimeter land rights
a. extent of project participants' off-project activity

(seasonal rainfea ag., adequacy of rainfed land available,
etc.)

b. foreseen impact on project
c. provisions to mitigate impact

III. Results of project Operation Over Time (Both Immediate and Long Term
Effects)

A. Output and Income of Farmers; Performance Compared to Plan

1. Value and volume, crop mix, marketed surplus, techniques of
production

2. Income distribution by sex, ethnic group, caste, government share
3. Adequacy of labor supply; existence of niJ:'edlabor
4. Adequacy of ir.rigation water
5. Adequacy of maintenance of facilities; reasons (if any) for

inadequacy
6. Adequacy of plot maintenance

B. Land Tenure

1. Turnover of tenants/holders/users
2. Changes in ethnic, sex, and caste differentials
3. Conflicts among ethnic, sex, age, and caste· groups caused by

cnanging landholding patterns and land values
4. Evidence of land-or water-grabbing by traditional or new elites
5. Project management reaction and results of reaction- ---
6. Change in Off-project activities and land rights; reaction and

impact.
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ANNEX 1

AID TENTATIVE SOOGESTED OU'l'PU'l'S FOR LAND TENURE CENTER INVESTIGATION
OF LAND TENURE ISSUES IN IRRIGATION AND RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT

1. Suggest appropriate methods to design projects which take into
account, improve or change the nature of state involvement in ownership and
control of land, by making recommendations in tne following areas in
particular:

a. Desi~ability of pricing/marketing or crop mix regulations, and effect
on tenure security.

b. Effect of farmer maintenance obligations on security of tenure.

c. Feasible alternatives to state ownership whicn promote both tenure
security and incentives for farmer maintenance of works and for
production.

d. Implications at both project and national policy levels.

2. Recommend guidelines for determining the appropriate size of holding.

a. Equity effects:

larger holdings vs. more beneficiaries
should traditional land claims be honored or extinguished beyonet
a certain size of holding?

b. Efficiency effects:

relation to technology and organization of production (eg.
contract plowing or cooperative holding of lana preparation
equipment)

c. Dynamic effects: What characteristics can be built into systems to
allow appropriate spontaneous adjustments in size of individual
nOldings according to individual need (eg. family life cycle changes~

increased familiarity, competence, and reliance on irrigation) wnile
preventing land grabs? How can such characteristics be built into
the system?

d. Guidelines to determine at what minimum plot size fragmentation
becomes a problem; how to avoia fragmentation.
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3. Examine and make reconunendations for approaching other design issues.

a. How to design irrigation works to take account of tenure without
exploding costs (eg. location of dike in Podor, Senegal a function of
land claims by villagers and city dwellers)

b. How to involve farmers in design of works and allocation of land in a
cost effective way.

c. How to handle traditional claims to land by farmers in area, outside
of area, herders, or others?

d. How pre-project surveys or information gathering can be structured to
be most useful in taking account of, and defining tenure in a project.

e. Who should have access to newly irrigated land?

People from neighboring villages or distant regions facing land
shortage?
Civi~ servants?

f. Transferability of land rights.

g. Appropriate cost effective institutional/legal mechanis.ms to insure
security of tenure (eg. titling?).
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ANNEX 2

LAND TENORE AND RELATED INFORMATION REQUIRED DURING PROCESS
OF DESIGN OF IRRIGATION PROJECTS, AND FOR IN-DEPTH

EVALUATION AND MONITORIR;

I. Characteristics of the project Area Before and Alongside project*

A. Land and water Resources

1. pre-project land use
a. by type of land and distance to river
b. seasonality
c. inter-annual changes
d. users (e.g., herders, forestry, urban)

B. Population

1. Ethnic and caste distribution of project area population
2. Density relative to land and water resources
3. Distribution of econom:Lc activity by sex, age, caste, ethnic group
4. History of settlement

c. Land Tenure

1. previous customary tenure rights
a. nature of tenure~ who decides what; since when?
o. characteristics of holders and users
c. issues of alienability, divisibility, and heritability
d. caste, ethnic, and sex differences

2. Context of national legislation
a. pre- vs. post-independence characteristics
b. consultation/input of concerned population
c. time required for transfer of land rights
d. type and degree of compensation of holders/users
e. type of holdings permissible: title, lease, etc.
f. minimum/maximum holding size
g. agencies responsible for implementing law, and extent of

implementation

3. Regional or sub-national rules: legal or accepted practice
4. Land administration and registry systems

* If data on continguous area are available, assessment can be with/without as
well as before/after.
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II. Characteristics of project as Designed

A. Description of project

1. Objectives (e.g., types of output, for consumption, market,
export)

2. History of design process
3. Types of irrigation system
4. Type of land division and allocation
5. Relationship between project and central government

B. Population Affected by project

1. Identified groups positively and negatively affected
2. Share of affected groups' time, effort, land, other resources

taken by project
3. Off-proJect effects of project

a. ecology
b. market organization and opportunities
c. prices of inputs, outputs., labor
d. contrast in tenure arrangements
e. migration in and out of region

c. Land Tenure

1. Terms .0£ holding land irrigated under project
a. means of selecting holders/users
b. standards of selection
c. flexibility and mutability of standards
d. security of tenure vs. layout adjustability
e. inheritability, widow's rights,subdivisibility, practice vs.

rule
f. absentee holding possible? Tenants?
g. legal basis, documentation, other terms and conditions (e.g.,

probation)

2. Relationship between farmers and project
a. intermediate managerial organizations: co-ops, top-down

foremen vs. bottom-up delegates; different organizations for,
e.g., marketing and water management?

b. project obligations: land clearing, equipment pool, input
provision, marketing

c. farmer obligations: rent (money or kind), water charges, crop
mix, compulsory marketing.andquotas, other common-service
payments; how paid? organization operation and maintenance
financing.

d. enforcement mechanisms (both ways)
e. evolution of organization foreseen?

3. Relocation of people and transfer of land holdings
.a. characteristics of people relocated from project area, and

post-project activity
b. characteristics of people relocated to project area
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c. compensation of those losing land (planned vs. actual)
d. contribution of those gaining land (plannedvs. actual)
e. characteristics of land cnanginghands
f. impact on perceptions of land tenure security

4. off-project perimeter land rights
a. extent of project participants' off-project activity

(seasonal rainfe~ ag., adequacy of rainfed ~and available,
etc.)

b. foreseen impact on project
c. provisions to mitigate impact

III. Results of project Operation Over Time (Both Irmnediate and Long Term
Effects)

A. Output and Income of Farmers; Performance Compared to Plan

1. Value and volume, crop mix, marketed surplus, techniques of
production

2. Income distribution by sex, ethnic group, caste, government share
3. Adequacy of labor supply; existence of nired labor
4. Adequacy of ir.rigation water
5. Adequacy of maintenance of facilities; reasons (if any) for

inadequacy
6. Adequacy of plot maintenance

B. Land Tenure

1. Turnover of tenants/holders/users
2. Changes in ethnic, sex, and caste differentials
3. Conflicts among ethnic, sex, age, and caste· groups caused oy

cnanging landholding patterns and land values
4. Evidence of land-or water-grabbing by traditional or new elites
5. project management reaction and results of reaction- ---
6. Change in off-project activities and land rights; reaction and

impact.
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